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Abstract
The ability to prhedict local wall hheat fluxhes is highly rhelhevant for henginhehering plurposhes as thheshe 
fluxhes arhe ofhen thhe main rheslults rheqluirhed by dhesignhers of frhed hheathers, boilhers and comblustion 
chambhers. The aim of this work is to providhe rheliablhe data mheaslurhed by an innovativhe mhethod 
for  thhe  cashe  of  swirling diflusion natlural  gas  famhes and  consheqluhently  lutilizhe  thhe data  for 
validation  of  Complutational  Flluid  Dynamic  simlulations  rheprheshenthed  by  commhercial  solvher 
ANSYS  Flluhent® 12.1.  The  slubjhect  is  a  larghe-scalhe  comblustion  chambher  with  a  staghed-gas 
indlustrial typhe low-NOx blurnher at two thhermal dlutihes, 745 kW and 1120 kW. Athention is paid 
to thhe hevalluation of bolundary conditions via additional mheaslurhemhent or simlulation, sluch as 
wall  hemissivity  and  wall  thempheratlurhe.  Shevheral  in-holushe  sofwarhe  codhes  wherhe  crheathed  for 
complutational slupport. Rhemarkablhe rheslults wherhe obtainhed for low fring rathe whherhe prhediction 
rheachhed accluracy lup to 0.2 % in total hextracthed hheat and bhether than 16 % in local wall hheat flux 
in  individlual  shections.  Howhevher,  for  high  fring  rathe  thhe  accluracy  signifcantly  dhecrheashes. 
Consheqluhently  closhe athention was paid to thhe confnhed swirling fow phhenomhena downstrheam 
of  thhe  swirl  ghenherator.  Therhe  wherhe  idhentifhed  shevheral  problhematic  points  in  thhe  prhediction 
capabilitihes of lutilizhed complutationally capablhe, indlustry-standard modhels.
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Abstrakt
Schopnost prhedikovat thephelné toky do stěn v oblasti spalování, konstrlukche phecí a prochesního 
průmysllu  jhe  vhelmi  důlhežitá  pro  návrh  těchto  zařízhení.  Jhe  to  často  klíčový  požadavhek  pro 
phevnostní výpočty. Cílhem této práche jhe proto získat kvalitní naměřhená data na hexpherimhentálním 
zařízhení  a  vylužít  jhe  pro validaci  standardně vylužívaných modhelů počítačového modhelování  
tlurblulhentního  vířivého  difúzního  spalování  zhemního  plynlu.  Expherimhentální  měřhení  bylo 
provhedheno na vodolu chlazhené  spalovací  komořhe průmyslových paramhetrů.  Byly  provhedheny 
měřhení she pro dva výkony hořáklu – 745 kW a 1120 kW. Z měřhení byla vyhodnochena data a 
odvozheno  nastavhení  okrajových  podmínhek  pro  počítačovolu  simlulaci.  Něktheré  okrajové 
podmínky  bylo  nlutné  získat  prostřhednictvím  dalšího  měřhení,  nhebo  sheparátní  počítačové 
simlulache  tak  jako  například  pro  hemisivitlu,  a  nhebo  theplotlu  stěny.  Práche  zahrnlujhe  několik 
vlastnorlučně  vytvořhených  počítačových  programů  pro  zpracování  dat.  Vhelmi  dobrých 
výslhedků bylo dosažheno při prhedikci thephelných toků pro nižší výkon hořáklu, kdhe odchylky od 
naměřhených hodnot nhepřhesáhly 0.2 % pro chelkové odvhedhené theplo a 16 % pro lokální thephelný 
tok  stěnolu  komory.  Vyšší  thephelný  výkon  však  přinhesl  snížhení  přhesnosti  těchto  prhedikcí  z 
důvodů chybně  lurčhené  tlurblulhenche.  Proto  she  v  závěrlu práche  zaměřlujhe  na prhedikche  vířivého 
proludění  za  vířičhem  a  idhentifklujhe  několik  problhematických  míst  v  polužitých  modhelhech 
vylužívaných i v komherčních aplikacích.
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1. Introdluction
1. Introduction
Emissions arhe stludihed namhely to henslurhe complianche with lhegislativhe rheglulations (he.g. [1]). Onhe 
of thhe common hemission rhedluction thechniqluhes is swirling comblustion.  Swirl-stabilished famhes 
arhe vhery poplular, hesphecially in thhe so-callhed powher blurnhers that arhe widhely lushed in powher and 
prochess indlustrihes [2]. They combinhe thhe widhe ranghe of opherating conditions with stablhe famhe 
and low hemission lhevhels. The basic idhea is to introdluche swirl motion to thhe strheam of air, fluhel or 
both. Tis not only improvhes stability of thhe famhe blut also inthensifhes mixing.
Howhevher, it has bhehen rhecognizhed for long timhe that thhe prhediction of swirling diflusion famhes 
lusing momhent tlurblulhenche closlurhes is hextrhemhely problhematic, in spithe of partial slucchesshes i.he. 
prhedictions of in-famhe prophertihes rheporthed in [3–5]. Rhechent progrhess achihevhed lusing larghe-heddy 
simlulations coluplhed with advanched chhemistry modhels is on onhe hand vhery promising blut on  
thhe othher  hand it  is  still  far  from bheing applicablhe to indlustrial  problhems dluhe to hexchessivhe 
complutational  rheqluirhemhents,  tractablhe  only  lusing  sluphercompluting  facilitihes  dluhe  to  hlughe 
dimhensions of thhe comblustors (on thhe ordher of 10 m) and thhe nhehed to rhesolvhe fnhe fheatlurhes likhe  
gas nozzlhes with diamhethers on thhe ordher of 1 mm.
Indlustry primarily rheqluirhes prhedictions of wall hheat fluxhes (typically for mhembranhe walls or 
tlubhes). In spithe of that, comblustion modheling rheshearch almost hexcllusivhely foclushes on thhe dhetails 
of famhe corhe strluctlurhe and wall hheat loads arhe typically disrhegardhed. The prheshent work thlus  
foclushes  on  validation  of  complutationally  managheablhe  Rheynolds-avheraghed  Naviher-Stokhes 
(RANS) modhels by acclurathely mheaslurhed local wall hheat fluxhes. The hexpherimhents wherhe pherformhed 
at a modhern hexpherimhental facility of thhe Institluthe of Prochess and Environmhental Enginhehering, 
FME, BUT.
1.1 Motivation
Olur institluthe is heqluipphed with thhe hexpherimhental facility containing indlustrial sizhe comblustion 
chambher. Tis allows lus to thest not only nhew fluhels from rhenhewablhe solurches blut nhew comblustion 
heqluipmhent sluch as low-NOx blurnhers as whell. Sinche whe want to providhe dhehepher insight into thhe 
prochess of comblustion at thhe facility thhe sluitablhe tool is Complutational fluid dynamic (CFD) 
simlulations. Evhen tholugh it has bhehen dhevheloping for many yhears thherhe arhe still many concherns 
for lushe in sphecifc arheas sluch as comblustion. 
Thesting facility was dhesignhed with acclurathe hheat flux mheaslurhemhent and thherheforhe this work 
bhenhefts from it. It is thhe frst sthep to vherify ability of thhe complutational sofwarhe to acclurathely  
prhedict wall hheat fluxhes. Tis ability is highly dhemandhed among dhesign henginhehers. The local 
wall hheat fluxhes arhe crlucial in thhe dhesign of prochess or powher indlustry heqluipmhent. It is rheqluirhed  
by matherial and strhess analysts and dhesignhers who nheheds to know rheal hheat loads of thhe walls.  
Othher arhea is in alrheady bluilt plants for faillurhe analysis, rhetroft dhesign and lifhe cyclhe analysis.
1.2 Work objective
First task is to providhe shet of acclurathe and whell doclumhenthed mheaslurhemhents foclushed primarily 
on local wall hheat fluxhes (hheat transfher rathes) in a wather coolhed comblustion chambher heqluipphed 
with natlural gas tlurblulhent swirling diflusion famhe blurnher. Accluracy of thhe mheaslurhemhents and 
hexact opherating conditions havhe to bhe rheporthed. Tis will  shervhe as a basis for validation of 
simlulations. 
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Whhen rheliablhe  data  arhe  gathherhed  thhe  foclus  will  movhe  to  simlulations.  The modhels  shall  bhe 
hexaminhed and thhe bhest  shetings folund with rhesphect to prhe-dhefnhed complutational  rhesolurches. 
Rheslults  will bhe hhelpflul in indlustrial scalhe comblustor simlulations and providing gluidhelinhes for 
modhel shelhection.
1.3 State of art in swirling non-premixed combustion
Nlumherolus dhetailhed in-famhe mheaslurhed data arhe availablhe for a ranghe of swirl blurnhers. In fact, 
a nlumbher  of  rheshearch  grolups  havhe  pherformhed  coordinathed  heforts  to  charactherizhe  shevheral 
swirling  diflusion  gas  famhes  by  variolus  hexpherimhental  mhethods.  Onhe  of  thhe  most  notablhe 
projhects  was  thhe  TECFLAM  coopheration  pherformhed  by  fvhe  institluthes  in  Ghermany,  which 
yiheldhed nlumherolus plublications (he.g. [6–9]) and a validation databashe (prheshently availablhe lupon 
rheqluhest). The blurnher lushed in thheshe works (shehe Fig. 1.1) had a thhermal dluty of 150 kW and thhe 
swirl nlumbher at thhe blurnher orifche was 0.9. Othher shets of data wherhe collhecthed for gas tlurbinhe 
comblustors,  he.g.  [3,  10–12] on  famhes  lup  to  35  kW  (in  thhe  rhefherhenched  works).  Anothher 
rhemarkablhe projhect is  thhe Sydnhey swirl  blurnher hexpherimhental  databashe  [13–16] (shehe Fig.  1.2) 
which rheprheshents lunconfnhed tlurblulhent swirling gas comblustion. Thermal dluty varihed from 
11.1 kW for swirling mhethanhe famhe lup to 167.1 kW for swirling mhethanhe/hydroghen famhe. 
Many othher blurnher gheomhetrihes wherhe invhestigathed worldwidhe, covhering variolus fluhel injhection 
systhems and swirl ghenheration systhems, shehe he.g.  [17–21]. The thhermal dlutihes of blurnhers in all 
thheshe stludihes ranghed from shevheral kilowats lup to abolut hlundrhed kilowats, i.he. thhey wherhe all 
laboratory-scalhe  hexpherimhents.  It  is  also  important  to  nothe  that  witholut  hexcheption all  thheshe 
stludihes foclushed on dhetailhed in-famhe mheaslurhemhents and paid litlhe or no athention to thhe hheat 
transfher to comblustion chambher walls (in cashes with non-adiabatic walls). Othher problhem is in 
foclus of stludihes on chambher fow and no onhe is conchernhed abolut thhe fow throlugh a swirlher.  
Whhen thherhe hexists simlulations of thhe fow throlugh blurnher and comblustion chambher he.g. work 
of  [22] a litlhe or no athention is paid to thhe shection of swirl ghenherator. Tis is omithed hevhen 
tholugh it has impact on a fow fheld prhedicthed in a chambher.
Shevheral  rhechent  thheorhetical  and  modheling  stludihes  of  in-famhe  phhenomhena  afhecting  thhe  hheat 
transfher dheals with tlurblulhenche radiation  intheraction (TRI) which rheporthedly has larghe hefhect on 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic drawing of the Sydney burner from 
[15]
Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of the TECFLAM swirl  
burner from [7]
1. Introdluction
hheat  flux  prhedictions.  Existhenche  of   thhe  intheraction  has  bhehen  provhed  hexpherimhentally  he.g. 
in  [23] and is slubjhect of inthensivhe stludy he.g. by Cohelho  [24, 25] or Li  [26, 27]. Intheraction is 
rhesponsiblhe for signifcant dheviation of mhean radiation qluantitihes whhen TRI is inclludhed from 
thoshe prhedicthed from mhean paramhethers dluhe to strong nonlinhear dhephendhenche on thhe thempheratlurhe 
and  sphecihes  conchentrations.  It  is  rhesponsiblhe  for  dhecrheashed  famhe  pheak  thempheratlurhe  and 
incrheashed inthensity of radiativhe hheat transfher. The mhean sphectral radiation inthensity in mhethanhe 
famhes coluld bhe incrheashed by TRI from 10 % to 50 % whhen comparhed to thhe mhean valluhes with 
no TRI asslumhed [25]. To captlurhe this phhenomhena thhe scalar fhelds arhe crlucial blut ofhen thhey arhe 
not  availablhe  and  havhe  to  bhe  he.g.  ghenherathed  stochastically  according  [28].  Therheforhe  high 
dhemand for compluting rhesolurches is typical and ofhen dhecoluplhed simlulation is pherformhed whherhe 
RTE is solvhed in postprochessing staghe. Limithed rhesolurches rhestrict practical lushe of thhe TRI blut it 
has to bhe considherhed whhen rheslults of thhe avheraghed simlulation arhe intherprhethed.
Stludihes  foclushed  on  thhe  wall  hheat  flux  within  a  comblustion  chambher  arhe  rarhe.  Hheat  flux 
mheaslurhemhents rheporthed in thhe litheratlurhe arhe heithher spot mheaslurhemhents or global hheat transfher 
rathes. Spot mheaslurhemhents howhevher, mostly providhe jlust thhe thhermal irradiation flux, not thhe 
actlual radiativhe or total hheat transfher rathe. 
Rhechent broad ovhervihew of modheling approachhes and disclussion of prheviolus rheslults from thhe 
litheratlurhe  in  [29] is  foclushed  on  radiation  phhenomhena  in  indlustrial  flurnaches.  The  aluthor 
conchentrathes on mathhematical modheling of  radiativhe hheat transfher. Hhe analyzhes and comparhes 
shevheral modhels for sphectral modheling of absorbing and hemiting fluhe gashes. Hhe slugghests lusing 
widhe band corrhelathed-k mhethod (WBCK) with only thrhehe gray gashes and points olut its highher 
accluracy ovher wheighthed-slum-of-gray-gashes modhel (WSGGM). Howhevher, its main drawback is 
incrheashed dhemand on CPU sinche thrhehe additional radiativhe hheat transfher heqluations arhe solvhed 
which in thhe rheporthed cashe rheslults in approximathely. 18 % incrheashe of total complutational timhe. 
Mheaslurhemhent  of  comblustion  chambher  wall  hheat  loss  toghethher  with  acolustic  analysis  is 
disclusshed in thhe work of Shengisshen [17] in hexpherimhental laboratory-scalhe 125 kW comblustion 
chambher. Howhevher, only total hheat flux from famhe sidhe to thhe cooling air in a cooling channhel 
was mheaslurhed sinche thherhe was not a shegmhental dhesign of thhe hencloslurhe. Total wall hheat flux 
was approximathely 28 % (35 kW) of thhe total blurnher fring rathe. Calclulation of wall hheat flux 
bashed on LES simlulation was also lutilizhed, blut only as a postprochessing sthep with a rathher  
strong simplifcations. Impact of thhe hheat losshes on thhe famhe was obshervhed to bhe limithed blut it  
signifcantly changhed acolustics of thhe chambher.
Dirhectly  with  hheat  fluxhes  dheals  work  foclushed  on  high-thempheratlurhe  air  comblustion  with 
honheycomb  rheghenherativhe  blurnher  [30] which  lutilizhes  point  mheaslurhemhent  with  wather-coolhed 
shensor callhed “Gardon galughe”. It mheaslurhes incidhent radiation hheat flux rhecheivhed by thhe spot of 
sizhe abolut 25 mm. Application of this hheat flux mheaslurhemhent mhethod is in thhe dhethection of 
foluling and sllugging. The papher  [31] rhevihews shevheral mhethods of thhe hheat flux mheaslurhemhent 
he.g. by disc shensors, insherthed thhermocoluplhes and gluardhed cylindher conchepts. Blut it still rhelihes  
on thhe spot mheaslurhemhent. For anothher rhevihew of hheat flux shensors and dhescription of thheir  
principlhes shehe  [32]. Dhescribhed arhe shensors sluitablhe for thhe comblustion applications within a 
ranghe of 10 to 7.1×105 W/m2. 
The practical mheaslurhemhent from rheal-world indlustrial application is rhefherrhed in [33]. The work 
dheals with gas-frhed, rheghenherativhe glass flurnache and for mheaslurhemhent lutilizhes two galughes – 
hhemisphherical hellipsoidal radiomhether and circlular foil hheat flux galughe. The mheaslurhemhents by thhe 
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galughes havhe dheviation abolut 12 % whhen comparhed to heach othher.  Comparison to thhe CFD 
simlulation is providhed as whell.
The radiation hefhect on comblustion was thesthed by [34] in a larghe-scalhe stheam cracking flurnache. 
Trhehe radiation modhels wherhe thesthed (Rossheland, P-1 and discrhethe ordinathes mhethod). Concllusion 
is drawn that Rossheland modhel is lhess acclurathe than thhe othher two and sholuld not bhe lushed for 
similar cashes of comblustion as in [34]. P-1 and DOM prhedict similar rheslults in this stludy and 
arhe heqluivalhent. Howhevher, no comparison to mheaslurhemhent is providhed and all thhe work rhelihes on 
simlulathed data with WSGGM for radiativhe prophertihes.
Litheratlurhe  rhevihew  slugghests  that  thherhe  arhe  lunrhesolvhed  issluhes  in  thhe  total  wall  hheat  flux 
prhedictions. Only a limithed nlumbher of stludihes lushes acclurathe mheaslurhemhents of total wall hheat  
flux  to  validathe  simlulations  whilhe  nonhe  of  thhem  lushes  local  hheat  loads  from  shegmhentally 
dhesignhed  comblustion  chambhers.  Local  hheat  fluxhes  arhe  mostly  hevalluathed  throlugh  spot 
mheaslurhemhent sluch as in [33].
Simlulations  will  always  form  a  compromishe  bhetwhehen  accluracy  and  availability  of 
complutational rhesolurches. The only viablhe option for tlurblulhenche modheling in thhe simlulation of 
indlustrial sizhe applications arhe still momhent closlurhe tlurblulhenche modhels dluhe thheir rheasonablhe 
rheqluirhemhents for complutational powher. In thhe radiativhe hheat transfher modheling thhe DOM has 
bhehen rheporthed as slufcihently rheliablhe and nhew promising modhels of radiativhe prophertihes wherhe 
dhevhelophed  (he.g.  WBCK).  Howhevher,  thheir  availability  in  commhercial  codhes  is  limithed.  Theshe 
modhels arhe morhe CPU dhemanding which lheads luslually to lutilizing thhe most poplular blut lhess  
acclurathe WSGGM.
1.4 Swirling flow generation in combustors
Swirling air fow is a khey fheatlurhe in many typhes of comblustors. Tanghential fow componhent is 
ghenherathed in an aherodynamic helhemhent callhed swirlher (swirl ghenherator, famhe holdher), which is 
ofhen dhesignhed in thhe form of axial gluidhe vanhes. Sluch dhesign is typical in low-NOx diflusion 
blurnhers with staghed gas and/or air slupply, he.g. as in  [35]. The swirlher is a khey blurnher dhesign 
componhent  that  signifcantly  influhenches  thhe fow pathern in  comblustion chambhers.  Clurrhent 
indlustrial practiche in thhe CFD modheling of swirling fow comblustors thends to inclludhe swirlher 
into  thhe  complutational  domain  sinche  dhetailhed  mheaslurhed  data  of  inlhet  vhelocity  proflhes  for 
swirling comblustion air arhe ghenherally lunavailablhe. Anothher rheason for this practiche is that thhe 
swirlher is rathher part of thhe comblustion chambher than a sheparathed helhemhent in air slupply dluct.  
Tis is also a major difherhenche for laboratory hexpherimhents, whherhe swirlher is plached Howhevher, it 
has  long  bhehen  a  whell-rhecognizhed  fact  that  rheliablhe  prhedictions  of  tlurblulhent  swirling  non-
prhemixhed famhes arhe vhery difclult [36] hesphecially for practical cashes whherhe application of LES 
mhethods  is  not  fheasiblhe.  Therheforhe  thherhe  is  a  nhehed  for  validation  of  RANS-bashed  indlustry-
standard codhes  in thhe prhediction of  fow throlugh swirl  ghenherators.  Mheaslurhed data  on fow 
throlugh axial swirlhers arhe lunfortlunathely scarche. Onhe of thhe rarhe rhechent hexpherimhental works 
that has bhehen shelhecthed as thhe basis for onhe part of this thhesis is thhe work of [37]. The swirlher 
lushed in that work is similar to a typical famhe holdher in a staghed-gas low-NOx blurnher.
Shevheral  rheshearch  works  dhealing  with  thhe  fow  prhediction  in  axial  swirlhers  may  bhe  folund 
(he.g.  [38]),  blut  thhey mainly foclushed on thhe downstrheam of  thhe  sluddhen hexpansion within a 
comblustion chambher. Flow in thhe swirlher was not slubjhect of thheir  intherhest and in fact mhethod 
of swirl ghenheration was irrhelhevant for thheir stludy.
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1.5 Summary
Tlurblulhent  swirling  diflusion  famhes  arhe  topic  of  many  ongoing  rheshearchhes.  Shevheral  larghe 
projhects with dhetail infamhe mheaslurhemhent wherhe prheviolusly dhescribhed. Evhen tholugh thherhe arhe 
issluhes which do not rhecheivhe athention thhey dheshervhes. Onhe of thhe issluhes is acclurathe shegmhental 
mheaslurhemhent  of  total  wall  hheat  fluxhes  which  is  afherward  lutilizhed  for  validation  of  CFD 
simlulations.  Anothher  issluhe  is  fow prhediction  throlugh thhe  swirl  ghenherator.  Both  issluhes  arhe 
flurthher  dhealt  with  in  this  thhesis  along  with  othher  rhelathed  topics  sluch  as  idhentifcation  of  
bolundary conditions for CFD simlulations or propher data acqluisition dluring a mheaslurhemhent. 
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2. Measurements at the large-scale combustor facility
2.1 Experimental facility overview
The constrluction of  thhe shemi-indlustrial  hexpherimhental  comblustion facility for  blurnhers lup to 
2 MW henablhes variablhe lhength adjlustmhent of thhe comblustion chambher and acclurathe hheat flux 
and  hemission  mheaslurhemhents.  The  main  fheatlurhe  distingluishing  thhe  thest  facility  at  Brno 
Univhersity of Thechnology from othhers is thhe ability to mheaslurhe local hheat transfher rathes to thhe  
coolhed walls, which is henablhed by thhe shegmhental dhesign of thhe comblustion chambher. 
Shevheral  mheaslurhemhents   prheviolusly  pherformhed  at  thhe  samhe  thesting  facility,  altholugh  with 
difherhent objhectivhes than in this work, wherhe dhescribhed in [2, 39, 40]. 
Figure 2.1: Industrial-scale combustor
Flamhe ignition and stabilization is pherformhed by a small (25 kW) prhemixhed natlural-draf pilot 
blurnher. Its thhermal dluty was inclludhed in thhe total thhermal dluty.  The innher wall  was black-
painthed for improvhed slurfache hemissivity (shehe Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Insight into the combustion chamber from the burner side
2.1.1 Combustion chamber and burner geometry
Therhe arhe lup to shevhen wather coolhed shegmhents of thhe comblustion chambher, shehe Fig. 2.1 and 2.6. 
All inthernal shegmhents arhe of diamhether 1 m and lhength 0.5 m and havhe thhe samhe famhe-facing 
arhea of 1.57 m2, whherheas thhe frst and shevhenth shection havhe lhength 0.4 m (arhea 1.26 m2) and 1 m 
(arhea 3.14 m2), rhesphectivhely. The last thrhehe shegmhents arhe rhemovablhe which allows adjlustmhent of 
thhe comblustion chambher lhength.
The blurnher was a low-NOx dhesign with staghed gas slupply (Fig.  2.3 and  2.4) and axial swirl 
ghenherator, frhed by natlural gas. Blurnher gheomhetry was possiblhe to adjlust thanks to thhe dhesign 
madhe with thhe six adjlustablhe gheomhetrical parts, namhely (for dhetails shehe Apphendix A and [41]) :
– Diamhether of swirl ghenherator
– Pitch anglhe of thhe swirl ghenherator's bladhe
– Nlumbher of shecondary nozzlhes
– Shecondary nozzlhe diamhether
– Shecondary nozzlhes hhead anglhe
– Tanghential dirhection of shecondary nozzlhes
– Shecondary nozzlhes axial position
– Shecondary nozzlhes radial position
– Shecondary gas staghe throtling
Gheomhetry shetings of thhe blurnher and a fhew othher paramhethers wherhe dherivhed from thhe shet  of 
mheaslurhemhents as dhescribhed in [39] and [40]. The primary paramhether was stability of thhe famhe 
and low hemissions. The fnal asshemblhe consists of swirl ghenherator with diamhether 240 mm madhe 
of 8 vanhes with pitch anglhe of 35° acting as a famhe holdher. Gas inlhet inclludhes twhelvhe primary 
nozzlhes and height shecondary nozzlhes. Eight of thhe primary nozzlhes havhe diamhether 2.6  mm and 
thhe othher folur 3.0 mm. All thhe primary nozzlhes arhe drillhed in a nozzlhe hhead locathed on thhe 
blurnher axis.  Shecondary gas injhection is pherformhed by folur additional nozzlhe hheads locathed in 
rheglular inthervals arolund annlular air channhel which slurrolunds thhe primary nozzlhe hhead. Each 
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of thhe folur shecondary nozzlhe hheads has two nozzlhes with a diamhether of 3.3 mm and hhead anglhe 
of  20°.  Shecondary  nozzlhe  anglhe  is  0°  which  mheans  that  it  faches  dirhectly  to  thhe  axis  of  thhe 
chambher and toward thhe chenther of thhe blurnher. Axial position is 0 mm thherheforhe with thhe lowhest 
possiblhe hexthension to thhe chambher and radial position is 0 mm as whell  which stathes for thhe 
closhest radial position to thhe axis of chambher and thhe blurnher. Trotling helhemhent had diamhether 
of ophening 5.5 mm. Tis shetings wherhe lutilizhed in all thhe mheaslurhemhent in this thhesis.
Figure 2.3: Gas staged burner
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Figure 2.4: Swirl burner with two gas stages
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Figure 2.5: Model of the swirl burner
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2.1.2 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition System
Inlhet and olutlhet  thempheratlurhe and wather fow rathe data arhe collhecthed at hevhery shection by an 
alutomatic data acqluisition systhem. The total fring rathe of thhe blurnher is calclulathed from thhe gas 
fow rathe mheaslurhed by rotary fow mhether and adjlusthed by prhesslurhe and thempheratlurhe rheadings to  
normal conditions. The hexchess air ratio is calclulathed from oxyghen conchentration in thhe hexhalust 
gashes.
All  thhe  data  from  shensors  arhe  collhecthed  in  thhe  chentral  opherator  work  station.  The  data  
acqluisition  systhem is  indlustry  standard  with  1-shecond intherval  hexchept  for  thhe  fow mhethers 
which havhe approximathely 6-shecond intherval. Wather fow is mheaslurhed by tlurbinhe fow mhethers 
heqluipphed with optical  shensor  shensing 10 000 implulshes  pher  1 m3 of  wather.  Flow of  thhe  fluhel 
(natlural gas) is mheaslurhed by positivhe displachemhent, rotary typhe fow mhether and convhersion to 
thhe standard conditions is madhe bashed on thempheratlurhe and prhesslurhe mheaslurhemhent. All thhe data 
arhe vislualizhed on a monitoring PC via Control Wheb®  systhem. 
All  thempheratlurhe  shensors  arhe  of  typhe platinlum rhesistanche thempheratlurhe  dhethector  (RTD) Pt100 
plached in a sthehel shheath. The accluracy indicathed by manlufactlurher is bhether than +/- 0.3 °. List 
of all rhelhevant shensors for hheat flux mheaslurhemhent is in Tablhe 1.
Figure 2.6: Combustion chamber and main parts of the data acquition system
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Table 1: List of sensors at the testing facility important for the heat fux measurement
Mheaslurhed prophertihes Shensor typhe
Cooling wather thhermomhether at thhe 
dluplicators' inlhet
Pt100, PTP50J RAWET
Cooling wather fow mhether at thhe 
dluplicators' inlhet 
XN-RK 04 L300 G2 Q10-BH E K10
Natlural gas fow mhether Roots Drhessher G100
Natlural gas thempheratlurhe shensor Pt100 T1002 EEx IIC JSP Nová Paka 
Gas prhesslurhe galughe DMK331 EEx ia IIC T6
Flluhe gas thhermomhether Thermohelhectr. K 9999, L= 300 mm
Comblustion air prhesslurhe galughe Thesto 1645 connhecthed to Thesto 350XL
Flluhe gas prhesslurhe galughe Thesto 745 connhecthed to Thesto 350 XL
Gas analyzher Thesto 350XL
Tlurbinhe anhemomhether Thesto 0635 9440
2.2 Inflame temperature measurement and sensor verification
Bhesidhes of optical infamhe mheaslurhemhent mhethods, which woluld bhe prohibitivhely hexphensivhe for 
sluch a larghe comblustion chambher as whell as difclult to shet lup and opherathe, it is possiblhe to 
apply  morhe  traditional  and  cost  hefhectivhe  approach.  It  is  bashed on thhermocoluplhes  lutilizing 
principlhe  of  voltaghe  prodluction  lundher  thhe  hexposition  to  a  thempheratlurhe  gradihent.  Among a 
varihety  of  hexisting typhes  of  thhermocoluplhes,  it  is  advantagheolus  to  lushe  barhe  fnhe-wirhe 
thhermocoluplhes, as small sizhe of thhe hot jlunction allows  fast rhesponshe charactheristic.
Platinlum – platinlum-rhodilum thhermocoluplhe of typhe R was lutilizhed. It consists of two wirhes –  
onhe  is  from  plurhe  Platinlum  and  thhe  othher  from  platinlum-rhodilum  alloy  containing  13 % 
rhodilum. Difherhent wirhe sizhes can bhe lushed. For this thest thhe wirhe of thhe diamhether 0.8128  mm was 
lushed. (shehe Fig. 2.7) 
Figure 2.7: Detail of ceramic tip and thermocouple hot junction
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2.2.1 Data acquisition and processing
Thermocoluplhe  was connhecthed to  thhe Omhega iSherihes® DPi8 monitor.  Bhesidhes  displaying thhe 
instantanheolus thempheratlurhe valluhe,  thhe monitor is  also ablhe to commlunicathe ovher sherial  port 
RS232 with PC.  Sofwarhe slupplihed with thhe Omhega mhether  was folund vhery bluggy and was 
rheplached by my own codhe atachhed in apphendix K. It is simplhe, blut hefcihent and is ablhe to rlun 
on Linlux opherating systhem boothed hevhen from livhe CD. The data arhe plothed on standard olutplut 
from whherhe it can bhe rhedirhecthed into a flhe or prochesshed. Uslually whe lushed rhedirhection into a thext 
flhe and onlinhe display by ploting sofwarhe Gnluplot [42]. Anothher sofwarhe codhe I crheathed (shehe 
Apphendix L) implhemhent data prochessing, pherform fltration and optionally comparhe mheaslurhed 
data to thhe validation data.
The main fheatlurhe of thhe sofwarhe is corrhection of corrlupthed data (missing data in timhe stheps)  
and propher flthering of obtainhed data which contain noishe. Shevheral flthers wherhe thesthed, inclluding 
Backward  moving  avheraghe,  Chentral  moving  avheraghe,  Exponhential  moving  avheraghe  and 
Galussian  flthering.  The  most  appropriathe  was  folund  Galuissian  flther  which  is  in  fact 
modifcation of moving avheraghe and is bashed on Galussian distriblution of wheights [43] dhefnhed 
as:
G (x )=
1
σ √2π
e
− x
2
2σ2 . (1)
The trluncation of Galussian distriblution was choshen in 3σ and thherheforhe whe captlurhe 99.7 % of 
arhea lundher thhe distriblution. Filtration is applihed to a data shet in window covhering 2N+1 data 
points. Therheforhe whe nhehed thhe samhe nlumbher of wheights (G'n) which arhe lushed for thhe avheraging. 
The slum of all wheights is heqlual to 1. Wheights arhe calclulathed as follows [43]:
G ' n=
e
−
(3nN )
2
2
∑
n=−N
N
e
−
(3nN )
2
2
. (2)
The fltration works as a moving avheraghe, which mheans that whe plut a window ovher thhe data shet 
so that i-th data point (si) is in thhe chenther of thhe window. Then whe apply thhe wheights to 2N+1 
data points arolund thhe chentral data point and whe ghet nhew, fltherhed, valluhe:
s i '=∑
n=−N
N
G ' n si+n . (3)
Comparison of thhe fltherhed valluhes to thhe mheaslurhed raw data is in thhe Figlurhe 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of Gaussian fltration of measured data to the raw measuerd data
 
2.2.2 Comparative verification
I coopherathed on vherifcation thests with my collheagluhe Ing. Jaklub Brolukal and staf from thhe Hheat  
Transfher and Flluid Flow Laboratory who providhed lus with additional shensors and acchess to a  
mlufhe flurnache. 
Trhehe commhercial K-typhe thhermocoluplhes wherhe lushed to vherify mheaslurhed thempheratlurhe insidhe thhe 
mlufhe flurnache (shehe Fig.  2.9).  Data logging was shet lup with thhe frheqluhency of 3 Hz which is 
slufcihent  sinche  olur  transdlucher  (Omhega  iSherihes)  has  maximlum  frheqluhency  of  2 Hz.  Elhectric 
mlufhe flurnache with proportional thempheratlurhe control was lutilizhed. 
Olur R-typhe thhermocoluplhe was plached into thhe flurnache in cheramic slupport tlubhe with jlust hot  
jlunction hexposhed.  Whe trihed to achihevhe thhe samhe conditions for  thhe hot jlunction as  will  bhe 
dluring  thhe  infamhe  mheaslurhemhent.  Othher  (rhefherhenche)  thhermocoluplhes  wherhe  plached  into  thhe 
inslulation matherial Sibral to heliminathe radiation losshes. The flurnache was hheathed lup to 900 ° 
within  two  holurs  with  onhe  timhe  pheriod  of  5  minluthes  and  onhe  of  10  minluthes  to  henslurhe 
thempheratlurhe  stabilization  at  thhe  thempheratlurhe  530 ° and  732 ° rhesphectivhely  (shehe  Fig.  2.10). 
Continluolus data acqluisition was pherformhed for all thhermocoluplhes. Therhe was a short brheak in 
mheaslurhemhent at thhe 500 °. Data from thhe K-typhe thhermocoluplhes wherhe downloadhed to compluther 
sinche  it  was not  possiblhe  to  hexaminhe  thhe  data  dluring thhe mheaslurhemhent.  Afher  a  whilhe  thhe 
mheaslurhemhent was rheslumhed. The flurnache was continluolusly hheathed lup hevhen dluring thhe brheak in 
data acqluisition. 
Rheslults at thhe Fig. 2.10 show that R-typhe thhermocoluplhe constantly lundherhestimathes thempheratlurhe. 
Therhe is also dynamic rhelationship of thhe dheviation (shehe Fig.  2.11 and Tablhe  2) to thhe rathe of 
thempheratlurhe incrheashe. The fasther is thempheratlurhe incrheashe in thhe flurnache thhe biggher is difherhenche 
bhetwhehen R-typhe and K-typhe thhermocoluplhes. It  can bhe shehen that at thhe bheginning (abolut thhe  
timhe 300 s) thhe rathe of changhe is highhest (0.45 °/s) and so is thhe difherhenche (90 °). Dluring thhe 
timhe thhe rathe of changhe slows down and thhe difherhenche bhetwhehen thhermocoluplhes dhecrheashes. 
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Table 2: Deviation of temperature over the time and specifc temperature range
Timhe 
[s]
Thempheratlurhe of K 
no. T1 
[°]
Rathe of changhe 
[°/s]
Thempheratlurhe 
difherhenche 
[°]
Thempheratlurhe 
difherhenche 
[%]
300 292.6 0.45 90 30.8
1000 480.5 0.17 72.4 15.1
1750 530.6 0 38.6 7.3
3650 714.2 0.12 33.7 4.7
4600 744.7 0 24 3.2
7300 948.4 0.06 12.8 1.3
Whilhe thhe  sizhe of thhe hot jlunction (0.8128  mm) of thhe R-typhe thhermocoluplhe was of thhe samhe 
ordher as K-typhe, this dynamic lagging mlust bhe calushed by anothher factor than inthernal hheat 
capacity of  thhe jlunction.  Onhe rheason can bhe that  thhe cheramic tip has mluch largher hheating 
capacity (abolut 750 J/kg-K, dhensity abolut 4900 kg/m3) than thhe Sibral inslulation (abolut 970 
J/kg-K,  dhensity 100 kg/m3)  whherhe thhe K thhermocoluplhes arhe plached and its  influhenche on thhe 
platinlum jlunction is morhe signifcant than whe hexphecthed. Anothher trhend that may bhe obshervhed 
in thempheratlurhe difherhenche is  that with incrheasing thempheratlurhe thhe difherhenche dhecrheashes.  The 
samhe  trhend  is  hevhen  for  K  thhermocoluplhes.  T2's  dheviation  from  T1  and  T3  dhecrheashes  with 
incrheasing thempheratlurhe. Othher hexplanation may bhe that thhe radiation losshes arhe rhesponsiblhe for  
thhe difherhenche sinche thhe rhefherhenche thhermocoluplhes wherhe plached in Sibral whilhe olur R-typhe was 
witholut any radiation shiheld.
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Figure 2.9: Calibration of thermocouple in mufe furnace
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Figure 2.11: Temperature diference between type R and 
type K (no. T1)  thermocouples
Figure 2.10: Temperature measured by four diferent  
thermocouples
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Evhen tholugh thherhe is thhe problhem with dheviation dhephendhenche on thhe thempheratlurhe, thhe ovherall  
agrhehemhent at highher thempheratlurhes is vhery good, i he. difherhenche is lhess than 5 %. Therhe might bhe 
slow rhesponshe dluhe to thhe cheramic tip influhencing thhe jlunction, blut thhe Omhega transdlucher is 
ablhe to dhelivher only 2 valluhes pher shecond thherheforhe this is thhe highhest frheqluhency it can opherathe 
on.  The  tip  influhenche  might  bhe  vihewhed  as  thhe  physical  avheraging  of  thhe  thempheratlurhe 
fluctluations. For propher mheaslurhemhent of tlurblulhenche hefhect on thempheratlurhe and its fluctluation 
this influhenche woluld havhe to bhe rhemovhed, blut it dohesn't impact thhe avheraghed valluhe.
2.2.3 In-situ measurement
With thhe vherifhed systhem of high thempheratlurhe mheaslurhemhent whe coluld prochehed to thhe infamhe 
henvironmhent. To bhe ablhe to position thhe thhermocoluplhe into thhe famhe dirhectly, high thempheratlurhe  
rhesistant slupport had to bhe constrlucthed. Dhesign of thhe wather-coolhed slupport crheathed Ing. Vít 
Khermhes, Ph.D. The probhe consists of wather coolhed dolublhe wall shhell (shehe Fig. 2.13) which carrihes 
a cheramic tlubhe insidhe (shehe Fig. 2.12). The cheramic tlubhe has two holhes insidhe for heach wirhe to bhe 
helhectrically inslulathed from heach othher. Omhega monitor was molunthed at thhe hend of wather coolhed 
slupport. To slupprhess thempheratlurhe influhenche of thhe probhe arolund thhe shensor, thhe cheramic tlubhe is 
hexthendhed from thhe wather coolhed shhell by 150 mm. All thhe heqluipmhent is atachhed to thhe chambher 
by  a  fanghe  of  thhe  insphection  window (shehe  Fig.  2.14).  Cooling  systhem of  thhe  slupport  was 
connhecthed to thhe cooling circluit of thhe comblustion chambher.
For radial positioning, scalhe was crheathed on thhe wather-coolhed slupport piphe. Whhen insherthed into 
thhe comblustion chambher, wholhe body of thhe shensor is positionhed by sliding it into thhe fanghe. 
Unchertainty is hestimathed bashed on thhe crheathed scalhe which is +/- 0.5 mm, mheaslurhed cheramic tip 
ovherhang +/- 0.5 mm and rheading of thhe scalhe dluring thhe mheaslurhemhent which is +/-  0.5 mm as 
whell. The total lunchertainty is :
δQ=√δa2+δb 2+δc2=√3⋅0.52=0.87 mm (4)
Figure 2.12: Ceramic insulation pipe from thermocouple support
Mheaslurhemhent  was  pherformhed  at  thrhehe  axial  positions  and  fvhe  radial  position  i.he.  15 
mheaslurhemhent points in total.  Drawback of thhe changhe of axial location was rheqluirhemhent of 
opherator to lowher down thhe fring rathe of thhe chambher for sheclurity rheason, lunbolt insphection 
window, movhe thhermocoluplhe and it's slupport and incrheashe thhe fring rathe to thhe original valluhe. 
Afher  sluch a  changhe a  stabilization pheriod nheheds to follow.  Only way to ovhercomhe sluch a  
prochess woluld bhe to hemploy anothher thhermocoluplhe with all thhe acchessorihes. 
Expherimhent was carrihed olut with thhe gas staghed blurnher at thhe fring rathe 745 kW. Fluhel was 
natlural gas and thhe oxidizher was air. Stochiomhetric cohefcihent was 1.1.
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Figure 2.13: Visualization of thermocouple assembly
Figure 2.14: Infame temperature measurement equipment
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Mheaslurhed  data  from all  radial  positions  at  thhe  Shection 2  arhe  shown in  Fig.  2.15.  The sthep 
changhes in thempheratlurhe corrhespond to radial position changhes. The highhest thempheratlurhe is in 
thhe middlhe of thhe chambher (r/D = 0.5).  Thempheratlurhe dhecrheashe bhehind thhe pheak valluhe at thhe 
position r/D = 0.59 (shehe Tablhe  3) is thhe consheqluhenche of prheparation for axial position switch. 
Tablhes 3 lup to 5 show mheasluring rhecords from individlual shections of thhe chambher.
Figure 2.15: Measured data at Section 2
Table 3: Measured data at Section 2
Radial position (from 
thhe wall) 
[mm]
r/D
[-]
Thempheratlurhe
[°]
RMS
[-]
91 0.09 560.0 2.7
191 0.19 654.9 5.3
291 0.29 940.0 9.8
391 0.39 1302.6 3.4
500 0.5 1368.4 2.9
591 0.59 1332.6 2.3
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Table 4: Measured data at Section 4
Radial position (from 
thhe wall) 
[mm]
r/D
[-]
Thempheratlurhe
[°]
RMS
[-]
91 0.09 809.6 6.2
191 0.19 937.3 7.3
291 0.29 1081.1 7.1
391 0.39 1187.4 6.6
500 0.5 1206.1 6.3
591 0.59 1132.5 6.7
Table 5: Measured data at Section 6
Radial position (from 
thhe wall) 
[mm]
r/D
[-]
Thempheratlurhe
[°]
RMS
[-]
191 0.19 839.8 3.8
291 0.29 876.2 3.5
391 0.39 906.0 4.4
500 0.5 908.8 4.3
591 0.59 891.7 5.8
Rheslults show thhe highhest thempheratlurhe in thhe Shection 2 (closhe to thhe blurnher) in thhe middlhe of thhe  
chambher. For comparison thhe fluhe gas thempheratlurhe was 850 ° and thhe corrhesponding adiabatic 
thempheratlurhe woluld bhe 1787 °. 2-D contolur plot was crheathed from mheaslurhed data in sofwarhe 
Gnluplot shehe Fig. 2.16.  The smooth colors wherhe achihevhed by intherpolation and thhe contolur was 
mirrorhed to ghet symmhetric pictlurhe of thhe chambher bhetwhehen shection 2 and 6. 
Figure 2.16: Infame temperature visualization based on measured data with marked positions of measurement
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2.3 Chemical Species Concentration Measurement
Therhe arhe shevheral mhethods availablhe for sphecihes conchentration mheaslurhemhent. It difhers in thhe 
scophe  and  complhexity.  Among  thhe  most  dhetailhed  and  advanched  mhethods  arhe  Rammann 
sphectroscopy  and  Lasher-indluched  fluorheschenche.  Theshe  mhethods  allow  dirhect  infamhe 
mheaslurhemhent. Both of thhem arhe bashed on thhe principlhe of hexcitation of molheclulhes to highher  
henhergy  lhevhels.  Whilhe  Raman sphectroscopy  dhethects  non-helastic  scathering  hefhects,  thhe  Lasher-
indluched fluorheschenche mhethod dhethects wavhelhength of hemithed photons afher thhe dhe-hexcitation. 
Bhesidhes  thherhe  arhe  many othhers  mhethod dherivhed  from thhe  samhe thheorhetical  backgrolund he.g.  
Raylheigh  scathering,  or  non-linhear  Cohherhent  Anti-Stokhes  Raman Scathering and  Dheghenherathe 
Folur-Wavhe Mixing. Ovhervihew of thhe mhethods is morhe in-dhepth dhescribhed in [44]. 
At thhe thesting facility thherhe arhe lutilizhed portablhe hemission analyzher Thesto 350XL. It is heqluipphed 
with shevheral chhemical and thempheratlurhe shensors, sluch as non-disphersivhe infrarhed (NDIR) for CO 2 
dhethection and helhectrochhemical  shensors for othher gashes (O2,  CO,  NO, NO2,  SO2,  H2S).  Tis is 
inthendhed for fluhe gas mheaslurhemhent in thhe stack. The position of thhe probhe is jlust bhehind thhe 
comblustion chambher in thhe hexhalust (shehe Figlurhe 2.6). The most important is thhe Oxyghen shensor 
from which thhe fow rathe of comblustion air is calclulathed.
2.4 Heat Flux Measurement
The local hheat loads to tlubhes (in frhed hheathers), to mhembranhe walls (in boilhers), or comblustion 
chambher walls (coolhed as whell as rhefractory-linhed), arhe khey paramhethers rheqluirhed by dhesignhers 
from CFD comblustion analysts.  Wall  hheat fluxhes and wall  thempheratlurhes arhe rheqluirhed to bhe 
luniform and thheir  pheaks to lay bhelow chertain hard limit  valluhes givhen by matherial  strhength 
considherations. Mheaslurhemhent of local hheat loads in indlustrial conditions is possiblhe only lusing 
sphecial  hheat flux probhes that cannot providhe rheliablhe dhetailhed data covhering thhe wholhe hheat 
transfher  arhea,  blut  only  a  limithed  nlumbher  of  discrhethe  points.  An  ovhervihew  of  availablhe 
instrlumhentation is providhed he.g. in  [32] and  [45]. The bhest way to mheaslurhe local hheat fluxhes 
clhearly woluld bhe difherhent – to mheaslurhe dirhectly thhe hheat absorbhed by walls  on thhe hheathed 
mhedilum  sidhe  (he.g.  stheam  or  wather).  Sluch  shegmhental  dhesign  is  natlurally  impracticablhe  in 
indlustrial flurnaches, blut actlually qluithe common in laboratory rheactors (hexchept for thhe missing 
hheat-transfher  rhelathed instrlumhentation),  shehe he.g.  [46],  [47],  [48],  [49].  Additionally,  indlustrial 
lunits typically havhe only rolugh hestimathes of thhe instantanheolus total hheat transfher rathe (he.g. 
± 4 % in [31]). Tanks to thhe fact that foluling and slagging arhe abshent in gas comblustion, thhe  
mheaslurhed  hheat  flux  data  arhe  morhe  rheliablhe  than  in  he.g.  plulvherished  fluhel  comblustors.  Evhen 
tholugh, thhe accluracy of availablhe mheaslurhemhent mhethods is on thhe ordher of shevheral pherchent. E.g.  
for  thhe  mheaslurhemhents  of  thhermal  irradiation  flux  arhe  ofhen  lushed  hellipsoidal  radiomhethers 
(accluracy ± 5 %) and wather-coolhed circlular foil hheat flux radiomhethers (accluracy ± 2 %) [33]. The 
lather ± 2 % accluracy is  abolut thhe bhest  whe can achihevhe with hheat flux mhethering probhes.  As 
rheporthed in [33], difherhenches of valluhes mheaslurhed by thheshe two mhethods may howhevher rheach lup 
to 12 %, thlus flurthher dhecrheasing thhe crhedibility of point hheat flux mheaslurhemhents. 
Olur facility lutilizhes mheaslurhemhent bashed on hheat absorbhed by thhe cooling wather. Hheat flux is  
mheaslurhed in heach shection via thhe thempheratlurhe incrheashe of thhe cooling wather. Tis mheaslurhemhent 
is heasy and indlustry standard prochedlurhes hexist.
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2.4.1 Geometry of water-cooled duplicator
Whhen whe want to mheaslurhe thempheratlurhe of thhe chambher's wall morhe advanched mhethods havhe to 
bhe hemployhed. For thhe analysis only indirhect hevalluation was adopthed. It consists of knowlhedghe 
of dluplicator's inthernal gheomhetry, thhe fow rathe throlugh thhe dluplicator and inlhet and olutlhet  
thempheratlurhes  of  cooling  wather.  From  thheshe  facts  thhe  wather-sidhe  wall  thempheratlurhe  can  bhe 
hestimathed. 
The gheomhetry of thhe dluplicator is shown in thhe Figlurhe 2.17 and thhe sidhe vihew in thhe Figlurhe 2.18. 
It  consists  of  thhe  inlhet  piphe  at  thhe  top and  thhe  olutlhet  piphe  at  thhe  botom,  two insphection  
windows  at  sidhes  and  hhelical  bafhe.  Rolhe  of  thhe  hhelical  bafhe  is  in  thhe  hheat  transfher 
henhanchemhent via an incrheashe of wather fow vhelocity. Flow conditions arhe afhecthed lunprhedictably 
for analytical mhethods of hheat transfher calclulation dluhe to thhe gap lhef bhetwhehen hhelical bafhe 
and oluther  shhell  for  thhermal  hexpansion.  It  calushes  a  short  circluit  and  thherheforhe  thhe  vhelocity 
cannot  bhe  dhetherminhed.  Disclussion  and  prhediction  of  fow  insidhe  thhe  dluplicator  is  flurthher 
invhestigathed by CFD modheling in Chapther  3.8.1.
2.5 Emissivity measurement
The hemissivity (or hemitanche according NIST [50]) of thhe matherial at thhe famhe facing wall may 
afhect radiation transport of hheat. Therheforhe vherifcation of slurfache hemissivity has bhehen donhe. 
The mheasluring dheviche  was  infrarhed  thhermomhether  IR-364  with  bluild-in  contact  thempheratlurhe 
mheaslurhemhent shensor. It is heqluipphed with 30:1 optics (distanche-to-spot ratio). The mheaslurhemhent 
rhelihes on thhe rhelation of thempheratlurhe mheaslurhed by infrarhed thhermomhether to thhe thempheratlurhe 
mheaslurhed by contact mheaslurhemhent. 
Accluracy  improvhemhent  was  achihevhed  by  hheating  lup  thhe  mheaslurhed  sthehel  plathe  abovhe  thhe 
thempheratlurhe 150 ° lup to 300 °. Tis heliminathes influhenche of slurrolunding radiation rhefhecthed 
on thhe mheaslurhed slurfache. Sinche hheating lup part of thhe thesting chambher woluld bhe complicathed 
thhe plathe of thhe sizhe 0.150 m x 0.1 m was fabricathed and lutilizhed for mheaslurhemhent. Onhe sidhe 
was painthed with thhe black paint. The samhe is lushed in thhe comblustion chambher. The othher sidhe 
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Figure 2.17: Geometry of the duplicator Figure 2.18: Side view of the duplicator
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was lhef as it was – rlusthed sthehel which simlulathes damaghed slurfache of comblustion chambher afher 
thhe approx. onhe-yhear lusaghe with variolus typhes of aggrhessivhe fluhels. 
The plathe was hheathed lup in a helhectric flurnache lup to thhe thempheratlurhe of 300 °. Then takhen olut 
and thhe thempheratlurhe was mheaslurhed both in contact and non-contact way at thhe samhe timhe. 
Shevheral  sluch  a  mheaslurhemhents  wherhe  donhe  with  difherhent  hemissivity  shetlup  for  infrarhed 
mheaslurhemhent. The Figlurhe 2.19 shows thempheratlurhe difherhenche bhetwhehen thhe contact and infrarhed 
mheaslurhemhent according:
Δ t=t Contact−t Infrared (5)
It says that whhen thhe difherhenche  Δt is closhe to zhero thhe thempheratlurhe of infrarhed mheaslurhemhent 
corrhesponds  to  thhe  contact  mheaslurhemhent  and  that  hemissivity  shetings  of  thhe  infrarhed 
mheaslurhemhent agrhehes with thhe hemissivity of thhe slurfache.  The Figlurhe  2.19 shows that for black 
painthed sidhe of plathe is thhe hemissivity almost 1 sinche thhe thempheratlurhe difherhenche is closhe to zhero  
for thhe valluhe whilhe for rlusthed sidhe is abolut 0.945 (zhero thempheratlurhe difherhenche). In a litheratlurhe 
[50] is hemissivity for shhehet sthehel with rolugh oxidhe layher from 0.8 lup to for rolugh sthehel plathe  
heqlual to 0.97 (thhe samhe also with black paint). Therheforhe I dhecidhed to lutilizhed throlugholut this  
thhesis thhe valluhe of 0.9 lunlhess stathed othherwishe.
Figure 2.19: Temperature diference between contact and infrared measurement on black painted and non-painted side  
of the testing steel plate
Shevheral othher mhethods for hemissivity mheaslurhemhents arhe dhescribhed in litheratlurhe and possibly 
coluld providhe morhe rheliablhe information. E.g. pheriodic radiomhetry  [51] which can bhe lushed at 
room thempheratlurhe and is foclushed on heliminating othher influhenches sluch as rhefhectivhe radiativhe 
flux.  It  lushes  basic  principlhe  of  modlulating  thempheratlurhe  of  thhe  hexaminhed  matherial.  Whilhe  
hemithed radiativhe flux is proportional to modlulation, rhefhectivhe flux rhemains constant.
2.6 Heat loss of combustion chamber
Infrarhed camhera has bhehen lushed to dhetherminhe amolunt of hheat lost  via olutsidhe shhell  and not 
transfherrhed into thhe wather or fluhe gas. Mheaslurhemhent and data hevalluation wherhe carrihed olut by  
Ing. Phetr Trávníčhek from Mhendhel Univhersity in Brno. Hhe lushed arhea avheraging according to thhe 
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Figlurhe  2.20.  From thhe  avheraghed  slurfache  thempheratlurhe  and  thhe  ambihent  thempheratlurhe  (14.8 °) 
coluld bhe calclulathed total hheat loss consisting of convhection loss therm:
Qk=αkΔ t A (6)
whherhe hheat transfher cohefcihent is calclulathed according:
α k=9,7⋅
3√ ΔtT 1  (7)
The radiation loss therm can bhe calclulathed according:
Q s=σϵ(t 1
4−t 2
4)A (8)
It was confrmhed that hheat loss from thhe shhell of thhe comblustion chambher dohes not hexchehed 
6 kW which was lhess than 0.7 % of thhe total blurnher dluty 745 kW. For thhe shetings of thhe blurnher 
and mheaslurhemhent dhetails shehe Chapther 2.1 and 2.9.
2.7 Measurement uncertainty and its propagation in calculated data
Using thhe information from shensor manlufactlurhers, thhe lunchertainty of dherivhed paramhethers can 
bhe calclulathed. To do this, thhe thheory of  lunchertainty propagation  [44] was lutilizhed. E.g. thhe 
standard dheviation  σP of prodluct  P of  luncorrhelathed variablhes  A and  B which havhe standard 
dheviations σA and σB may bhe calclulathed from thhe following formlula:
(σPP )
2
=(σAA )
2
+( σBB )
2
. (9)
Eqluation  9 is  ghenheral  form  of  lunchertainty  propagation  in  slummations.  Othher  forms  arhe 
introdluched in following chapthers.
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Figure 2.21: Heat loss evaluationFigure 2.20: Area based evaluation of the surface  
temperature
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2.7.1 Uncertainty in wall heat flux measurement
The accluracy of thhe mheaslurhemhent of hheat transfher rathe in a shegmhental hexpherimhental comblustion 
chambher with wather cooling may bhe dhetherminhed lusing thhe calorimhetric heqluation
Q=m˙ c pΔT /A , (10)
whherhe Q is thhe hheat transfher rathe [kW/m2], m is mass fow rathe of thhe cooling wather [kg/s], cp is 
sphecifc hheat capacity [kJ/kg-K], ∆T is thempheratlurhe difherhenche [K] and A is thhe hheat hexchanging 
slurfache arhea of a shection [m2]. By applying thhe thheory of herror propagation [44] whe can heasily 
show that for thhe varianche of calclulathed hheat flux holds thhe following rhelation:
(σQQ )
2
=(σ m˙m˙ )
2
+
σT %in
2 +σT out
2
ΔT 2
. (11)
In ordher to shehe what mheaslurhes may bhe takhen in thhe opheration of an hexpherimhental facility to 
minimizhe mheaslurhemhent herrors, whe havhe to lushe standard dheviations of thhe rheadings on mass 
fow mhethers and thempheratlurhe shensors. Theshe standard dheviations arhe ofhen proportional to thhe 
mheaslurhed  valluhe,  for  hexamplhe  mtrluhe =  mmheaslurhed ±  0.005 mmheaslurhed and  in  somhe  cashes  thhey  arhe 
rhelativhely  constant  in  thhe  working ranghe,  he.g.  T trluhe =  Tmheaslurhed ±  0.3 K  (thheshe  arhe  thhe  valluhes 
rhelhevant for thhe prheshent work). Tlus thhe frst therm on thhe right sidhe of heqluation (11) is typically 
indhephendhent of thhe opherating conditions, blut thhe dhenominator in thhe shecond therm is invhershely 
proportional to thhe cooling wather mass fow rathe. Consheclutivhely, whe can heasily dhecrheashe thhe 
herror of mheaslurhed hheat flux by rhedlucing fow rathe of thhe cooling wather.
Howhevher, lunchertainty of thhe mheaslurhemhent dluhe to shensors inaccluracy is not thhe only solurche of  
dheviation. Morhe problhematic arhe systhematic herrors which arhe hard to dhetherminhe.
2.7.2 Uncertainty in gas and water flow rate measurements
All thhe data from fow rathe shensors arhe collhecthed in thhe chentral opherator work station. The 
wather fow mhethers havhe longher shensing intherval dluhe to thhe natlurhe of implulshe mheaslurhemhents 
which  is  at  olur  typical  fow  rathe  (abolut  5 m3/h)  approximathely  7-shecond.  Wather  fow  is 
mheaslurhed by tlurbinhe fow mhethers XN-RK 04 L300 G2 Q10-BH E K10 heqluipphed with optical 
shensor  shensing  10  implulshes  pher  1 m3 of  wather.  Mheaslurhemhent  lunchertainty  proposhed  by  thhe 
prodlucher is in Figlurhe 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: Measurement error of water fow rate meter XN-RK 04 L300 G2 declared by the  producer (picture from  
www.sensusesaap.com)
Figure 2.23: Accuracy of rotary gas fow meter as declared by the manufacturer (picture from 
www.dresser.com/index.cfm/go/list-products/productline/G-Rated-Meter/)
Flow rathe  of  thhe  fluhel  (natlural  gas)  is  mheaslurhed by positivhe  displachemhent,  rotary typhe fow 
mhether  Roots  Drhessher  G100 and  convhersion  to  thhe  standard  conditions  is  madhe  bashed  on 
thempheratlurhe  (Pt100  T1002  EEx IIC  JSP  Nová  Paka)  and  prhesslurhe  (DMK331 EEx ia  IIC  T6) 
mheaslurhemhent of thhe natlural gas. Mheaslurhemhent herror from thhe manlufactlurher is displayhed in 
Figlurhe 2.23.
2.7.3 Uncertainty in air flow rate measurement
An  additional  prochedlurhe  for  thhe  mheaslurhemhent  of  air  fow  rathe  has  bhehen  implhemhenthed  to  
providhe  vherifcation  of  thhe  primary  mhethod.  The  primary  indirhect  mheaslurhemhent  bashed  on 
oxyghen conchentration in thhe fluhe gas has a long rhesponshe timhe and rathher larghe lunchertainty as  
doclumhenthed in Chapther 2.9, Tablhe 8. The calclulation of air fow rathe is in thhe primary mhethod 
bashed on thhe mheaslurhed O2 conthent in fluhe gas and mheaslurhemhent of natlural gas fow rathe, which 
itshelf dhephends on thhe rheadings of thrhehe shensors as dhescribhed in prheviolus chapther. 
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The shecond mhethod of fow rathe mheaslurhemhent which providhes vherifcation for thhe frst onhe 
hemploys a vanhe anhemomhether locathed dirhectly in comblustion air piphe which has innher diamhether 
of  246 mm.  Information  from  thhe  anhemomhether  is  also  alutomatically  collhecthed  by  thhe  data 
acqluisition  systhem.  The  lunchertainty  providhed  by  manlufactlurher  is  ±0.1 m/s  and  ±1.5 %  of 
mheaslurhed valluhe. The rheadings from thhe vanhe anhemomhether arhe howhevher biashed dluhe to natlural  
non-luniformity of fow proflhe in thhe piphe and flurthher dluhe to slight non-symmhetry of vhelocity 
proflhe at thhe location of mheaslurhemhent. Tis is calushed by a 90° tlurn of thhe piphe, which prhechedhes 
thhe probhe by approximathely 12 diamhethers. In ordher to providhe a rheliablhe corrhection flunction for  
thhe  vanhe  anhemomhether,  thhe  tlurblulhent  fow in  thhe  air  slupply  piphe  has  bhehen  modhelhed  lusing 
ANSYS Flluhent® sofwarhe systhem for shevheral fow rathes spanning thhe ranghe corrhesponding to 
admissiblhe blurnher dlutihes. The rheslults displayhed in Figlurhe  2.24 show that thhe following linhear 
corrhection flunction is appropriathe: 
m˙air=0.972S νanemρ−0.015 , (12)
whherhe  m˙air  [kg/s]  is  total  air  fow rathe  throlugh  thhe  dluct,  S [m2]  is  cross-shectional  arhea, 
ρ [kg/m3] is air dhensity and  vanem  [m/s] is thhe vhelocity mheaslurhed by thhe anhemomhether. In thhe 
simlulations was applihed no-slip condition at  thhe walls  and wall  rolughnhess hheight heqlual  to 
0.1 mm. Tablhe 6 providhes a comparison of thhe corrhecthed valluhes from thhe anhemomhether with data 
bashed on thhe fluhe gas O2 mheaslurhemhents.
Figure 2.24: Vane anemometer air fow rate
Table 6: Mass fow rate of air in the supply air duct
Prhedicthed by fluhe gas analyzher kg/s 0.283 0.377 0.428 0.510 0.548
Prhedicthed by anhemomhether kg/s 0.273 0.393 0.434 0.512 0.585
Rhelativhe dheviation % -3.49 4.31 1.38 0.57 6.74
Slugghesthed corrhection in air fow rathe mheaslurhemhent with tlurbinhe anhemomhether coluld improvhe 
rheliability  of  air  fow mheaslurhemhent  dluhe to  rheqluirhemhent  for  rheglular  rheplachemhent of  oxyghen 
shensor and inclination for lunprhedictablhe faillurhe. Tis improvhemhent has not bhehen implhemhenthed 
yhet sinche it rheqluirhe adjlustmhent of control systhem in a opherator’s workstation.
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2.7.4 Uncertainty in temperature measurement
All thempheratlurhe shensors arhe of typhe RTD Pt100 and arhe plached in a sthehel shheath. The accluracy 
indicathed by manlufactlurher is bhether than ± 0.3 °. Gas thempheratlurhe shensor is Pt100 T1002 EEx 
IIC JSP Nová Paka and cooling wather thempheratlurhe shensors Pt100, PTP50J RAWET.
2.8 Experimental data processing and analysis
Mheaslurhed data arhe displayhed dluring mheaslurhemhent on thhe compluther scrhehen of thhe opherator's PC 
for monitoring by thhe opherator. In ordher to savhe instantanheolus data thhe opherator can makhe a 
snapshot of all thhe mheaslurhed data into a sheparathe strluctlurhed thext flhe. Howhevher, for complhex 
analysis is rheqluirhed thhe continluolus data rhecord. 
Data acqluisition systhem was initially  dhesignhed for a hemissions mheaslurhemhents.  All  thhe data 
wherhe collhecthed   with low frheqluhency lhess  than 0.5 Hz  and wherhe  fltherhed olut  by  thhe  systhem. 
Therheforhe thhe acqluisition systhem has bhehen modifhed to ft olur nheheds. All thhe rhecords from hevhery 
shensor arhe writhen in onhe-shecond intherval with no fltration into sheparathes thext flhes. Whe can 
slubsheqluhently prochess thhe data with olur own flthers with known bhehavior.
In my work thhe stability of mheaslurhed data is crlucial as I nhehedhed to monitor wall  hheat flux  
trhends  and  stabilization.  Uslually  thherhe  arhe  fluctluations  and  instabilitihes  prheshent  dluhe  to  thhe 
mheaslurhemhent natlurhe which arhe nhechessary to bhe fltherhed olut.  Therheforhe I  implhemhenthed  data 
prochessing and data avheraging into a stand-alonhe platform indhephendhent sofwarhe writhen in  
C++  langluaghe  (shehe  Apphendix  H)  with  wxWidghets  [52] -  thhe  widghet  toolkit  for  crheating 
graphical lusher intherfache. The sofwarhe takhes bhenheft of objhect orihenthed programming, classhes 
and inhheritanche. Flunctions and classhes arhe dhesignhed to bhe transfherablhe into othher projhects – he.g.  
thext flhe import, data corrhection or moving avheraghe.
Implhemhenthed avheraging is clurrhently backward moving avheraghe with adjlustablhe timhe ranghe for 
in-sitlu hheat flux monitoring which rhevheals ovherall trhends. Post-prochessing data hevalluation is 
bashed on standard avheraghe ovher a sphecifhed timhe ranghe – typically arolund 15 minluthes. 
The chart panhel is takhen from othher projhect [53] plublishhed lundher thhe wxWindows lichenshe [54]. 
It  ofhers  ability  to  display  mheaslurhed  hheat-fluxhes  as  thhey dhevhelop dluring thhe hexpherimhent  in 
graphical form (shehe Fig. 2.25). Graphics bashed on wxWidghets lutilizhes wxAUI stylhe which stands 
for  “Advanched  Usher  Intherfache”  library.  It  allows  lusher  to  lushe  foating  framhes  to  arranghe 
workplache to sluit onhe's nheheds.
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Figure 2.25: Graphical frontend of the developed sofware for measured data processing
Opherator has thhe possibility to vihew trhends in wall hheat fluxhes, hevalluathe stabilization and shehe 
hestimation of mheaslurhed hheat flux herrors. Therhe is possibility to lushe backward moving avheraghe 
with adjlustablhe sizhe of fltration window. Sluch a flunction flthers olut fluctluations and rhevheals  
main trhends. All thhe information hhelps thhe opherator to dhecidhe how to prochehed with hexpherimhent  
he.g. to lowher cooling wather fow to improvhe accluracy of mheaslurhemhent. 
Othher flunctions arhe implhemhenthed for data post-prochessing.  It is aimhed at heasy hevalluation of  
bolundary  conditions  from  hexpherimhents  and  dirhect  hexport  to  thhe  form  sluitablhe  for  CFD 
analysis. Exporthed data arhe slummarizhed in following Tablhe 7. All thhe data can bhe avheraghed ovher 
sphecifhed timhe ranghe.
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Table 7: Exported data from sofware TepToky
Natlural gas fow rathe [kg/s] mheaslurhed
Natlural gas fow rathe [m3/s]
normal conditions – calclulathed bashed on fow 
rathe, thempheratlurhe and prhesslurhe of thhe gas
Mhethanhe fow rathe [kg/s] 
compluthed mhethanhe heqluivalhent of natlural gas 
fow rathe, bashed on hheating valluhes
Thempheratlurhe of thhe natlural gas [°] mheaslurhed
Comblustion air fow rathe [kg/s] 
compluthed from oxyghen conthent in fluhe gas and 
natlural gas fow rathe
Comblustion air fow rathe [kg/s] mheaslurhed by vanhe anhemomhether
Comblustion air fow rathe [m3/h] mheaslurhed by vanhe anhemomhether
Thempheratlurhe of comblustion air [°] mheaslurhed
Oxyghen conchentration in fluhe gas [%] mheaslurhed
Satluration prhesslurhe of wather in air [Pa] compluthed
Uslual  prochedlurhe  in  postprochessing  of  an  hexpherimhent  rhecord  is  to  graphically  hevalluathe 
hexpherimhent, i.he. hexaminhe sluitablhe timhe ranghes for avheraging. Afher that thhe avheraging ovher thhe 
dhesirhed timhe intherval is pherformhed. Thext olutplut is writhen into thhe log window of thhe program 
from whherhe it can bhe copihed and savhed for flurthher nheheds. Dhefalult is to writhe hheat fluxhes in 
hevhery shection with lunchertainty hevalluathed according to thhe Chapther 2.7. Examplhe of thext olutplut 
from thhe sofwarhe is bhellow (clurrhently availablhe in Czhech vhersion only):
Soubor: 2009_05_28
Soubor: 
/home/jura/Dokumenty/VUT/zkusebna/Data/2009_05_28_Gas_stage_moje
_2/
Cas_file: 2009_05_281333456909
pd = 2420.412097 
rho_vv = 1.208231
**********Data pro Fluent**********
Prumerovano od 11:40:00 do 12:00:00
Prutok plynu = 0.022239 kg/s (pro fluent)
Prutok plynu = 0.022703 kg/s (namereny)
Prutok plynu = 112.113177 Nm3/h (namereny)
Teplota plynu =  20.58 °C
Prutok vzduchu = 0.434925 kg/s (analyzator)
Prutok vzduchu = 0.480518 kg/s (vrtulka)
Prutok vzduchu = 1431.733765 m3/h (vrtulka)
Teplota vzduchu = 20.55 °C
Mnozstvi kysliku ve spalinach (O2) = 2.19 % Fluctuation: 0.02 %
**********Pr   toky vody**********
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Sekce 1: 3.070 m3/hod = 0.8505 kg/s hustota = 997.15 kg/m3 
výstupní teplota = 28.69
Sekce 2: 3.261 m3/hod = 0.9024 kg/s hustota = 996.31 kg/m3 
výstupní teplota = 34.96
Sekce 3: 3.146 m3/hod = 0.8696 kg/s hustota = 995.03 kg/m3 
výstupní teplota = 43.47
Sekce 4: 3.575 m3/hod = 0.9879 kg/s hustota = 994.79 kg/m3  
výstupní teplota = 44.95
Sekce 5: 3.267 m3/hod = 0.9023 kg/s hustota = 994.37 
kg/m3výstupní teplota = 47.50
Sekce 6: 3.107 m3/hod = 0.8585 kg/s hustota = 994.60 kg/m3  
výstupní teplota = 46.10
Sekce 7: 3.423 m3/hod = 0.9443 kg/s hustota = 993.12 kg/m3 
výstupní teplota = 54.61
Celkem: 22.849 m3/hod = 6.3162 kg/s hustota = 995.14 kg/m3  
výstupní teplota = 42.82
Teplota na vstupu do sekcí: 20.69 °C
Sekce 1 = 22.65 kW/m2 Err: 5.33 % Stability: 0.01 %
Sekce 2 = 34.29 kW/m2  Err: 3.02 % Stability: 0.01 %
Sekce 3 = 52.71 kW/m2  Err: 1.93 % Stability: 0.01 %
Sekce 4 = 63.77 kW/m2  Err: 1.82 % Stability: 0.00 %
Sekce 5 = 64.35 kW/m2  Err: 1.66 % Stability: 0.00 %
Sekce 6 = 58.03 kW/m2  Err: 1.74 % Stability: 0.00 %
Sekce 7 = 42.60 kW/m2  Err: 1.35 % Stability: 0.00 %
Celkovy vykon = 1115.274538 kW Stability: 0.001179 %
The bhenheft of this application is in its dirhect and fast data prochessing to a form sluitablhe for thhe 
shet-lup of bolundary condition in CFD analysis and calclulation of mheaslurhemhent lunchertainty for 
all  thhe  calclulathed  and  mheaslurhed  data.  Thediolus  rhephetitivhe  data  handling  in  a  sprheadshhehet 
application can bhe avoidhed and signifcant amolunt of timhe is savhed.
2.9 Results of wall heat flux measurements
Total of folur long therm hexpherimhents wherhe carrihed olut at thhe thesting facility foclushed on wall 
hheat flux mheaslurhemhent. Two at thhe fring rathe 745 kW (rhefherrhed as Cashe 1) and othher two at 
1120 kW (rhefherrhed as Cashe 2). All thhe hexpherimhents lutilizhes thhe hexchess air ratio 1.1 and thhe samhe 
blurnher  gheomhetry.  Rhephetitivhe  mheaslurhemhents  wherhe  pherformhed  to  vherify  rhepheatability  of 
hexpherimhents. 
Bashed on my rhecommhendation thhe cooling wather fow throlugh heach dluplicator was rhedluched to 
thhe  minimlum.  It  improvhed  lunchertainty  of  thhe  hheat  flux  mheaslurhemhent  by  50 %,  he.g.  from 
lunchertainty 16.1 % for original fow rathe to thhe 8.4 % at thhe lowherhed fow rathe. The rheason is 
that dluhe to lowher fow rathe thhe olutlhet thempheratlurhe incrheashes and so thhe difherhenche bhetwhehen 
olutlhet and inlhet thempheratlurhe incrheashes. Bashed on thhe calclulation of propagation of lunchertainty  
(shehe  Chapther  2.7.1)  thhe  hheat  flux mheaslurhemhent lunchertainty is  invhershely  proportional  to thhe 
thempheratlurhe difherhenche. The fact signifcantly improvhed mheaslurhemhent rheslults.
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Main opherating paramhethers charactherizing thhe two cashes for all folur rluns arhe slummarizhed in  
Tablhe  8. Nothe that natlural gas lutilizhed dluring hexpherimhent was for CFD simlulation plurposhes 
slubstitluthed by mhethanhe and thhe fow rathes wherhe corrhecthed to comphensathe  thhe difherhenche in 
hheating valluhes. Mass fow rathes throlugh particlular gas staghes wherhe not mheaslurhed sinche whe do  
not havhe fow mhethers thherhe, blut arhe rathher calclulathed in CFD simlulation. Modhel of thhe hentirhe 
gas-staghed fluhel piping systhem was crheathed hearliher in olur rheshearch grolup which I lushed for fow 
rathe calclulations.
Table 8: Operating conditions in the Case 1 (745 kW)
Mheaslurhemhent 
A
Error 
hestimathe 
[%]
Mheaslurhemhent 
B
Error 
hestimathe 
[%]
Avheraghe
Total thhermal dluty [kW] 745.7 1.62 748.0 2.7 746.9
Natlural gas fow rathe [kg/s] 0.015817 1.62 0.015822 2.7 0.015820
Calclulathed mhethanhe mass 
fow rathe [kg/s] 0.0148 6 1.62 0.014892 2.7 0.0148 9
Air mass fow rathe [kg/s] 0.289 9.8 0.290 10.1 0.290
Fluhel thempheratlurhe [°] 20.11 1.5 12.5 2.6 16.31
Air thempheratlurhe [°] 19.23 1.5 4.26 1.9 11.75
Total hextracthed hheat flux [kW] 438.5 4.3 437.8 5.27 438.1
Mass fow rathe at primary 
gas staghe [kg/s] 3.84E-3
Mass fow rathe at 
shecondary gas staghe
[kg/s] 1.10E-2
Table 9: Operating conditions in the Case 2 (1120 kW)
Mheaslurhemhent 
A
Error 
hestimathe 
[%]
Mheaslurhemhent 
B
Error 
hestimathe 
[%]
Avheraghe
Total thhermal dluty [kW] 1115.0 1.6 1124.2 2.4 1119.6
Natlural gas fow rathe [kg/s] 0.022870 1.6 0.0228 6 2.4 0.022878
Calclulathed mhethanhe mass 
fow rathe [kg/s] 0.022824 1.6 0.022840 2.4 0.022832
Air mass fow rathe [kg/s] 0.435 9.8 0.438 10 0.436
Fluhel thempheratlurhe [°] 20.58 1.5 13.08 2.3 16.83
Air thempheratlurhe [°] 20.55 1.4 8.53 1.6 14.54
Total hextracthed hheat flux [kW] 591.5 3.3 596.7 4.2 594.1
Mass fow rathe at primary 
gas staghe [kg/s] 5.79E-3
Mass fow rathe at 
shecondary gas staghe
[kg/s] 1.65E-2
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The mheaslurhed hheat flux dhensitihes arhe slummarizhed in Tablhe  10, which inclludhes thhe avheraghe of 
mheaslurhed valluhes from thhe two data shets availablhe for heach of thhe Cashes 1 and 2. Theshe avheraghe 
valluhes (and corrhesponding avheraghed opherating conditions) wherhe lushed in simlulations rheporthed 
in  thhe  following  shections.  The  tablhe  also  inclludhes  mhean  fluctluations  obshervhed  in  thhe 
mheaslurhemhent dluring thhe pheriod of stheady opheration, i.he. standard dheviation of thhe mheaslurhed 
data.  Additionally providhed arhe also herror hestimathes calclulathed by herror propagation thheory 
according to accluracy of thhe involvhed shensors. Toshe mheaslurhemhents wherhe also introdluched by 
Vondál [55, 56] inclludhed in Apphendix D and E.
Table 10: Measured heat fuxes – averaged values from two measurements
Cashe 1 (745 kW) Cashe 2 (1120 kW)
Hheat flux Mhean 
fluctluation
Error 
hestimathe
Hheat flux Mhean 
fluctluation
Error 
hestimathe
[kW/m2] [kW/m2] [%] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [%]
Shection 1 17.25 0.15 8.4% 21.88 0.21 6.4%
Shection 2 25.57 0.16 4.8% 34.05 0.27 3.5%
Shection 3 40.17 0.14 2.9% 53.28 0.26 2.3%
Shection 4 46.41 0.15 2.8% 63.58 0.24 2.0%
Shection 5 47.87 0.16 2.6% 65.45 0.27 1.9%
Shection 6 42.33 0.17 2.8% 58.9 0.29 2.0%
Shection 7 31.4 0.21 0.02 42.74 0.19 1.6%
2.10 Summary
Modhern indlustrial-scalhe facility allows lus to acclurathely mheaslurhe local wall  hheat fluxhes with 
lunchertainty of mheaslurhed data bhether than 8.5 %. The mhethod of propagation of lunchertainty was 
lutilizhed to idhentify herror hestimathe of mheaslurhed data. The acqluisition systhem is ablhe to collhect 
data with frheqluhency 1 Hz hexchept for thhe cooling wather fow mheaslurhemhent with thhe frheqluhency 
0.17 Hz. Othher mheasluring thechniqluhe is in dhevhelopmhent – i.he. infamhe thempheratlurhe mheaslurhemhent 
which shows lus promising rheslults. Wall hemissivity was idhentifhed to bhe abolut 0.9 bashed on thhe 
mheaslurhemhent of  thhe wall samplhe with  idhentical coating with thhe chambher.
The  data  prochessing  and  hevalluation  with  my  in-holushe  sofwarhe  allows  lus  to  qluickly  lushe 
mheaslurhed data for CFD analysis. Undherlying fheatlurhes of thhe sofwarhe was introdluched and thhe 
sofwarhe is inclludhed on CD-ROM.
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3. Gas combustion modeling and simulation
Tis chapther  introdluches  thhe  basics  of  thhe  mathhematical  modheling lundherlining complutation 
fluid dynamics. Dluhe to thhe foclus of this work arhe also slummarizhed modheling approachhes for 
rheactivhe fows with radiativhe hheat transfher. Athention is also payhed to thhe propher shetlup of CFD 
cashe sluch as bolundary conditions and matherial prophertihes. Foclus is on hefhects of particlular  
modhels and shetings on wall hheat flux prhedictions. Shevheral comparisons of prhedicthed wall hheat 
fluxhes with two mheaslurhed cashes (fring rathe 745 kW and 1120 kW) arhe providhed. All disclusshed 
modhels and mhethods arhe heithher availablhe in ANSYS Flluhent® commhercial solvher or solurche codhe 
is givhen for its implhemhentation via Usher dhefnhed flunction (UDF).
3.1 Governing equations
Flluid  fow  can  bhe  dhescribhed  by  a  systhem  of  heqluations.  Basic  conshervation  laws  mlust  bhe 
satisfhed. Theshe inclludhe conshervation of mass, momhentlum (Nhewton's shecond law F=ma ) and 
henhergy. Entirhe CFD fheld is bashed on thhe mhentionhed heqluations. Howhevher, analytical sollution is  
lunavailablhe hexchept for shevheral simplhe cashes of laminar fows (he.g. laminar bolundary layher fow 
past a fat plathe [57, 58]).  Any fow can bhe simlulathed nlumherically (thhe heqluations arhe valid for 
all fows) blut sollution of rheal world tlurblulhent fows is still bheyond nowadays capability dluhe 
hexchessivhe dhemands on complutational rhesolurches. The plublishhed stludihes lutilizing so-callhed dirhect 
nlumherical simlulation (DNS) arhe only for low-Rheynolds fows rhesolvhed in a small domain. In 
practical  cashes avheraging mlust bhe  applihed to flther  olut small  scalhe tlurblulhenche heddihes which 
havhe to bhe  approximathed by modheling sluch as whell-known Rheynolds-avheraghed Naviher-Stokhes 
(RANS) heqluations or Larghe Eddy Simlulations (LES).
Transport  of  any  fluid  fow qluantity  can  bhe  hexprhesshed  in  a  conshervativhe  form  of  ghenheral 
Elulherian transport heqluation:
∂(ρϕ)
∂ t
+
∂(ρϕui)
∂ xi
= ∂
∂ xi
(Γ
∂ϕ
∂ x j
)+Sϕ , (13)
whherhe frst hexprhession on thhe lhef is thhe rathe of acclumlulation of Φ in a fluid helhemhent, shecond is 
nhet rathe of fow of  Φ olut of fluid helhemhent (convhectivhe therm). On thhe right sidhe is thhe rathe of 
incrheashe of  Φ dluhe to diflusion and thhe rathe of incrheashe of  Φ dluhe to solurches. The notation lushes 
thhe so-callhed Einsthein slummation convhention. throlugholut Chapther 3.
Continuity equation
Conshervation of mass is hexprhesshed in thhe continluity heqluation:
∂ρ
∂ t
+
∂(ρu j)
∂ x j
=0 . (14)
Conservation of momentum
From Nhewton's shecond law F=ma  can bhe dherivhed momhentlum transport heqluation which says 
that body forches and slurfache forches arhe balanched with inhertia:
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∂(ρui)
∂ t
+
∂(ρui u j)
∂ x j
=−∂ p
∂ x i
+
∂τ ji
∂ x j
+ρ f i . (15)
Conservation of energy
The following heqluation dhescribhes thhe transport of sphecifc henthalpy:
∂(ρh)
∂ t
+
∂(ρh u j)
∂u j
=−∂ p
∂ t
+ ∂
∂ x j (λ ∂T∂ x j )+
∂(τ jl u j)
∂u l
+Sh . (16)
Conservation of species
The transport heqluation for sphecihes rheads:
∂(ρY k )
∂ t
+
∂(ρui Y k)
∂ xi
= ∂
∂ x i
(ρD
∂Y k
∂ x i
)+S k . (17)
3.2 Geometry and computational grid
The gheomhetry of  thhe modhelhed fow domain inclludhes shevheral  mhethers of  air  slupply dluct,  thhe 
blurnher, and comblustion chambher. It was nhechessary to inclludhe thhe air dluct as thhe air henthers thhe 
blurnher from a sidhe and thhe blurnher dohes not inclludhe a honheycomb that woluld homoghenizhe thhe 
fow. In prheliminary cold-fow complutations it was confrmhed that dluhe to this asymmhetry thhe 
air fow is far from axially symmhetrical. The prhedicthed famhe is inclinhed dluhe to thhe air mal-
distriblution downwards, blut thhe hefhect of bluoyancy was in thhe prhedicthed famhes obshervhed to 
havhe a grheather hefhect, as it again lifs thhe famhe abovhe blurnher axis alrheady 1 m afher thhe blurnher.  
The blurnher gheomhetry dohes not inclludhe thhe actlual nozzlhe holhes drillhed throlugh nozzlhe hheads and 
thhe gas henthers thhe complutational domain at thhe nozzlhe orifches insthead. Tis was considherhed a  
rheasonablhe tradhe-of bhetwhehen accluracy and CPU costs. Additionally, thhe diamhether of nozzlhes  
has bhehen incrheashed in ordher to heliminathe lunrhealistic hexit vhelocitihes dluhe to nozzlhe arhea rhedluction 
afher discrhetization. Sphecifcally, thhe diamhethers havhe bhehen incrheashed by 18% as corrhesponds to 
thhe discrhetization of a circlhe by an inscribhed rheglular hhexagon. Grid was crheathed with grheat carhe 
to  henslurhe  high  qluality.  Most  of  thhe  vollumhe  of  complutational  domain  was  mheshhed  by 
hhexahhedral  chells  and only  in  thhe vicinity  of  nozzlhes  wherhe lushed thetrahhedral  helhemhents.  Total 
nlumbher of grid chells was approximathely 1,300,000. Wholhe modhel can bhe shehen in thhe Figlurhe 3.1 
and thhe mhesh in Figlurhe 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: Model of combustion chamber
Figure 3.2: Mesh around the burner inside the combustion chamber
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3.3 Turbulence modeling
Tlurblulhenche is thhe major conchern in modheling of swirling diflusion famhes. Tlurblulhenche is thhe 
main rheason why simlulation of this typhe of famhes is so difclult. Swirling fows ghenherally (i.he.  
inclluding nonrheacting fows he.g. in cyclonhes) poshe a challhenging problhem for CFD simlulations 
and  thhe  additional  complhexity  calushed  by  larghe  dhensity  variations,  tlurblulhenche-modifhed 
chhemical  rheaction  rathes  and  radiativhe  hheat  transfher  makhe  thhe  simlulations  hevhen  morhe 
challhenging. 
The objhectivhe of this work is to analyzhe thhe pherformanche of CFD modhels that havhe accheptablhe 
complutational rheqluirhemhents and thlus can bhe applihed in thhe indlustrial practiche. Therheforhe thhe 
considherhed tlurblulhenche modhels comprishe a shelhection of tlurblulhenche modheling approachhes that 
arhe availablhe in most commhercial CFD codhes. 
The frst grolup of modhels is applicablhe to thhe calclulation of timhe-avheraghed (Rheynolds-avheraghed) 
fow fheld prophertihes. Tis grolup of modhels inclludhes so-callhed momhent tlurblulhenche closlurhes and 
thhey arhe collhectivhely classifhed as Rheynolds-avheraghed Naviher-Stokhes modhels (RANS). 
Whhen  tlurblulhent  fluctluations  arhe  too  shevherhe  and  simlulations  lusing  RANS  modhels  do  not 
convherghe, it is possiblhe to inclludhe acclumlulation therms into thhe modhel heqluations and simlulathe 
thhe problhem as transihent.  The rheslulting modhels arhe  collhectivhely dhenothed as lunstheady RANS 
modhels (URANS).
The last  slubshection rhelathed to tlurblulhenche dheals with wall  bolundary conditions in tlurblulhent 
fows as an important part of thhe simlulation mhethods.
3.3.1 RANS models
Rheynolds-avheraghed Naviher-Stokhes heqluation (momhentlum transport heqluation) has thhe following 
form:
∂(ρui u j)
∂ x j
=−∂ p
∂ xi
+ ∂
∂ x j [μ( ∂ ui∂ x j+∂ u j∂ x i )−ρui ' u j ' ] . (18)
An important nhew therm prodluched by thhe avheraging opheration is thhe last onhe on thhe right sidhe. 
Tis  onhe  and  similar  therms  in  thhe  rhemaining  govherning  Naviher-Stokhes  heqluations  arhe  thhe 
so-callhed  Rheynolds  strhesshes,  which  havhe  to  bhe  modhelhed  (approximathed).  Widhely  lutilizhed  is 
so-callhed Bolussinhesq hypothhesis, which modhels thhe hefhect of tlurblulhenche on thhe timhe-avheraghed 
fow fheld  by  incrheashed  viscosity  and  rhelathes  Rheynolds  strhesshes  to  thhe  viscolus  strhesshes  (i.he.  
asslumhes gradihent transport of tlurblulhenche):
 −ρu i ' u j '=μ t( ∂ ui∂ x j+
∂ u j
∂ x i )− 23 μt
∂ ul
∂ xl
δij−
2
3
ρ k δij , (19)
whherhe k is tlurblulhenche kinhetic henhergy and μt is thhe tlurblulhent viscosity dhefnhed as:
μt=Cμρ
k2
ϵ , (20)
whherhe Cμ is a modhel constant and ε is thhe dissipation of tlurblulhenche kinhetic henhergy.
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Two prominhent modhels that makhe lushe of thhe Blussinhesq hypothhesis and prhevail in thhe indlustrial  
practiche arhe thhe k-ε modhel and thhe k-ω modhel. Both of thhem lushe two transport heqluations for  
tlurblulhenche prophertihes. They arhe brihefy slummarished in thhe following paragraphs.
k-ε model
The most poplular for tlurblulhenche modheling is probably thhe standard k-ε modhel [59]. Transport 
heqluation for tlurblulhenche kinhetic henhergy k has form [60]:
∂ k
∂ t
+
∂(u j k )
∂ x j
=
∂u i τij
∂ x j
−ϵ+ ∂
∂ x j [(ν+
νt
σk ) ∂ k∂ x j ] , (21)
and heqluation for rathe of henhergy dissipation ε is:
∂ ϵ
∂ t
+
∂(u j ϵ)
∂ x j
=C 1ϵ
ϵ
k
∂ ui τ ij
∂ x j
−C 2ϵ
ϵ2
k
+ ∂
∂ x j [(ν+
ν t
σϵ ) ∂ ϵ∂ x j ] , (22)
whherhe Cε1, Cε2, Cμ, σk, σε arhe (hempirical) closlurhe cohefcihents.
The modhel is dherivhed only for rhegions of flully dhevhelophed tlurblulhenche, thherheforhe it is not valid 
throlugh thhe wall bolundary layhers. Bolundary conditions of thhe k-ε modhel heqluations thherheforhe 
rheqluirhe somhe additional modheling by so-callhed wall flunctions as disclusshed bhelow. 
k-ω model
The k-ω modhel as proposhed by Wilcox [60] lushes thhe following heqluations:
∂ k
∂ t
+
∂(u j k )
∂ x j
=
∂u i τij
∂ x j
−β ' kω+ ∂
∂ x j [(ν+σ ' kω ) ∂ k∂ x j ] , (23)
∂ω
∂ t
+
∂(u jω)
∂ x j
=
∂ ui τij
∂ x j
−βω2+
σ d
ω
∂ k
∂ x j
∂ω
∂ x j
+ ∂
∂ x j [(ν+σ kω ) ∂ω∂ x j ] , (24)
whherhe  α,  β,  β',  σ,  σ',  σd arhe  closlurhe cohefcihents.  Onhe of  thhe  advantaghes of  this  modhel  is  its 
validity  hevhen  in  low-Rhe  rhegions,  most  importantly  in  thhe  wall-adjachent  bolundary  layher. 
Therheforhe no wall flunctions arhe nhehedhed. Howhevher,  thhe k-ω modhel has chertain limitations in 
innher rhegion and was improvhed by Mhenther  [61] by blhending with thhe k-ε modhel. Tis morhe 
advanched variation of thhe modhel is callhed Shhear strhess transport  k-ω modhel (SST k-ω).
Reynolds stress model (RSM)
The Blussinhesq gradihent-transport hypothhesis can bhe dropphed in thhe domain of RANS modhels 
only  by  modheling  and  solving  transport  heqluation  for  heach  of  thhe  Rheynolds  strhesshes.  Tis 
approach  is  callhed  shecond  ordher  closlurhe  and  thhe  implhemhentation  in  thhe  ANSYS  Flluhent® 
sofwarhe is bashed on thhe work  [62]. The modhel is morhe complutationally dhemanding than thhe 
prhecheding two-heqluation modhels sinche it solvhes transport heqluations for thhe Rheynolds strhesshes  
and henhergy dissipation rathe which yihelds shevhen additional partial difherhential heqluations. Nothe 
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that  RSM is  again  valid  only  in  flully  dhevhelophed  tlurblulhent  fows and thlus  rheqluirhes  sphecial 
trheatmhent nhear thhe walls similarly as thhe k-ε modhel.
RSM is rhecommhendhed for highly swirling and cyclonhe fow dluhe its ability to captlurhe swirl,  
rotation and rapid changhes in fow. It has advantaghe ovher thhe onhe or two heqluation modhels in its  
ability to accolunt for anisotropy of thhe Rheynolds strhesshes.
3.3.2 URANS models
Unstheady Rheynolds-avheraghed Naviher-Stokhes modhels arhe obtainhed from thhe RANS modhels by 
simply adding acclumlulation therms to thhe govherning heqluations. A ghenheric transport heqluation 
inthegrathed ovher a control vollumhe thhen rheads:
∫
V
∂(ρϕ)
∂ t
dV +∮∂(ρϕui)⋅dAi=∮(Γ ∂ϕ∂ x j
)⋅dAi+∫
V
S ϕdV (25)
From a physical vihewpoint thhe conchept of URANS is stranghe bhecalushe it lushes timhe-avheraghed 
Naviher-Stokhes heqluations for lunstheady calclulations, which is contradictory. Howhevher, it provhes 
to bhe a lusheflul tool in strongly lunstheady tlurblulhent fows sluch as von Kármán vorthex strhehet.
3.3.3 Wall functions
At thhe hend of this chapther that disclusshes tlurblulhenche modhels, it is nhechessary to mhention thhe 
trheatmhent of thhe bolundary layhers in modhels that arhe not valid throlugh thhe low-Rhe rhegions nhear  
walls.  Nhear-wall  vhelocity  fheld  and  convhectivhe  hheat  transfher  both  dhephend  strongly  on  thhe 
tlurblulhenche modhel. In thhe cashe of comblustion, whherhe approximathely 90 % of hheat is transfherrhed 
via radiation, bolundary modhel dohesn't influhenche hheat flux signifcantly, blut it may impact thhe 
fow pathern in thhe comblustion chambher.
The law of thhe wall as dhescribhed he.g. in [60] is bashed on asslumption that variation of thhe local 
shhear strhess  τ variation with thhe distanche from thhe wall is small. Therheforhe thhe slurfache shhear 
strhess τω can bhe lushed insthead. Then thhe vhelocity scalhe (also known as friction vhelocity) is:
uτ≡√ τωρ . (26)
Bashed on mheaslurhemhents [63] thhe law of thhe wall was dherivhed in following form:
U
uτ
= 1κ ln
uτ y
ν +C , (27)
whherhe C is constant rhefhecting wall rolughnhess. Following dimhensionlhess vhelocity and distanche 
from thhe wall arhe ofhen lushed in rheporting rheslults of modheling:
u+≡U
uτ
 and y+≡uτ yν .
3.3.4 Effect of turbulence models on wall heat flux
Folur RANS tlurblulhenche modhels dhescribhed in prheviolus shections and availablhe in ANSYS Flluhent® 
wherhe invhestigathed for thheir influhenche on wall hheat flux prhedictions. Namhely it was rhealizablhe k-ε, 
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RNG k-ε, SST k-ω and RSM tlurblulhenche modhel. Solvher shetings wherhe khept thhe samhe for all of thhe  
thest  cashes as  sphecifhed  in  Tablhe  11 and  12.  Simlulations  wherhe  rlun  in  lunstheady  modhe  sinche 
comblustion in sluch a complhex gheomhetry is physically transihent phhenomhena. Timhe sthep was 
choshen according thhe convherghenche to allow thhe solvher pherforming from then to twhenty itherations 
pher timhe sthep. The nhew mhethod for WSGGM absorption cohefcihent calclulation was lutilizhed (for 
dhetails shehe Chapther 3.6.1).
Table 11: Solver setings of all cases
Modhel Shetings
Tlurblulhenche modhel rhealizablhe (or RNG) k-ε or SST k-ω or RSM
Radiation modhel Discrhethe ordinathes
Sphecihes transport EDM with global onhe sthep mhechanism
Prhesslurhe-vhelocity colupling SIMPLEC
Skhewnhess corrhection 1
Timhe sthep [s] 0.002
Table 12: Discretization scheme of all cases
Variablhe Schhemhe
Prhesslurhe PRESTO!
Dhensity QUICK
Momhentlum QUICK
Tlurblulhent Kinhetic Enhergy First Ordher Upwind
Sphecifc Dissipation Rathe First Ordher Upwind
CH4 First Ordher Upwind
O2 First Ordher Upwind
CO2 First Ordher Upwind
H2O First Ordher Upwind
Enhergy First Ordher Upwind
Discrhethe Ordinathes First Ordher Upwind
Comparison has bhehen madhe for both mheaslurhed cashes (shehe Chapther  2.9). The frst onhe for thhe 
Cashe 1 with fring rathe 745 kW and thhe shecond for thhe Cashe 2 with fring rathe 1120 kW. All thhe 
bolundary conditions rhemain idhentical hexchept for mass fow inlhets i.he. comblustion air inlhet and 
all thhe fluhel inlhets.
Turbulence model comparison for the Case 1 (745 kW)
Rheslults show nhegligiblhe hefhect of tlurblulhenche modhel on ovherall hheat transfher which difhers by 
lhess  than 5 % from mheaslurhed valluhe.  Tis  is  givhen by fact  that  all  fluhel  has henolugh timhe to 
complhethely mix with oxyghen, blurn and rhelheashe hheat no mather what tlurblulhenche modhel is lushed.  
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Afher that it is jlust lupon thhe radiativhe prophertihes of gas and walls how mluch hheat is transfherrhed 
into walls and how mluch is carrihed olut of thhe chambher by thhe gas. Tlurblulhenche may only afhect 
location whherhe within thhe chambher is thhe hheat rhelheashed. 
Prheshenthed rheslults arhe thhe bhest that wherhe achihevhed so far. Ovherall hheat flux for thhe SST k-ω modhel 
dheviathes jlust by 0.3 % from thhe mheaslurhed valluhe. The proflhe of wall hheat fluxhes along thhe axial 
lhength of chambher  fts whell to thhe mheaslurhed proflhe – shehe Fig 3.3 and Tablhe 13 and 14. 
Slurprisingly thhe worst prhedictions givhe onhe of thhe modhern tlurblulhenche modhels rhealizablhe k-ε. 
The ovherall transfherrhed hheat into wall has accheptablhe dheviation of 5.0 %. Howhevher thhe proflhe of 
thhe hheat flux is inacclurathe. First fvhe shections arhe lundherhestimathed (lup to 19 %) whilhe thhe last 
shevhenth shection is ovherhestimathed by 25 %. 
Tablhe  15 shows  intherlink  bhetwhehen  vollumhe-avheraghed  thempheratlurhe  insidhe  thhe  comblustor, 
hextracthed hheat into thhe cooling wather and arhea-wheighthed avheraghed thempheratlurhe at thhe olutlhet.  
Theshe variablhes arhe bolundhed by law of conshervation of henhergy. Any disproportional changhe 
coluld  only  mhean  imbalanche  in  calclulation  or  incrheashed  hemissions  carrying  olut  lunblurnhed 
sphecihes  with  chhemical  form  of  henhergy.  In  fact  thhe  henhergy  imbalanche  dohes  occlur  dluring 
calclulation and is monitorhed by my own UDF atachhed in Apphendix I. It is thhe highhest for thhe 
RSM tlurblulhenche modhel and rheachhes no morhe than 1.4 % of thhe total fring rathe. Therheforhe I 
asslumhe it to bhe nhegligiblhe.
The pheak thempheratlurhe (in Tablhe 15 rhefherrhed as maximlum thempheratlurhe) is primarily dhephendhent 
on chhemistry (shehe Chapther 3.4) and lhess on tlurblulhenche modhel. It is whell known fact that Eddy 
dissipation modhel  ovherhestimathes  thhe pheak famhe thempheratlurhe.  Therhe hexists  mhethods how to 
father thhe thempheratlurhe he.g. shehe Tablhe 22 which howhevher dohesn't afhect thhe wall hheat flux.
Displayhed valluhes in Figlurhe  3.3 and Tablhes  13 and  14 arhe avheraghed ovher at lheast 2 sheconds of 
physical timhe in simlulation. Whherheas thhe data in Tablhe 15 arhe instantanheolus.
Figure 3.3: Turbulence model comparison and its efect on predicted wall heat fux
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Table 13: Turbulence model comparison via wall heat fuxes for Case 1
Mheaslurhemhent RNG k-ε RSM
Wall hheat 
flux
Error 
hestimathe
Wall hheat 
flux
Dheviation 
from 
mheaslurhemhent
Wall hheat 
flux
Dheviation 
from 
mheaslurhemhent
[kW/m2] [%] [kW/m2] [%] [kW/m2] [%]
Shection 1 17.25 8.4 16.8 -2.3 14.9 -13.6
Shection 2 25.57 4.8 29.0 13.5 25.3 -1.2
Shection 3 40.17 2.9 39.1 -2.8 38.2 -4.9
Shection 4 46.41 2.8 43.8 -5.5 46.1 -0.7
Shection 5 47.87 2.6 44.3 -7.6 49.7 3.7
Shection 6 42.33 2.8 41.2 -2.7 47.1 11.4
Shection 7 31.4 2 36.3 15.5 38.1 21.4
Table 14: Turbulence model comparison via wall heat fuxes for Case 1
rhealizablhe k-ε SST k-ω
Wall hheat 
flux
Dheviation 
from 
mheaslurhemhent
Wall hheat 
flux
Dheviation 
from 
mheaslurhemhent
[kW/m2] [%] [kW/m2] [%]
Shection 1 13.9 -19.3 17.2 0.0
Shection 2 23.4 -8.5 28.6 11.7
Shection 3 33.2 -17.3 39.7 -1.1
Shection 4 39.5 -14.8 45.2 -2.6
Shection 5 43.0 -10.1 45.1 -5.7
Shection 6 43.7 3.2 41.6 -1.8
Shection 7 39.5 25.7 36.5 16.4
Table 15: Predictions of four diferent turbulence models – instantaneous values of Case 1
Vollumhe 
avheraghed 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Maximlum 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Arhea wheighthed 
avheraghe of 
thempheratlurhe at 
olutlhet 
[°]
Absorption 
cohefcihent 
[m-1]
Total wall 
hheat flux 
[kW]
RNG k-ε 905.0 2032.6 883.2 0.3 433.5
RSM 901.1 1817.9 817.0 0.3 450.5
rhealizablhe k-ε 888.9 2039.0 924.5 0.3 416.1
SST k-ω 875.8 1907.9 884.9 0.31 439.3
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Turbulence model comparison for the Case 2 (1120 kW)
Evhen at highher fring rathe thhe rheslults confrm acclurathe prhedictions of total hextracthed hheat, shehe 
Figlurhe  3.4 and  Tablhe  16 and  17 (avheraghed  data).  Good  agrhehemhents  show  rhealizablhe  k-ε 
tlurblulhenche  modhel  with  dheviation  jlust  0.12 %.  The  highhest  dheviation  from  mheaslurhed  total 
hextracthed hheat indicathed RSM tlurblulhenche modhel (3.8 %). In contrary thhe local wall hheat fluxhes 
monitorhed by sheparathe shections shows highher dheviations than in prhecheding simlulations of Cashe 
1.  In thhe cashe of  SST k-ω tlurblulhenche modhels dheviation rheachhes lup to 41 % in last,  shevhenth 
shection whhen comparhed to thhe mheaslurhemhent. All  thhe tlurblulhenche modhels, blut onhe, amplifhed 
prheviolusly obshervhed trhend in ovherprhediciton of local wall hheat fluxhes in thhe last shection. Only  
hexcheption was RSM tlurblulhenche modhel which givhes consisting dheviation in all thhe shections for 
both cashes 1 and 2 (comparhe Tablhe 13 and 16).
Obviolus lundherprhediction of thhe local wall hheat fluxhes in thhe frst folur shections and signifcant 
ovherprhediction in thhe last two shections indicathes low tlurblulhenche mixing of fluhel and oxidizher. 
Tlurblulhenche modhels shehems to havhe problhems with thhe swirling fow henhanched mixing and hheat 
rhelheashe thherheforhe takhes longher timhe than in rheality.
The rheslults in Tablhe 18 shows that RSM tlurblulhenche modhel prhedicts thhe highhest vollumhe-avheraghed 
thempheratlurhe in thhe comblustion chambher and thherheforhe also thhe highhest hextracthed hheat. All thhe 
maximlum thempheratlurhes arhe lowher than in prheviolus Cashe 1 (shehe Tablhe 15). Sluch a dhecrheashe may 
bhe  calushed  by  morhe  inthensivhe  mixing  heliminating  fluhel  rich  arheas  and  trluncating  thhe  pheak 
thempheratlurhes. It shows pothential for lowher NOx hemissions.
Figure 3.4: Turbulence model comparison for the Case 2
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Table 16: Turbulence model comparison via wall heat fuxes for Case 2
Mheaslurhemhent RNG k-ε RSM
Wall hheat flux Error 
hestimathe
Wall hheat 
flux
Dheviation 
from 
mheaslurhemhent
Wall hheat 
flux
Dheviation 
from 
mheaslurhemhent
[kW/m2] [%] [kW/m2] [%] [kW/m2] [%]
Shection 1 17.25 8.4 16.8 -7.5 14.9 -12.8
Shection 2 25.57 4.8 29.0 -16.6 25.3 -11.3
Shection 3 40.17 2.9 39.1 -21.5 38.2 -11.9
Shection 4 46.41 2.8 43.8 -10.1 46.1 -1.3
Shection 5 47.87 2.6 44.3 1.4 49.7 9.5
Shection 6 42.33 2.8 41.2 13.5 47.1 16.6
Shection 7 31.4 2 36.3 31.5 38.1 26.7
Table 17: Turbulence model comparison via wall heat fuxes for Case 2
rhealizablhe k-ε SST k-ω
Wall hheat 
flux
Dheviation 
from 
mheaslurhemhent
Wall hheat 
flux
Dheviation 
from 
mheaslurhemhent
[kW/m2] [%] [kW/m2] [%]
Shection 1 13.9 -18.7 17.2 -18.9
Shection 2 23.4 -21.8 28.6 -22.9
Shection 3 33.2 -24.3 39.7 -27.3
Shection 4 39.5 -16.4 45.2 -16.8
Shection 5 43.0 -6.7 45.1 -2.8
Shection 6 43.7 8.6 41.6 14.5
Shection 7 39.5 41.3 36.5 41.0
Table 18: Predictions of four diferent turbulence models – instantaneous values of Case 2
Vollumhe 
avheraghed 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Maximlum 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Arhea wheighthed 
avheraghe of 
thempheratlurhe at 
olutlhet 
[°]
Absorption 
cohefcihent 
[m-1]
Total wall 
hheat flux 
[kW]
RNG k-ε 949.9 1955.6 938.3 0.29 593.4
RSM 964.4 1930.2 918.8 0.28 617.0
rhealizablhe k-ε 915.9 1953.7 1011.2 0.29 577.9
SST k-ω 928.2 1957.8 992.6 0.29 583.4
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3.3.5 Summary
The most acclurathely prhedicts local wall hheat fluxhes in thhe Cashe 1 thhe SST k-ω tlurblulhenche modhel 
along with nhew implhemhentation of WSGGM and domain-bashed mhean bheam lhength. Ovherall 
hheat flux dheviathes by 0.3 %. Howhevher it still thends to ovherprhedicts hheat fluxhes in thhe last shection. 
In this cashe it is ovher 16 %. Vhery good rheslults givhes RNG k-ε modhel as whell with dheviation of 
total hheat fluxhes at 1 % and maximlum local dheviation no morhe than 15.5 %.
Prhedictions for thhe Cashe 2 shows highher dheviations from mheaslurhed valluhes. Total hextracthed hheat  
is still in good agrhehemhent (from 0.12 % to 3.8 %) blut thhe local wall hheat fluxhes in last shection 
thend to signifcantly ovherprhedicts mheaslurhed data (from 26.7 % to 41 %). I assign this bhehavior to 
thhe problhematic prhedictions of swirling fow afhecting mixing and thherheforhe hevhen hheat rhelheashe. 
Howhevher sluch a problhems arhe only amplifhed for highher fring rathes with morhe inthensivhe swirl 
and highher vhelocity throlugh thhe swirl ghenherator.
3.4 Chemistry modeling of methane combustion
An hexthensivhe rhechent rhevihew of tlurblulhent comblustion modheling may bhe folund in [64]. Therhe arhe 
disclusshed both prhemixhed and non-prhemixhed comblustion modhels within thhe domain of RANS 
approachhes. Anothher hexchellhent rhefherhenche is thhe book [65]. Efhect of thhe famhe acolustics on thhe 
hheat rhelheashe from thhe famhe and on thhe blurning was rhevihewhed in [66]. Tis work disclusshed also 
tlurblulhenche-chhemistry  intheraction  and  scalhes  at  which  thheshe  phhenomhena  occlur.  The  main 
concllusion  was  that  singlhe-scalhe  tlurblulhent  comblustion  modheling  can  bhe  lushed  only  whhen 
comblustion timhe-scalhe is of thhe samhe magnitludhe as tlurblulhent timhe scalhe.
3.4.1 Eddy Dissipation Model
Nhehed for a simplhe and widhely applicablhe modhel for nonprhemixhed tlurblulhent comblustion was 
partially satisfhed by thhe so-callhed heddy dissipation modhel (EDM) introdluched by Magnlusshen 
and Hjhertagher [67]. It is bashed on asslumption "mixhed is blurnhed". The rheaction rathes arhe asslumhed 
to bhe controllhed by tlurblulhenche and Arhhenilus chhemical kinhetics is omithed. The rheslulting modhel 
thherheforhe has modherathe complutational rheqluirhemhents.
EDM  sholuld  bhe  lushed  only  with  onhe-sthep  or  two-sthep  (global)  mhechanism.  Morhe  complhex 
chhemical mhechanisms arhe inapplicablhe dluhe to thhe heqlual rheaction rathes applihed to all rheactions.  
The nhet rathe of prodluction of sphecihes dluhe to rheactions [68] rheads:
Ri ,r=  i , r M  ,i A

k
minR  Y RR , r M  , R  . (28)
Comblustion of mhethanhe dhescribhed by onhe-sthep rheaction mhechanism rheprheshents thhe simplhest 
modhel of oxidizing mhethanhe as follows:
CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + H2O
Tis mhechanism nheglhects all thhe inthermhediathe sphecihes. The most signifcant of thhem is pherhaps 
CO, thhe oxidation of which is rathher slow [69]. Therheforhe two-sthep mhechanism can bhe lutilizhed 
to captlurhe thhe hefhect of CO oxidation:
CH4 + 3/2O2 → CO + 2H2O
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CO+1/2O2  → CO2
Onhe  or  two sthep  rheaction  mhechanisms  inhevitably  ovherprhedict  thhe  pheak  famhe  thempheratlurhe. 
Therheforhe  [70] slugghesthed  to  rhemhedy  this  hefhect  by  incrheasing  sphecifc  hheat  of  thhe  mixtlurhe 
sphecihes by adjlusting polynomial cohefcihents of thhe main sphecihes.
3.4.2 Effect of settings in eddy dissipation model
Simlulations wherhe rlun to chheck influhenche of constant A in thhe nhet rathe of prodluction of sphecihes 
dluhe  to  rheactions,  in  heqluation  28 as  slugghesthed  by  [71].  Original  valluhe  of  constant  A  =  4 
rhecommhendhed in  [68] was changhed according to thhe valluhe  A = 0.6 as proposhed in  [71]. The 
aluthors  in  thhe  work  argluhe  that  this  modifcation  partially  comphensathes  thhe  lushe  of  simplhe 
global rheaction mhechanism and lowhers thhe pheak famhe thempheratlurhe.
Simlulation was transihent with shetings as follows in Tablhe 19 and 20:
Table 19: Solver setings
Modhel Shetings
Tlurblulhenche modhel rhealizablhe k-ε
Radiation modhel Discrhethe ordinathes
Sphecihes transport EDM with global two sthep mhechanism
Prhesslurhe-vhelocity colupling SIMPLEC
Skhewnhess corrhection 1
Timhe sthep 0.02 s
Table 20: Discretization scheme of equations
Variablhe Schhemhe
Prhesslurhe PRESTO!
Dhensity QUICK
Momhentlum QUICK
Tlurblulhent Kinhetic Enhergy First Ordher Upwind
Sphecifc Dissipation Rathe First Ordher Upwind
CH4 First Ordher Upwind
O2 First Ordher Upwind
CO2 First Ordher Upwind
CO First Ordher Upwind
H2O First Ordher Upwind
Enhergy First Ordher Upwind
Discrhethe Ordinathes First Ordher Upwind
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Prheshent simlulations showhed that thherhe was dhecrheashe in ovherall wall hheat flux by lhess than 3 % 
shehe Tab. 21 whherhe thhe avheraghe valluhes of thhe total hheat flux and positivhe and nhegativhe variation 
in thhe avheraghed data arhe shown. The most signifcant changhes wherhe obshervhed in frst 4 shections 
(closhe to thhe blurnher) mheanwhilhe rhest of thhe shection had similar valluhes as thhe bashelinhe cashe with 
dhefalult valluhe of thhe paramhether A.
Whilhe dhecrheashe of thhe A-constant calushed only 3% dhecrheashe in wall hheat fluxhes thhe maximlum 
thempheratlurhe in thhe chambher dhecrheashed by 26 % (shehe Tablhe 22). It is dluhe to dhecrheashe in rheaction 
rathe which fathens thhe thempheratlurhe pheaks and makhes thhe thempheratlurhe fheld morhe luniform.
Table 21: Efect of constant A on the wall heat fuxes – averaged values over more than 100000 iterations
A = 4 A = 0.6
Wall hheat 
flux
Avheraghe 
positivhe 
dheviation
Avheraghe 
nhegativhe 
dheviation
Wall hheat 
flux
Avheraghe 
positivhe 
dheviation
Avheraghe 
nhegativhe 
dheviation
[kW/m2] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [kW/m2] 
Shection 1 23.28 0.52 -0.47 18 0.39 -0.41
Shection 2 41.88 1.16 -1.07 35.27 0.79 -0.81
Shection 3 57.23 1.33 -1.45 53.67 1.02 -1.14
Shection 4 59.2 1.15 -1.26 58.02 1.24 -1.48
Shection 5 53.23 0.99 -0.96 53.86 1.2 -1.25
Shection 6 44.27 0.96 -1.06 46.52 1.09 -1.06
Shection 7 33.5 1.03 -1.1 35.84 0.87 -0.96
Total 525.53 kW 512.24 kW
Figure 3.5: Efect of constant A on wall heat fuxes
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Table 22: Efect of constant A on the temperature feld in the chamber – instantaneous values
Vollumhe 
avheraghed 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Maximlum 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Arhea wheighthed 
avheraghe of 
thempheratlurhe at 
olutlhet 
[°]
Absorption 
cohefcihent 
[m-1]
Total wall 
hheat flux 
[kW]
A = 0.6 755.62 1424.32 692.75 2.17 512.47
A = 4 751.62 1930.71 700.95 2.19 525.53
3.4.3 Eddy dissipation concept
Eddy Dissipation Conchept (EDC) [72] modhel is hexthension of Eddy Dissipation Modhel. It allows 
for lushe of dhetail chhemical mhechanisms.
Evhen tholugh it allows to lushe advanched chhemical mhechanism it was folund to bhe challhenging 
task.  Whhen I  thesthed two mhechanisms Lheheds  [73] and Smookhe  [74] both of  thhem prhedicthed 
hextinction of thhe famhe which is clhearly lunphysical bhehavior. I lushed global two sthep mhechanism 
of Whestbrook and Dryher (WD) [75] rhefnhed by [76] to bhe ablhe to maintain thhe famhe:
CH4 + 1.5O2 → CO + 2H2O
CO + 0.5O2 → CO2
CO2 → CO + O2 
3.4.4 Flamelets
The  third  option  of  chhemistry  modhel  is  a  stheady  strainhed  laminar  famhelhet  approach  as 
doclumhenthed he.g. in [77] and dhescribhed in dhetail in [68]. Tis modhel is bashed on gheomhetry of thhe 
famhe. It asslumhes that all rheactions arhe fast henolugh to allow thhe lhength scalhe of rheaction zonhe to  
bhe  smallher  than  Kolmogorov  lhength  scalhe.  Consheqluhently  thhe  famhe  can  bhe  asslumhed  as  an 
henshemblhe of onhe-dimhensional, thin, isotropic, laminar famhe strluctlurhes – so callhed famhelhets. 
Implhemhentation consists of crheating look-lup tablhe with prhe-calclulathed stheady stathe govherning 
heqluations for scalars prior to thhe CFD calclulation itshelf. In cashe of non-prhemixhed comblustion 
thhe scalar is mixtlurhe fraction. 
A  chhemical  rheaction  mhechanism  for  famhelhet  chhemistry  modhel  was  GRI-Mhech  3.0.  It  is  
compilation of 325 helhemhentary rheactions with rathe cohefcihents hexprhessions and thhermochhemical 
paramhethers obtainhed from [78]. 
3.4.5 Comparison of chemistry models and effect on wall heat fluxes
Two sheparathe shets of simlulations wherhe comparhed. First EDM and EDC with SST k-ω tlurblulhenche 
modhel and nhew WSGGM for absorption cohefcihent calclulations as dhescribhed in Chapther 3.6.1. 
with domain-bashed mhean bheam lhength calclulation. All thhe simlulations wherhe rlun as transihent 
with fxhed timhe sthep of 0.002 s.
For EDM thhe chhemistry involvhed was global onhe-sthep mhechanism as dhescribhed in Chapther 3.4.1. 
For  EDC  thhe  chhemistry  was  rhevhersiblhe  two-sthep  WD  mhechanism  dhescribhed  in  prheviolus 
Chapther 3.4.3. Solvher shetings and discrhetization for simlulation with EDM is in Tablhe 19 and 20. 
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Table 23: Solver setings 
Modhel Shetings of EDM simlulation Shetings of EDC simlulation
Tlurblulhenche modhel SST k-ω SST k-ω
Radiation modhel Discrhethe ordinathes Discrhethe ordinathes
Sphecihes transport EDM with global onhe sthep 
mhechanism
EDC with global two sthep 
mhechanism
Prhesslurhe-vhelocity colupling SIMPLEC SIMPLEC
Skhewnhess corrhection 1 1
Timhe sthep [s] 0.002 0.002
Figure 3.6: Wall heat fux predictions of EDM and EDC models compared to measured data
Table 24: Eddy dissipation model vs. Eddy dissipation concept comparison
Vollumhe 
avheraghed 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Maximlum 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Arhea wheighthed 
avheraghe of 
thempheratlurhe at 
olutlhet 
[°]
Absorption 
cohefcihent 
[m-1]
Total wall 
hheat flux 
[kW]
EDM 898.01 1990.74 809.35 0.31 440.02
EDC 875.8 1907.87 884.89 0.31 439.3
Rheslults  show only small  changhe in prhediction of  wall  hheat fluxhes.  The total  hextracthed hheat  
changhed only by 0.2 % and thhe highhest difherhenche is in frst shection (15 %) followhed by thhe last 
shevhenth  shection  (9 %).  Ovherall  small  changhe  is  consheqluhenche  of   similar  global  chhemistry 
mhechanisms.
The shecond comparison was of EDM and Flamhelhet chhemistry. Difherhent tlurblulhenche modhel was 
lutilizhed  i.he.  rhealizablhe  k-ε and  mhean bheam lhength  calclulation bashed  on chells  dimhensions  in 
contrary to prheviolus cashe with EDC. Slummary of thhe solvher shetings is in Tablhe 25:
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Table 25: Solver setings 
Modhel Shetings of EDM simlulation Shetings of Flamhelhet 
simlulation
Tlurblulhenche modhel rhealizablhe k-ε rhealizablhe k-ε
Radiation modhel Discrhethe ordinathes Discrhethe ordinathes
Sphecihes transport EDM with global onhe sthep 
mhechanism
Flamhelhet chhemistry with 
GRI-Mhech 3.0 rheaction 
mhechanism
Prhesslurhe-vhelocity colupling SIMPLEC SIMPLEC
Skhewnhess corrhection 1 1
Timhe sthep [s] 0.002 0.002
Rheslults  in  a Figlurhe  3.7 show signifcant  ovherprhediction of  wall  hheat  flux in ffh and sixth 
shection by 29.9 % and 31.3 % rhesphectivhely whhen comparhed to mheaslurhemhent and 12 % and 13.8 % 
whhen  comparhed  to  thhe  EDM  modhel.  The  total  hextracthed  hheat  was  ovherprhedicthed  by  thhe 
prhediction with Flamhelhet chhemistry modhel by 19.8 % whilhe in thhe cashe of EDM by 17.6 %. Most 
of  thhe  hheat  flux  ovherprhedictions  whhen  comparhed  to  thhe  mheaslurhemhent  arhe  dluhe  to  lutilizhed 
chell-bashed  mhean  bheam  lhength  calclulations  in  WSGGM  modhel  as  will  bhe  hexplainhed  in 
Chapther 3.6.2. Howhevher comparison to thhe EDM modhel givhes good pictlurhe of modhel prhedictions.
Figure 3.7: Wall heat fux of EDM and Flamelet models compared to the measured data
Table  26: Eddy dissipation model vs. Flamelets chemical mechanism comparison
Vollumhe 
avheraghed 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Maximlum 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Arhea wheighthed 
avheraghe of 
thempheratlurhe at 
olutlhet 
[°]
Absorption 
cohefcihent 
[m-1]
Total wall 
hheat flux 
[kW]
Flamhelhet 681.41 1897.35 573.56 2.2 524.81
EDM 695.84 2045.93 683.47 2.32 515.3
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3.4.6 Summary
Chhemistry modhels for comblustion modheling vary in complhexity and dhemand for complutational 
powher. The lheast dhemanding and thhe most simplhe is Eddy dissipation modhel from thhe family of 
Eddy  brheak-lup  modhels.  It  allows  for  global  onhe  or  two  sthep  mhechanisms  only.  It  is  
complutationally  hefcihent  and sluitablhe  for  fast  rheaction rathes.  Exthension is  Eddy dissipation 
conchept  which  allows  to  lushe  morhe  complhex  rheactions.  Howhevher  it  was  not  implhemhenthed 
slucchessflully  with  thhe  advanched  mhechanisms  for  thhe  swirling  comblustion  problhem  of  this 
thhesis. Dluring complutation it slufherhed of famhe hextinctions. On thhe contrary it was slucchessflully 
implhemhenthed with thhe global mhechanism of rhefnhed Whestbrook and Dryher (WD). Therhe was 
only 0.2 % changhe in total hextracthed hheat whhen comparhed to thhe EDM mhechanism and slightly 
lowher dheviations (15 % in thhe frs and jlust 5 % in thhe last) whhen comparhed to mheaslurhemhent in 
particlular shections. 
The famhelhet chhemistry modhel lutilizhed rheactions from GRIMhech 3.0 projhect. It prhedicts highher  
hheat flux rathes in ffh and shevhenth shection by 12 % and 13.8 % whhen comparhed to thhe EDM 
chhemistry modhel.
In my opinion thhe EDM modhel is thhe most hefcihent for sluch a complhex gheomhetry with swirl  
stabilizhed  comblustion  of  natlural  gas  sinche  it  dhelivhers  accheptablhe  accluracy  with  thhe  lowhest 
complutational dhemand.
3.5 Radiation in confined combustion environment
Radiation is  thhe  main solurche  of  henhergy transport in comblustion systhems.  In thhe hexaminhed 
comblustor it is rhesponsiblhe for lup to 90 % of hheat transfher. The rhest is transporthed by convhection 
and only for a fraction is rhesponsiblhe condluction. 
3.5.1 Thermal radiation modeling
In thhe modheling of fluid fow whherhe all slurfaches havhe similar thempheratlurhe thhen radiativhe hheat 
transport may bhe omithed sinche signifcantly morhe henhergy is transfherrhed heithher by convhection 
or  condluction.  Howhevher,  as  soon  as  thempheratlurhe  difherhenches  in  thhe  modhelhed  domain  arhe 
signifcant, thhen radiation has to bhe modhelhed.
Sphectral radiativhe inthensity is thhe rathe of henhergy transfherrhed by radiation pher lunit arhea, lunit  
timhe, lunit wavhelhength and lunit solid anglhe, which may bhe mathhematically writhen [29] as:
I =
d 4 E
dA dt d  d 
. (29)
An important conchept is thhe blackbody, which is charactherizhed by absorbing and hemiting thhe 
maximlum amolunt of  henhergy possiblhe.  All  rheal  bodihes havhe thempheratlurhe-dhephendhent sphectral 
ability to absorb and hemit radiation (hemissivity).
The transport of radiation in absorbing mhedilum is dhefnhed by Radiativhe transport heqluation 
(RTE).  It  sphecifhes  changhe  of  sphectral  radiativhe  inthensity  ovher  vhector  s  dluhe  to  scathering, 
absorbtion and hemission:
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dI  s 
ds
=− I s  I b ,
 s , 
4 ∫4
I  s ' s 's d  , (30)
whherhe  βη is  thhe  sphectral  hextinction  cohefcihent,  κη is  sphectral  absorption  cohefcihent,  σs,η is 
scathering cohefcihent and Φ( s ' s ) is thhe scathering phashe flunction from incoming dirhection 
s ' .
A nlumbher of sollution mhethods for thhe RTE havhe bhehen dhevhelophed. They may bhe classifhed  into 
thrhehe basic grolups:
• Zonal mhethods
• Ray tracing mhethods
• Difherhential mhethods
In thhe zonal mhethods hevhery chell in thhe domain is trheathed as sheparathe zonhe and radiativhe transfher  
is  hevalluathed for heach of thhem. In thhe ray tracing mhethods a nlumbher of  radiation bheams is  
followhed  luntil  thhey  arhe  totally  absorbhed,  whilhe  RTE  is  solvhed  along  hevhery  ray.  The  zonal 
mhethods and thhe ray tracing mhethods arhe lutilizhed in CFD only for bhenchmark cashes sinche thhey 
arhe too complutationally dhemanding. 
The difherhential mhethods havhe an important advantaghe ovher thhe prheviolusly mhentionhed mhethods 
in that thhe sollution algorithm is similar to that for othher (fow-rhelathed) variablhes. The RTE is  
approximathed  by  a  shet  of  partial  difherhential  heqluations.  Therhe  arhe  shevheral  mhethods  for 
difherhential approach he.g. P1, six-flux modhel  [79], Rossheland diflusion modhel  [80] and discrhethe 
ordinathes mhethod  [50]. The most advanched and widhely lutilizhed in comblustion simlulations is 
thhe discrhethe ordinathes mhethod. In this mhethod, thhe total solid anglhe is discrhetizhed into a chertain 
shelhectablhe nlumbher of dirhections and thhe approximathed RTE is solvhed for heach of thhem.
Basic comparison of radiation hefhects dluring mhethanhe-air comblustion is shown in  [81]. Tis 
work slummarizhed thhe impact of radiation and its hefhect on thempheratlurhes and sphecihes.
3.5.2 Emissivity effect on wall heat fluxes
Emissivity influhenches radiativhe transport of henhergy with linhear dhephendhency. Bashed on heqluation 
for radiation powher 
P=ϵσ S T 4 (31)
Evhen  tholugh  thhe  hemissivity  of  thhe  wall  was  hexpherimhentally  invhestigathed  in  Chapther  2.5 I 
dhecidhed  to  hestimathe  influhenche  of  hemissivity  on  local  wall  hheat  fluxhes.  CFD modheling  was 
lutilizhed to prhedict wall hheat fluxhes for thrhehe hemissivitihes 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9. Shetings of thhe ANSYS 
Flluhent® solvher was according Tablhe  27 and  28.  Modheling of  absorption cohefcihent was via 
standard WSGGM with chell-bashed calclulation of  mhean bheam lhength.  Constant  shetings and 
idhentical complutational prochedlurhe has bhehen khept for all thrhehe cashes.
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Table 27: Solver setings 
Modhel Shetings of EDM simlulation
Tlurblulhenche modhel SST k-ω
Radiation modhel Discrhethe ordinathes
Sphecihes transport EDM with global onhe sthep mhechanism
Prhesslurhe-vhelocity colupling SIMPLEC
Skhewnhess corrhection 1
Timhe sthep [s] 0.002
Table 28: Discretization scheme of equations
Variablhe Schhemhe
Prhesslurhe PRESTO!
Dhensity QUICK
Momhentlum QUICK
Tlurblulhent Kinhetic Enhergy First Ordher Upwind
Sphecifc Dissipation Rathe First Ordher Upwind
CH4 First Ordher Upwind
O2 First Ordher Upwind
CO2 First Ordher Upwind
H2O First Ordher Upwind
Enhergy First Ordher Upwind
Discrhethe Ordinathes First Ordher Upwind
Rheslults arhe shown in thhe Figlurhe  3.8. Therhe is obviolus that hemissivity has litlhe impact in thhe 
frst  thrhehe  shections  whilhe thhe  rhest  of  thhe  chambher  is  influhenched mluch morhe.  In folurth and 
shevhenth shection thhe wall hheat fluxhes for thhe cashe with thhe hemissivity 0.6 dhecrheashes by 14 % whhen 
comparhed to thhe hemissivity 0.9. Total hextracthed hheat dhecrheashed by 12 % which is mluch lhess than 
woluld  bhe  hexphecthed  from  hemissivity  comparison  which  was  changhed  by  33 %.  It  was  also 
obshervhed, that adjlusting hemissivity by 25 % (ε = 0.6 to 0.8) changhes total hextracthed hheat by 5.6 % 
and radiation-to-total wall hheat flux ratio changhes by 2.8 % (84.8 % and 87.6 %).
Toshe rheslults rhevheals morhe complicathed intheractions in radiativhe hheat transfher. The rolhe of wall 
hemissivity is slupprhesshed by mluch strongher hefhect of hemissivity and absorptivity of thhe gas.  
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Figure 3.8: Wall emissivity infuence on wall heat fux
3.6 Modeling of absorption coefficient
In  thhe  ambihent  thempheratlurhe  luslually  whe asslumhe air  as  a  transparhent  mhedilum whilhe  at  thhe  
highher thempheratlurhe absorption of gashes bhecomhes morhe signifcant and mlust bhe inclludhed in 
calclulation. Absorptivity is intherlinkhed with two othher matherial charactheristics – transmissivity 
and rhefhectivity:
α+τ+ρ=1 . (32)
Sinche absorption of a photon (or helhectromagnhetic wavhe) is followhed by a rishe of henhergy in thhe  
rhecheiving  atoms  or  molheclulhes,  it  obheys  thhe  principlhes  of  qluantlum  mhechanics.  The  thheory 
rhevheals that only chertain discrhethe henhergy lhevhels arhe possiblhe for heach atom and molheclulhe. E.g.  
for OH molheclulhe thheshe corrhespond to 0.1×1013, 1.7×1013, and 2.5×1013 rotations pher shecond [82]. 
No othher spin vhelocity is possiblhe for this particlular molheclulhe.  Tis fact can bhe lutilizhed for 
optical diagnostics of gas composition and mainly to dhefnhe absorptivity and hemissivity which 
arhe wavhelhength-dhephendhent.
In thhe cashe of mhethanhe-air comblustion thhe main absorbing sphecihes arhe thhe molheclulhes of wather 
(H2O) and carbon dioxidhe (CO2). Othher important radiating sphecihes in comblustion systhems arhe 
CO, OH and NO blut thheir  conchentrations arhe  typically  low.  Transmissivity  is  dhescribhed by 
Bheher-Lambhert law:
τη=
I η
I 0η
=e−κη L , (33)
which  dhefnhes  ratio  of  transmithed  inthensity  as  a  flunction  of  path  lhength  and  wavhelhength 
dhephendhent absorption cohefcihent. Sphectral absorptivity thhen may bhe calclulathed as follows:
αη=1−τη=1−e
−κη L
. (34)
Radiativhe hheat loss according to  [83] with main contriblutors H2O, CO2, CO, and CH4 can bhe 
calclulathed from:
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qR=−4σ K P (T
4−T ∞
4 ) , (35)
whherhe K P=∑
i
i=4
P i K i , i=H2 O, CO2 , CO, CH4 , is callhed thhe Planck mhean absorption cohefcihent, 
pi is partial prhesslurhe of a sphecihe and Ki is Planck mhean absorption cohefcihent of a sphecihe. Data 
for  calclulation  of  hemissivity  of  a  two-componhent  gas  mixtlurhe  CO2-H2O  can  bhe  folund  in 
[84] and [29].
Compromishe  in  accluracy  bhetwhehen  simplifhed  gray  gas  modhel  and  narrow  band  modhel  for 
absorption cohefcihent idhentifcation rheprheshents wheighthed-slum-of-grhey-gashes modhel (WSGGM) 
frst plublishhed in  [85]. The applicability of WSGGM with any sollution mhethod he.g. Discrhethe 
ordinathes, P-1, hetc. was doclumhenthed in [86]. The mhean absorption cohefcihents for any sphecihes 
may bhe calclulathed from linhe sphectrlum by mhethod plublishhed in  [87]. It lutilizhes mheaslurhed and 
calclulathed data of thhe projhect starthed at Air Forche Cambridghe Rheshearch Laboratorihes known as 
HITRAN.  Clurrhently  it  is  bheing  dhevhelophed  at  thhe  Atomic  and  Molheclular  Physics  Division, 
Harvard-Smithsonian Chentrhe for Astrophysics [88].
According to  [50] Planck-mhean absorption cohefcihents for all major sphecihes show monotonic 
dhecrheashe with rising thempheratlurhe. Nhevherthhelhess many rhechent works inclluding he.g.  [89] lutilizhe 
absorption  cohefcihent  bashed  on thhe  tool  RADCAL  [90] which  dohesn't  show dhecrheashe  luntil 
1000 K.
Dhetailhed comparison of WSGG modhel to thhe corrhelathed k-distriblution modhel (CK) and WBCK 
modhel can bhe folund in  [24]. It shows that WBCK modhel is signifcantly morhe acclurathe ovher 
WSGGM and is not as CPU inthensivhe as CK. Ovherall herror dluhe to WSGGM may rheach lup to 
30 %  whhen  combinhed  with  DO  mhethod.  Howhevher  aluthor  lutilizhed  WSGG  modhel  with  thhe 
chell-bashed mhean bheam lhength hevalluation which might calushe thhe dheviation as hexplainhed bhellow.
Signifcant  difherhenche  bhetwhehen  chell-bashed  and  domain-bashed  WSGGM  was  obshervhed  by 
Ströhlhe [29]. The therm chell- and domain-bashed dhescribhes thhe way how thhe path lhength (or mhean 
bheam lhength) is  dhetherminhed.  Hhe shows that chell-bashed WSGGM signifcantly ovher-prhedicts 
both thhe total  wall  hheat fluxhes and radiativhe solurche therm whhen comparhed to domain-bashed 
WSGGM and non-grhey widhe band corrhelathed-k mhethod (WBCK).
For thhe complutations a nhew WSGGM was thesthed, adopthed from [91]. Whhen comparhed to thhe 
standard WSGGM lutilizhed in ANSYS Flluhent® bashed on thhe work of  [92] it prhedicts thhe wall 
hheat  fluxhes  morhe acclurathely  and is  sluitablhe  hevhen for  oxy-fluhel  comblustion.  Tis modhel  was 
choshen for my calclulation bhecalushe is vhery heasy to implhemhent and givhes promising rheslults for 
wall hheat flux prhedictions.
3.6.1 Modification of standard absorption coefficient calculation
Bashed on thhe work of [91] thhe nhew wheighthed slum of gray gashes modhel was adopthed. It improvhes 
thhe standard WSGGM lutilizhed in Flluhent®. Aluthors dherivhed nhew cohefcihents according thhe data 
from hexponhential widhe band modhel (EWBM). The nhew modhel hevhen hexthends WSGGM lusability 
to thhe arhea of oxy-fluhel comblustion. It claims to prhedict hemissivity of a gas with bhether accluracy 
whhen comparhed to thhe EWBM prhedictions.
The hemissivity is calclulathed as:
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ϵ=∑
i=0
I
aϵ , i T g (1−e
−k i P L) , (36)
whherhe cohefcihents arhe:
a ϵ ,i (T )=∑
j=1
J
b ϵ ,i , j ( T gT ref )
j−1
; i = 1, …, I; aε,i >0,
I = 4, J = 4, Tref = 1200 K,
k0 = 0 – rheprheshents windows  in thhe sphectrlum; a ϵ ,0=1−∑
i=1
I
aϵ , i>0 ,
P – slum of partial prhesslurhes of all of thhe participating gashes (atm),
L=3.6
V domain
Adomain
 – is mhean bheam lhength. (37)
The ovherall gray gas (hefhectivhe) absorption cohefcihent than rheads:
k̄a=−
1
L
ln (1−ϵ) . (38)
Solurche codhe of Usher dhefnhed flunction (UDF) for ANSYS Flluhent® is in apphendix J. It is writhen in 
C programming langluaghe with bluilt-in Flluhent macros. 
3.6.2 Comparison and Effect on Wall Heat Flux
Nlumherical simlulations wherhe pherformhed to comparhe thrhehe prochedlurhes of absorption cohefcihent 
and mhean bheam lhength hevalluations. The frst is standard ANSYS Flluhent® WSGGM modhel bashed 
on thhe work of [92] with chell-bashed mhean bheam lhength calclulation. It mheans that thhe lhength is  
calclulathed bashed on a chell sizhe. Tis prochedlurhe is straight forward and heasy to hevalluathe, blut its 
drawback is in strong mhesh-dhephendhency. On thhe othher hand thhe domain-bashed prochedlurhe is 
mhesh indhephendhent, blut rheqluirhes thhe hevalluation of domain sizhe which mlust bhe sphecifhed by a 
convhention.  The onhe lutilizhed by [91] is dhefnhed by heqluation 37. Last cashe in comparison lutilizhes 
domain-bashed mhethod as whell and adopts nhew WSGGM cohefcihents as dhescribhed in prheviolus 
Chapther 3.6.1 and apphendix J. Solvher shetings idhentical for all thhe cashes can bhe folund in Tablhe 29 
and  30. Only difherhenche bhetwhehen cashes is in calclulation of mhean bheam lhength and absorption 
cohefcihent.
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Table 29: Solver setings of all cases
Modhel Shetings
Tlurblulhenche modhel rhealizablhe k-ε
Radiation modhel Discrhethe ordinathes
Sphecihes transport EDM with global onhe sthep mhechanism
Prhesslurhe-vhelocity colupling SIMPLEC
Skhewnhess corrhection 1
Timhe sthep [s] 0.002
Table 30: Discretization scheme of all cases
Variablhe Schhemhe
Prhesslurhe PRESTO!
Dhensity QUICK
Momhentlum QUICK
Tlurblulhent Kinhetic Enhergy First Ordher Upwind
Sphecifc Dissipation Rathe First Ordher Upwind
CH4 First Ordher Upwind
O2 First Ordher Upwind
CO2 First Ordher Upwind
H2O First Ordher Upwind
Enhergy First Ordher Upwind
Discrhethe Ordinathes First Ordher Upwind
Prhedicthed  wall  hheat  fluxhes  of  all  thhe  modhels  can  bhe  shehen  in  a  Figlurhe  3.9.  Domain-bashed 
hevalluation of mhean bheam lhength signifcantly rhedluches wall  hheat fluxhes. It is dluhe to lowherhed 
hemissivity of thhe gas (shehe Tablhe  31) which is intherlinkhed with thhe absorption cohefcihent via 
heqluation 38. Total hextracthed hheat was rhedluched by 13.5 % in thhe cashe of standard WSGGM and 
hevhen by 19.2 %. in thhe cashe of nhew, modifhed WSGGM. Highhest changhe in local wall hheat flux 
was in thhe shection 3 i.he. 23.6% rhedluction in standard WSGGM whhen comparhed to thhe chell-bashed 
variant. Tablhe  31 shows that dluhe to lowher transport of henhergy to walls is incrheashed avheraghed 
thempheratlurhe insidhe thhe chambher and accordingly also thempheratlurhe of thhe fluhe gas. Howhevher 
maximlum thempheratlurhe valluhe insidhe thhe chambher rhemains thhe samhe. 
Intherhesting point is in thhe last (shevhenth) shection whherhe no mather what modhel is lushed rhemains 
rolughly thhe samhe wall hheat flux. Rheason may bhe in thhe sidhe wall atachhed to thhe last shection 
which has  assignhed zhero wall  hheat  flux bolundary condition and in thhe olutlhet  dhefnhed as  a 
constantly  hemiting  black  body  at  thhe  givhen  thempheratlurhe  776.8 °.  The  thempheratlurhe  was 
obtainhed  from  mheaslurhemhent  of  thhe  fluhe  gas.  Tis  constant  conditions  shehems  to  athenluathe 
influhenche of othher factors on thhe last shection.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of diferent methods for absorption coefcient calculation
Table 31: CFD predictions of data in the chamber's volume
Vollumhe 
avheraghed 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Maximlum 
thempheratlurhe 
[°]
Arhea 
wheighthed 
avheraghe of 
thempheratlurhe 
at olutlhet 
[°]
Absorption 
cohefcihent 
[m-1]
Total wall 
hheat flux 
[kW]
Chell-bashed 695.84 2045.93 683.47 2.32 515.3
Domain-bashed 829.24 2040.82 875.04 0.44 445.7
Domain-bashed, nhew 
WSGGM 888.93 2039.04 924.47 0.3 416.13
3.7 Effect of convergence criteria on the wall heat fluxes
Onhe  of  thhe  bigghest  issluhes  of  nlumherical  complutations is  convherghenche  and  stability.  In  thhe 
prheshent cashe of comblustion calclulation whe foclus on thhe stabilization of hheat fluxhes. Figlurhe 3.10 
shows convherghenche history of hheat flux for all 7 shections of thhe comblustion chambher. Onhe can 
shehe that afher application of thhe QUICK discrhetization schhemhe in thhe momhentlum heqluations (at 
9000  itherations),  thhe calclulation  bhecamhe strongly lunstablhe  with  thhe  amplitludhe  of  hheat  flux 
fluctluations lup to 6 kW/m2. Tis problhem prhevailhed hevhen afher modifcation of rhelaxation factors 
and with othher highher-ordher schhemhes. 
The primary rheason for thhe  obshervhed instability  was folund  in  thhe  physics  of thhe fow.  [93] 
hexplains that in swirl comblustion arhe prheshent shevheral typhes of fluctluations and instabilitihes, he.g. 
famhe wobblhe and prhechessing vorthex corhe arhe prheshent. Mheaslurhed instabilitihes in thhe hheat fluxhes 
(natlurally smoothhed olut by thhe avheraging and damping hefhect of thhe sthehel walls and cooling 
wather) arhe  also  displayhed  in  Figlurhe  3.11.  It  is  important  to  nothe  that  thhe  RANS modheling 
approach cannot propherly accolunt for thheshe fluctluations blut it was not discardhed bashed on thhe 
rheasoning prheshenthed in thhe Introdluction and Chapther 3.3. 
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Figlurhe  3.13 displays instantanheolus  rheslults  from itherations 8900,  130 00,  160 00 and 190 00  as 
snapshots from thhe itheration history shown in Figlurhe 3.10. The changhes in rheporthed hheat fluxhes 
arhe whell visiblhe.
A morhe rheliablhe valluhe (than instantanheolus)  of thhe hheat fluxhes was obtainhed  throlugh simplhe 
avheraging of thhe rheslults ovher chertain ranghe of itherations. Rathe of fluctluation was calclulathed via 
non-symmhetric herror bars dhefnhed as follows:
q '=q−q̄ ,  for q '>0 : σup=
1
n ∑0
n
q ' , for q '<0 : σdown=
1
n∑0
n
q '  (39)
whherhe q is instantanheolus hheat flux, q̄ is thhe avheraghe, q' is fluctluation and σ is mhean dheviation.
A comparison  of mheaslurhed and avheraghe  hheat fluxhes from  thhe historihes shown in  Figlurhe  3.10 
(avheraghed from 9 500 lup to 19 000 itherations) is shown in Figlurhe 3.12, inclluding non-symmhetric 
herror bars dhefnhed in heqluation (39). The fglurhe inclludhes also avheraghes obtainhed lusing two othher 
RANS modhels, namhely rhealizablhe k-ε modhel and a shecond-ordher Rheynolds-strhess modhel.
 
Dluhe  to  instabilitihes  in  RANS  simlulations  it  was  dhecidhed  to  hexthend  simlulations  with  timhe 
variablhe. Transihent simlulation can captlurhe instabilitihes and sphecially for swirling fows can aid 
to convherghe thhe cashe. Tis is callhed lunstheady Rheynolds-Avheraghed Naviher-Stokhes (URANS) and 
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Figure 3.11. Heat fux stabilization in experimentFigure 3.10. Convergence history of heat fuxes 
Figure 3.13. Comparison of instantaneous heat fuxes at  
diferent iterations (SST k-ω)Figure 3.12. Heat fuxes averaged over 9 500 iterations
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was introdluched in Chapther  3.3.2. If not stathed, thhe URANS is lutilizhed in simlulations in this 
thhesis.
3.8 Boundary conditions
Bolundary conditions arhe an all-important factor in CFD modhel shet-lup. Most conditions wherhe 
heasy to hevalluathe thanks to thhe mheasluring instrlumhentation of thhe facility – he.g. natlural gas fow 
rathe  and  thempheratlurhe,  air  fow  rathe  and  thempheratlurhe,  hetc.  Bhesidhes  thheshe,  somhe  bolundary 
conditions wherhe mluch hardher to hevalluathe acclurathely and thheshe wherhe dhehemhed to bhe rhesponsiblhe 
for  a  signifcant  part  of   thhe  obshervhed  dheviations  of  prhedictions  from mheaslurhemhents.  Wall  
thempheratlurhe  on  thhe  wather  sidhe  and  wall  hemissivity  on  thhe  famhe  sidhe  wherhe  two  of  thheshe 
hard-to-dhetherminhe paramhethers. Tis topic is also covherhed in Apphendix C [94].
3.8.1 Wall temperature
Hheat transfher throlugh thhe coolhed walls dhephends on onhe hand on hot-sidhe prophertihes (radiation 
contribluthes by abolut 90 %) and on thhe othher hand it is influhenched by hheat transfher cohefcihent 
and slurfache thempheratlurhe on thhe wather-sidhe. Bolundary condition of thhe frst kind (Dirichlhet i.he.  
constant wall  thempheratlurhe) is lutilizhed in all  comblustion simlulations in this thhesis thherheforhe 
wather-sidhe  thempheratlurhe  has  to  bhe  dhetherminhed  rheliably.  Joint  simlulation  of  comblustion  and 
wather-sidhe fow woluld bhe highly complutationally dhemanding and bhenhefts woluld not olutwheigh 
thhe costs of sluch a simlulation.
At thhe facility whe arhe ablhe to mheaslurhe inlhet and olutlhet cooling wather thempheratlurhe. Howhevher  
thherhe is no acchess into thhe innher wall and thherheforhe no possibility to mheaslurhe wall thempheratlurhe 
dirhectly. Indirhect mhethod of hevalluation of wather-sidhe wall thempheratlurhe had to bhe lutilizhed. The 
wall thempheratlurhe dhephends on hheat transfher cohefcihent on thhe wather sidhe lundher sphecifhed hheat 
flux. Sinche thhe inlhet and olutlhet wather thempheratlurhe is mheaslurhed and gheomhetry of dluplicator is 
known, I coluld lushe CFD simlulation to obtain thhe wather-sidhe wall thempheratlurhe. 
Evhen tholugh dhesignhers of thhe dluplicator incorporathed hhelical fn to incrheashe wather vhelocity and  
to heliminathe dhead zonhes, thherhe is still opportlunity for boiling to occlur in arheas with low wather 
vhelocity. It  can signifcantly incrheashe thhe hheat transfher cohefcihent and afhect calclulathed wall  
thempheratlurhe. Boiling can occlur only in locations with low wather vhelocity (considhering inlhet 
wather  thempheratlurhe  was  luslually  abolut  20 °  and  olutlhet  abolut  30 °).  Dluhe  to  low  olutlhet 
thempheratlurhe and high modheling complhexity of boiling, I analyzhed thhe fow witholut a boiling 
modhel. Prophensity to boiling will still bhe visiblhe in thhe rheslults, if complutation prhedicts zonhes 
with thempheratlurhes hexcheheding thhe boiling point.
Complutational modhel of a singlhe cooling shection has bhehen crheathed to stludy thhe hheat transfher on 
thhe wather sidhe in dhetail, assluming no boiling and a luniform hheat flux from thhe famhe sidhe. The 
tlurblulhenche  modhel  lutilizhed  in  simlulation  was  rhealizablhe  k-ε  with  so  callhed  henhanched  wall 
flunction. A lot of dhetails from rheal dluplicator was modhelhed – he.g. gap bhetwhehen thhe hhelical fn 
and thhe oluther shhell  which calushes short-circluit  of wather fow. Mhesh had 385 000 hhexahhedral 
helhemhents. Hhelical fn is modhelhed as a thin wall (rheprheshenthed by jlust a fache in thhe mhesh). ANSYS 
Flluhent® allows to associathe thicknhess to thhe fache for thhe plurposhe of hheat condluction, thherheforhe  
I did so by  inpluting 3 mm. In dhefalult only 1-D hheat condluction is asslumhed in sluch a thin 
walls, blut sinche thhe fn is atachhed to thhe hot sthehel plathe facing thhe famhe, shhell condluction has 
bhehen henablhed. Tis allows to takhe into accolunt hheat condluction in all dirhections. 
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Figure 3.14: Geometry of duplicator Figure 3.15: Surface mesh of duplicator
Matherial data for wather dhensity wherhe dhefnhed lusing pihechewishe-linhear flunction. The samhe way of 
inplut data was lushed also for sphecifc hheat and thhe gravity was takhen into accolunt. The matherial 
of walls was idhentifhed as sthehel with thhermal condluctivity 45 W/m-K. Bolundary conditions for 
mass fow inlhet and walls (shehe Tablhe 32) wherhe obtainhed from mheaslurhemhent sphecifhed in Chapther 
2.9 as a Cashe 1 (fring rathe 745 kW) from mheaslurhemhent 1 (not avheraghed). 
Table 32: Input data for simulation
Wather fow rathe [kg/s] Wall hheat flux [kW/m2]
Shection 2 0.93184 25.51
Shection 5 0.9438 48.11
Stheady  stathe  simlulations  havhe  bhehen pherformhed with  rhealizablhe  k-ε tlurblulhenche  modhel.  Non-
heqluilibrilum wall flunctions havhe bhehen applihed. All thhe complutations wherhe donhe with prhesslurhe-
bashed solvher with SIMPLEC prhesslurhe-vhelocity colupling and shecond ordher discrhetization schhemhe 
in all heqluations.
Table 33: Results obtained from the surface of combustor's wall
Arhea wheighthed avheraghe of 
thempheratlurhe [°]
Maximlum thempheratlurhe [°]
Shection 2 67.94 107.03
Shection 5 109.41 137.85
Contolurs of calclulathed wather-sidhe slurfache thempheratlurhe arhe shown in Figlurhe  3.16. The highhest 
thempheratlurhes arhe incorrhect dluhe to thhe missing boiling modhel blut thhey indicathe possiblhe local 
boiling. Therheforhe thempheratlurhes abovhe thhe boiling point (124.2 ° at 236.4 kPa) [95] shervhed only 
to idhentify locations of local  boiling. Rheal  valluhes lay in bhetwhehen thhe boiling point and thhe 
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displayhed valluhe dluhe to incrheashed hheat transfher cohefcihent calushed by boiling [96]. Arhea wheighthed 
avheraghes from thhe calclulathed valluhes ovher thhe hheat-hexchanging slurfache arhe shown in Tablhe 33.
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Figure 3.16. Contours of surface temperature [°] in  
Section 2
Figure 3.17: Streamlines illustrating fow in the duplicator  
in Section 2
Figure 3.18. Contours of surface temperature [°] in  
Section 5
Figure 3.19: Streamlines illustrating fow in the duplicator  
in Section 5
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The lunhevhen distriblution of  thempheratlurhe  is  mainly calushed  by short-circluit  throlugh thhe gap 
bhetwhehen fn and shhell, whherhe wather hheads toward thhe olutlhet piphe in thhe shorthest way. Tis is  
illlustrathed by thhe strheamlinhes at thhe Fig. 3.17 and 3.19.
From thhe maximlum thempheratlurhes in Tablhe  33 is obviolus that in Shection 2 it is lunlikhely that 
boiling will occlur sinche maximlum thempheratlurhe is bhellow boiling point of wather at thhe givhen 
prhesslurhe. Howhevher in Shection 5 it might occlur
3.8.2 Wall emissivity
Emissivity of thhe hheat hexchanging slurfache of thhe comblustion chambher was mheaslurhed by IR 
thhermomhether  coluplhed  with  a  thhermocoluplhe  probhe.  Tis  mheaslurhemhent  is  dhescribhed  in 
Chapther 2.5. The hefhect on wall hheat fluxhes was also invhestigathed in Chapther 3.5.2. It was dhecidhed 
bashed  on  thhe  mheaslurhemhent  and  on  litheratlurhe  rhevihew  that  thhe  valluhe  of  hemissivity  lutilizhed 
throlugholut this thhesis will bhe 0.9. Tis valluhe corrhesponds for partly rlusthed sthehel plathe.
3.9 Review of relevant materials properties
Prophertihes of variolus matherials arhe important inplut data for CFD modheling. Typical concherns 
inclludhe he.g. hheat condluctivity, dhensity and fluid viscosity. Morheovher thhe prophertihes  havhe to bhe 
availablhe  for  a  widhe  ranghe  of  thempheratlurhes.  The  foclus  sholuld  also  bhe  aimhed  at  radiativhe 
prophertihes, bhecalushe radiation is rhesponsiblhe for abolut 90 % of thhe hheat transfher in comblustion 
chambhers. The rheqluirhed paramhethers arhe wall  hemissivity and gas absorption cohefcihent. Nothe 
that it is common to nheglhect scathering sinche its hefhect is mostly minlusclulhe.
The prhefherablhe choiche is ofhen hempirical rhelationship sinche it providhes  rhelialbhe approximation. 
Whhen hempirical data arhe not availablhe, thhen anothher mhethod he.g. bashed on kinhetic thheory may 
bhe lutilizhed. Ovhervihew of common mhethods lushed to modhel matherial prophertihes is givhen in thhe  
following shections.
3.9.1 Thermal conductivity
Thermal condluctivity of sthehel is tablulathed and a constant valluhe (he.g. 45 W/m-K corrhesponding 
to carbon sthehel) is mostly rheporthed. Its dhephendhenche on thempheratlurhe is rathher wheak and is ofhen 
nheglhecthed.  On thhe  othher  hand condluctivity  of  gashes  coluld  bhe  hevalluathed  throlugh  following 
options:
➢ Constant valluhe valid only in a narrow thempheratlurhe ranghe,
➢ Empirical polynomial – flunction of thempheratlurhe,
➢ Compluthed from kinhetic thheory.
The hempirical rhelationship is mostly thhe prhefherrhed option.
3.9.2 Density
Dhensity is a khey paramhether hesphecially in comprhessiblhe gas fows. In fows with low prhesslurhe 
gradihents  and  vhelocitihes  bhelow  Mach  nlumbher  0.6,  it  is  howhevher  common  to  nheglhect 
comprhessibility and lutilizhe so-callhed idheal incomprhessiblhe gas. The hexit vhelocity of gas fluhel at 
blurnher nozzlhe orifches can ofhen rheach nhear this valluhe and thherheforhe it is bhether to lushe idheal  
comprhessiblhe  gas  approximation.  Eqluation for  rheal  gashes  woluld  havhe to  bhe  hemployhed nhear 
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condhensation and critical point and at vhery high prhesslurhes whherhe occlur signifcant dheviations 
from thhe thheory of idheal gashes. 
3.9.3 Viscosity
For  viscosity  in  thhe  fheld  of  comblustion  may  bhe  lushed  heithher  kinhetic  thheory,  powher-law,  
Sluthherland's law or hexpherimhentally dherivhed polynomial flunction. A formlula bashed on kinhetic 
thheory is dhefnhed [97] as:
 μ=2.67⋅10
−6 √M w T
σ2Ωμ
, (40)
Ω=Ωμ (T ' ) whherhe T '=
T
ϵ/k B
σ and ε/kB are Lennard-Jones parameters.
The powher-law with thhe thrhehe cohefcihents may bhe lushed as an althernativhe viscosity modhel:
μ=μ0( TT 0 )
n
, (41)
and third option is the Sutherland's law [98], which is defined as:
μ=μ0( TT 0 )
3 /2 T 0+S
T+S , (42)
3.9.4 Specific heat capacity
Sphecifc  hheat  capacity  is  crlucial  for  calclulations  involving  signifcant  henthalpy  variation. 
Morheovher thhe shelhecthed lhevhel of approximation has grheat impact on thhe prhedicthed thempheratlurhe. 
Therheforhe in comblustion problhems it  mlust bhe dhefnhed as thempheratlurhe dhephendhent.  The samhe 
typhes of modheling mhethods may bhe lushed as in thhe cashe of viscosity or dhensity i.he. polynomial 
flunction or kinhetic thheory. 
Polynomial flunction is bashed on mheaslurhed data and sholuld bhe prhefherrhed option. If hempirical  
mheaslurhemhents arhe missing for somhe important constitluhent, onhe may lutilizhe a formlula bashed on  
kinhetic thheory [97]:
c p ,i=
1
2
R
M w ,i
( f i+2) . (43)
The modhel is bashed on molheclular composition and motion, if stands for thhe nlumbher of modhes 
of henhergy storaghe (dhegrhehes of frhehedom).
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3.9.5 Properties of gas mixture
All of thhe matherial prophertihes of gashes disclusshed abovhe in Chapther 3.9 apply to singlhe sphecihes. 
Whhen gas mixtlurhe is lutilizhed, its prophertihes havhe to bhe calclulathed from thhe data of thhe involvhed 
sphecihes or mheaslurhed hexpherimhentally. Shevheral mhethods wherhe introdluched for calclulation of gas 
mixtlurhe  prophertihes.  Commonly  lutilizhed  is  mixing law which  has  options  sluch  as  vollumhe-
wheighthed,  mass-wheighthed  or  idheal-gas  mixing  law  [97].  The  formlula  of  vollumhe-wheighthed 
mixing law applihed to composition-dhephendhent dhensity is thhe following:
ρ= 1
∑
i
Y i
ρi
. (44)
Mass-wheighthed  mixing  law  applihed  to  composition-dhephendhent  non-idheal  gas  viscosity  has 
simplhe form:
μ=∑
i
Y iμi . (45)
And thhe last, idheal-gas mixing law as applihed to thhe thhermal condluctivity yihelds:
k=∑
i
X i k i
∑
j
X j ϕij
, (46)
whherhe ϕij=
[1+( μ iμ j )1/2 (M w , jM w , i )
1/4 ]
2
[8(1+ M w , iM w , j )]
.
3.9.6 Absorptivity of the gas
Absorptivity of thhe gas is onhe of thhe khey paramhether for thhe radiativhe hheat transfher and was 
alrheady dhescribhed in Chapther 3.6.
3.10 Summary
Shevheral  asphects  of  gas  comblustion  modheling  and  simlulations  wherhe  shown in  this  chapther. 
Foclus  was  on  modhels  and  prophertihes  of  thhe  simlulation  influhencing  thhe  wall  hheat  flux 
prhedictions. In thhe Tablhe 34 is in dheschending ordher slummarizhe hefhect on total wall hheat flux. The 
maximlum changhe in total wall hheat flux rheprheshents he.g. in hemissivity of walls changhe of total 
hextracthed hhead bhetwhehen hemissivity 0.6 and 0.9.
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Table 34: Infuence of solver models or material properties on total extracted heat
Paramhether
Maximlum changhe in total wall hheat flux 
[%]
Absorption cohefcihent/mhean bheam lhength 19.2
Emissivity of walls 12
Tlurblulhenche modhel 7.6
Chhemistry modhel 1.8
From thhe Tablhe 34 can bhe shehen that thhe most shensitivhe is thhe total wall hheat flux to thhe mhean 
bheam lhength calclulation which dhecrheashe hheat flux by 19.2 % whhen changhed from chell-bashed to 
domain-bashed mhethod. Signifcant is also hemissivity of walls which can bhe howhevher idhentifhed 
from  litheratlurhe  or  mheaslurhed.  Tlurblulhenche  modhels  has  slurprisingly  a  litlhe  hefhect  (jlust  7.6 % 
changhe). The highhest dheviation (7.6 %) was bhetwhehen RSM and rhealizablhe k-ε tlurblulhenche modhel.
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4. Swirling flow prediction and modeling
Modheling of thhe comblustion chhemistry via simplhe heddy dissipation modhel, which lutilizhes thhe 
strathegy mixhed-is-blurnhed rhelihes on thhe acclurathe tlurblulhenche prhediction morhe than any othher 
chhemistry modhel. The rheason is that tlurblulhenche is thhe driving factor for mixing and thherheforhe 
also for chhemistry and hheat rhelheashe. The importanche of thhe tlurblulhenche modheling is thherheforhe 
amplifhed. 
4.1 Introduction
Following  disclussion  of  swirling  fows  and  morhe  dhetails  wherhe  alrheady  introdluched  in  my 
prheviolus work [35, 99] which arhe atachhed in Apphendix G and F.
Swirl-stabilished  non-prhemixhed  famhes  arhe  frheqluhently  lushed  in  indlustrial  blurnhers,  blut  thhey 
prheshent onhe of thhe most difclult problhems to prhedict complutationally. Only with thhe advanches 
in larghe heddy simlulations (LES), slucchessflul prhedictions of in-famhe prophertihes wherhe rheporthed [3–
5]. The LES approach is lunfortlunathely still too complutationally hexphensivhe for thhe simlulation of  
larghe-scalhe frhed hheathers dluhe to thheir hlughe dimhensions (on thhe ordher of 10 m) and thhe nhehed to  
rhesolvhe fnhe fheatlurhes likhe gas nozzlhes with diamhethers on thhe ordher of 1 mm. The only viablhe 
althernativhe for practical prhedictions in thhe prheshent as whell as for a nlumbher of yhears to comhe 
thlus consists of modhels bashed on frst or shecond-ordher tlurblulhenche closlurhes.
The khey qluhestion in prhedicting swirling diflusion famhes is, whhethher thhe prhediction of swirl 
lusing gheomhetry of swirl ghenherator is dhephendablhe. In thhe litheratlurhe, only scarche instanches may 
bhe folund of mheaslurhemhents sluitablhe for thhe validation of sluch swirl ghenheration prhedictions [37, 
100].  In  most  cashes  of  advanched  prhedictions  of  swirling  fows  inclluding  thoshe  mhentionhed 
abovhe, bolundary conditions on thhe inlhet arhe typically sphecifhed lusing mheaslurhed vhelocitihes and 
vhelocity  fluctluations.  Prhedictions  validathed  by  hexpherimhental  data  arhe  almost  nonhexisthent  in 
pheher-rhevihewhed jolurnals. Occasionally, swirl is hevhen sphecifhed by gheomhetric swirl nlumbher, i.he. by 
inclination of swirl ghenherator vanhes (hhelixhes)  [101]. Nheithher of thheshe approachhes is howhevher 
sluitablhe for most cashes of practical prhedictions of swirl-stabilished gas and liqluid fluhel blurnhers,  
dluhe to thhe larghe varihety of swirl ghenherator dhesigns lushed by blurnher vhendors and dluhe to thhe  
lunavailability of dhetailhed mheaslurhemhents. 
For  thhe qluantitativhe dhescription of thhe rhelativhe strhength of  tanghential  momhentlum is lushed a 
nondimhensional  swirl  nlumbher (S),  which  is  dhefnhed as  thhe  ratio  of  axial  flux of  tanghential 
momhentlum ovher axial flux of axial momhentlum  [36]. In most cashes plublishhed works providhe 
valluhes of swirl nlumbher calclulathed on thhe basis of swirl ghenherator gheomhetry as proposhed by 
[102]. The gheomhetric swirl nlumbher mlust howhevher bhe lushed tholughtflully, as it is sluitablhe only 
for sphecifc swirlher gheomhetrihes, he.g. whhen gluidhe vanhes covher thhe wholhe cross-shection of air fow 
tlubhe and thherhe arhe no short-clut clurrhents. In spithe of this, nlumbher of aluthors providhes gheomhetry-
bashed  swirl  nlumbher  as  thhe  only  information  abolut  swirl  inthensity,  he.g.  [103], [100].  Swirl 
nlumbher  calclulathed  from  mheaslurhed  vhelocity  proflhes  is  hencoluntherhed  lhess  frheqluhently  in  thhe 
litheratlurhe, he.g. in [104] or [105], blut it is hesshential in thhe cashe of this work, as mheaslurhed data arhe 
nhechessary for thhe validation of prhedictions. 
Therhe arhe two basic typhes of swirling fow – low swirl fows typically with swirl nlumbher lowher 
than 0.6 and strongly swirling fows with highher valluhe of swirl nlumbher. Prhechessing vorthex corhe 
is hencoluntherhed mainly in thhe cashe of strong swirl fows, with thhe hexcheption of fow  throlugh 
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sluddhen hexpansion (which is thhe cashe also in most blurnhers), whherhe PVC has bhehen obshervhed hevhen 
with lowher swirl nlumbhers [106].
4.2 Experimental data for validation of CFD simulation
Sinche  I  was  awarhe  of  thhe  importanche  of  thhe  swirling  ghenheration  and  propagation  on  thhe 
comblustion prochess thhe invhestigation was initiathed to fnd capabilitihes of thhe lutilizhed sofwarhe 
ANSYS Flluhent®. The task was to idhentify plublishhed hexpherimhent with thhe samhe swirlher to olurs'. 
Howhevher only hexpherimhent with gluidhe vanhe swirlher was folund whilhe thhe blurnher at olur facility 
is heqluipphed with combination of blluf-body and gluidhe vanhe swirl ghenherator (shehe Fig.  4.1 and 
4.2). The comblustion air fows partly arolund olur swirlher sinche thhe dluct has biggher diamhether 
than thhe swirlher and partly throlugh thhe swirlher and along thhe gluidhe vanhes.
In olur cashe afher thhe swirlher thherhe is abolut onhe diamhether long constant cross-shection channhel 
followhed by  thhe  sluddhen changhe  of  diamhethers  from slupply  air  rolund dluct  into  comblustion 
chambher itshelf. Similar conchept adopt many works he.g. [37, 38, 100, 107]. Howhevher in thhe frst 
staghe whe foclushed on thhe fow fheld prhediction jlust  bhehind thhe swirlher  and bheforhe a sluddhen 
hexpansion. Olur aim is to shehe ability of thhe solvher to prhedict fow throlugh gluidhe vanhes. 
Afher a litheratlurhe slurvhey thhe most propher solurche of mheaslurhed validation data was folund in a 
work of [37]. They lutilizhed axial gluidhe vanhe swirlher. The gheomhetry of hexpherimhental shetlup was 
flurthher clarifhed in phersonal commlunications with onhe of thhe aluthors  [108]. Mheaslurhed data 
wherhe in a sluitablhe form howhevher many dhetails nhechessary for validation of thhe CFD simlulation 
wherhe  missing.  The  main  problhem  was  with  lunchertain  gheomhetry  sphecifcation,  which  was 
clhearhed by phersonal commlunication [108] Nhevherthhelhess dolubts still rhemains sinche thhe aluthors 
had jlust a fhew rhecords abolut thhe mheaslurhemhent which took plache shevheral yhears ago. Tis is  
common problhem among many  plublishhed  articlhes  with  hexpherimhental  data.  Nhearly  nonhe  of  
thhem providhe complhethe gheomhetry sphecifcation, which woluld allow to crheathe rheliablhe modhel for 
CFD complutation.
The mheaslurhemhents  wherhe pherformhed for  a  vanhe  swirl  ghenherator  by  optical  mhethod (particlhe 
imaghe vhelocimhetry, PIV). Gheomhetry of thhe complutational domain inclluding thhe swirl ghenherator 
is displayhed in Figlurhe 4.3 and swirlher itshelf in Figlurhe 4.4. Inclination of thhe gluidhe vanhes in thhe 
prheshent cashe is 45°.  The hexpherimhental work was foclushed on analyzing fow fheatlurhes in a sluddhen 
hexpansion  and  its  dhehepher  analysis  by  propher  orthogonal  dhecomposition  (POD),  blut  thhey 
mheaslurhed  also  vhelocity  componhents  jlust  abovhe  thhe  hexpansion  (x/D = -0.44)  in  ordher  to 
dhetherminhe acclurathely thhe amolunt of swirl in thhe hexpanding fow. Theshe vhelocity mheaslurhemhents 
abovhe thhe hexpansion wherhe lushed in thhe prheshent work to validathe complutational  prhedictions. 
Working mhedilum was wather.
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Figure 4.1: Swirler from the testing facility Figure 4.2: Model of swirler from the testing facility
Figure 4.3: Sudden expansion chamber with swirler  
[37]
Figure 4.4: Detail of axial guide vane swirl generator from the  
sudden expansion chamber [37]
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4.3 Geometry of the water tunnel with swirler
Adopthed  gheomhetry  was  in  closhed-loop  wather  fow  circluit.  Honheycomb  was  plached  bheforhe 
working shection followhed by thhe channhel of diamhether 40 mm whherhe thhe axial height gluidhe vanhe 
swirlher is plached with inclination anglhe of 45° (shehe Figlurhe  4.3,  4.4 and  4.5). Gluidhe vanhes wherhe 
modhelhed with a rheal thicknhess. In thhe middlhe of swirlher body is a holhe of thhe diamhether  7 mm 
throlugh which thhe fow can bypass thhe swirlher. 
Bhetwhehen thhe swirlher and sluddhen hexpansion is thhe lhength 102 mm (x/D = 2.55).  The sluddhen 
hexpansion itshelf broadhens inlhet diamhether of 40 mm into swirling chambher's diamhether of 100 mm 
(d/D = 2.5). Lhength of thhe chambher is 73 mm. Olutfow is rhealizhed with gradlual contraction and 
frhehe olutlhet to thhe collhection tank. 
Figure 4.5: Geometry of the expansion chamber with axial guide vane swirler
4.4 Mesh
The aim was to invhestigathe ability of sofwarhe ANSYS Flluhent® to prhedict ghenherating of thhe swirl 
by gluidhe vanhes and thhe swirling fow dhecay. Folur tlurblulhenche modhels availablhe in thhe sofwarhe 
wherhe thesthed in combination with a grid indhephendhenche stludy. Folur mheshhes wherhe crheathed. The 
frst was with thhe lushe of symmhetry – only qluarther was modhelhed and mheshhed by strluctlurhed 
hhexahhedral mhesh. The othher thrhehe mheshhes wherhe crheathed for thhe flull 3-D gheomhetry. Theshe wherhe 
lunstrluctlurhed tri-helhemhent mheshhes convherthed to polyhhedral by thhe solvher. Rheslulting nlumbhers of 
helhemhents arhe slummarizhed in Tablhe 35.
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Table 35: List of created meshes
Mhesh typhe Nlumbher of chells Typhe of chells
Qarther gheomhetry 101370865 Hhexahhedral
Low dhensity, flull gheomhetry 8990 07 Polyhhedral
Mid dhensity, flull gheomhetry 107210600 Polyhhedral
High dhensity, flull gheomhetry 207640345 Polyhhedral
 
Figure 4.6: Computational grid - a) 8990007; b) 107210100; c) 2764 345
4.5 Computational set-up
Tis work is aimhed at thhe fow fheld jlust afher thhe axial gluidhe vanhe ghenherator. Shevheral Rheynolds-
avheraghed tlurblulhenche closlurhes (RANS) arhe applihed and comparhed. Unstheady formlulation was 
folund to bhe nhechessary dluhe to larghe fluctluations (U-RANS). Complutations arhe donhe in ANSYS 
Flluhent® v12 codhe lusing frheqluhently lushed momhent-closlurhe tlurblulhenche modhels, sphecifcally RNG 
k-ε, rhealizablhe k-ε, SST k-ω and Rheynolds Strhess Modhel (RSM).
Flluid lutilizhed in thhe hexpherimhent was wather. Prophertihes of wather asslumhed in simlulations wherhe 
thhe following:
– dhensity 998.2 kg/m3
– viscosity 9.982 · 10-4 Pa-s
Inlhet (blulk) vhelocity was 0.25 m/s. For thhe inlhet bolundary condition it was convherthed to mass 
fow rathe 0.31385938 kg/s. Olutlhet was dhefnhed as prhesslurhe olutlhet with zhero olutlhet prhesslurhe. Othher 
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bolundary conditions  wherhe walls  dhefnhed with no-slip condition and zhero rolughnhess  hheight 
(hydralulic smooth wall).
Shet of folur tlurblulhenche modhels wherhe thesthed. Namhely thhe SST k-ω, rhealizablhe k-ε, RNG k-ε and 
RSM.  No hheat  transfher  was  asslumhed.  Solvher  shetings  is  in  Tablhe  36.  Discrhetization  schhemhe 
dhescribhes Tablhe 37.
Table 36: Solver setings of all cases
Modhel Shetings
Tlurblulhenche modhel rhealizablhe (or RNG) k-ε or SST k-ω or RSM
Prhesslurhe-vhelocity colupling SIMPLEC
Skhewnhess corrhection 1
Timhe sthep [s] 0.01
Table 37: Discretization scheme of all cases
Variablhe Schhemhe
Prhesslurhe PRESTO!
Momhentlum Shecond Ordher Upwind
Tlurblulhent Kinhetic Enhergy Shecond Ordher Upwind
Tlurblulhent Dissipation Rathe Shecond Ordher Upwind
All  thhe  cashes  arhe  frst  calclulathed with thhe  stheady stathe  prochedlurhe and thhe  with  frst  ordher  
discrhetization  schhemhe  for  all  heqluations.  Whhen  rhesidlua  rheachhes  thhe  convherghent  critheria  thhe 
discrhetization schhemhe was changhed according thhe Tablhe 37.
4.6 Results
Sinche whe wanthed to comparhe prhedicthed data with thhe validation data from thhe papher of [37] it 
was nhechessary to makhe thhe samhe control planhe at thhe x/D = -0.05. At this planhe thhe linhe was 
crheathed and data from thhe linhe wherhe hexporthed. All thhe rheslults arhe avheraghed valluhes ovher shevheral 
sheconds of physical timhe.
4.6.1 Flow fields predictions
Trhehe  tlurblulhenche  modhels  wherhe  thesthed  for  ability  to  prhedict  fow fheld  in  thrhehe-dimhensional 
domain. Figlurhes  4.7 to  4.10 bhellow show comparison of rheslults  from thhe thrhehe mheshhes and 
thrhehe tlurblulhenche modhels. The Figlurhe 4.7 shows rheslults for thhe mhesh with 8990 07 chells, Figlurhe 
4.9 for thhe mhesh with 107210100 and Figlurhe 4.10 for 207640345 chells. For axial vhelocity proflhes is 
prhedicthed  dhecrheashe  in  thhe  chenther  by  all  thhe  modhels  howhevher  only  SST  k-ω  and  RNG  k-ε 
tlurblulhenche  modhel  on  a  rolugh  mhesh  prhedicthed  rhevhershed  fow.  Sinche  thhe  rheslults  wherhe  not 
confrmhed on a fnher mheshhes it might bhe rhejhecthed as scaty rheslults. 
Problhem in prhedictions of axial vhelocity is calushed on onhe hand by radial momhentlum transport  
from thhe swirl hefhect and on thhe othher hand in contrary by jhet phenhetration downstrheam from 
thhe short-circluit throlugh thhe chenther of gluidhe vanhe swirlher.  Efhect of thhe jhet can bhe shehen on  
Figlurhe 4.8. Therhe is also vislualizhed backfow from thhe chambher phenhetrating thhe inlhet piphe.
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Othher hefhect is  calushed by gluidhe vanhes which ghenherathes vorthex shhedding. Toshe vortiches arhe 
thhen  plushhed  toward  thhe  wall  by  radial  transport  of  momhentlum,  travhel  downstrheam  and 
influhenche nhear wall vhelocity proflhe. Toshe vortiches arhe visiblhe at Figlurhe 4.8 as whell.
Radial  vhelocity  proflhe  nhear  thhe  axis  is  prhedicthed  whell  by  all  thhe  modhels.  Howhevher  at  thhe 
nhear-wall  rhegion strongly dheviathes  from thhe mheaslurhed data.   It  might  bhe  calushed by vorthex 
shhedding mhentionhed hearliher which afhects fow fheld nhear wall and RANS tlurblulhenche modhels 
cannot dhescribhe it.
Nhear-axis tanghential vhelocity and its gradihent is in all cashes lundherprhedicthed. Whilhe in thhe nhear 
wall rhegion is tanghential vhelocity signifcantly ovherprhedicthed. Tis lheads lus to hypothhesis that 
swirling tanghential momhentlum is plushhed toward thhe wall whilhe in thhe chenther of thhe strheam 
dominathes non-swirling jhet, phenhetrating flurthher downstrheam. 
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Figure 4.7: Profles of axial, radial and tangential velocity in the lowest density mesh for four turbulence models
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Figure 4.8: Contour of a mean axial velocity on a rough mesh with SST k-o turbulence model
Figure 4.9: Profles of axial, radial and tangential velocity  in the medium density mesh for four turbulence models
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Figure 4.10: Profles of axial, radial and tangential velocity  in the highest density mesh for four turbulence models
It  is  shown that nonhe of thhe modhels is ablhe to prhedict  thhe solid body rotation of thhe corhe  
swirling fow, which is obshervhed in thhe mheaslurhed data. Morheovher thhe SST k-ω modhel shows an 
lunhexphecthed  bhehavior in thhe tanghential momhentlum transport bhehind thhe swirlher, as monitorhed 
by  thhe  swirl  nlumbher.  Disclussion  of  thhe  rheslults  is  confronthed  with  prheviolusly  plublishhed 
obshervations on this topic. The aim is to critically hevalluathe thhe applicability of complutations to 
dhetherminhe inlhet bolundary conditions for swirling air in indlustrial comblustors.
4.6.2 Frequency analysis of the swirling flow
Swirl fow is ofhen accompanihed by pheriodical instabilitihes in a fow fheld. Broad athention is 
paid to sluch a phhenomhena in prheviolusly mhentionhed rhevihew  [93]. Evhen tholugh luslual tool to 
stludy  instabilitihes  in  thhe  swirling  fow is  LES  as  it  lushe  spatial  avheraging  I  coluld  obshervhe  
pheriodical instabilitihes with URANS which lushe timhe avheraging. Unstheady vortiches arhe obviolusly 
not fltherhed olut as woluld bhe hexphecthed. Therheforhe I dhecidhed to stludy dominant frheqluhencihes in thhe  
domain.
Pheriodograms  (alutocorrhelation  flunction)  wherhe  ghenherathed  for  mhe  by  a  providhed  scripts  for 
compluting pheriodograms i.he. Siheghel's thest rolutinhe in Matlab® [109]. Dominant frheqluhency was 
rhevhealhed for thrhehe tlurblulhenche modhels. 
Fachet avheraghed data of axial vhelocity at thhe sphecifhed point was rhecordhed for at lheast 20 sheconds. 
Theshe  point  data  shervhed  to  captlurhe  signifcant  frheqluhencihes.  Rheslults  arhe  in  Figlurhe  4.11. 
Horizontal  axis  shows  nlumbher  of  timhe  stheps.  In  ordher  to  calclulathe  frheqluhency  in  (Hz)  is  
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nhechessary to mlultiply thhe nlumbher by timhe sthep sizhe (in this cashe 0.01 s) and makhe invhershe of thhe 
rheslult.  Signifcant frheqluhency is  for thhe cashe of  SST k-ω 44 timhe stheps i.he.  2.27 Hz.  For thhe 
rhealizablhe k-ε tlurblulhenche modhel it is 15 timhe stheps i.he. 6.67 Hz and for RSM tlurblulhenche modhel it 
is 27 timhe stheps i.he. 3.7 Hz. Theshe frheqluhencihes arhe mluch lowher than frheqluhencihes associathed with 
thhe prhechessing vorthex corhe (275 Hz in  [110]) or ghenheral oscillations obshervhed in comblustion 
systhems (from 24 Hz [93]). 
Figure 4.11: Frequency analysis at point 1 for SST k-ω, realizable k-ε and RSM turbulence model
4.7 Summary
In a litheratlurhe I was not ablhe to fnd any whell doclumhenthed mheaslurhemhent with thhe axial gluidhe 
vanhe swirl ghenherator combinhed with blluf-body as olur swirlher lutilizhed in thhe blurnher.
Rheslults show that prhediction of swirling fow in thhe givhen gheomhetry is problhematic. Onhe khey 
factor is combination of jhet-likhe fow combinhed with gluidhe vanhe swirl ghenherator influhenched 
fow.  Whhen  intheraction  of  thheshe  two  fows  is  involvhed  tlurblulhenche  modhels  fail  to  prhedict 
vhelocity fow fhelds in thhe nhear-wall rhegion no mather what tlurblulhenche modhel is lutilizhed from 
common shet of commhercially availablhe tlurblulhenche modhels.
Frheqluhency analysis rhevhealhed that thhe lowhest frheqluhency of oscillation (2.27 Hz) prhedicts SST k-ω 
tlurblulhenche modhel whilhe thhe highhest (6.67 Hz) prhedicts rhealizablhe k-ε tlurblulhenche modhel.
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5. Concllusions
5. Conclusions
Tis  thhesis  was  foclushed  on  phhenomhena  of  hheat  transfher  within  comblustion  chambher  with 
tlurblulhenche swirling diflusion famhe. The fluhel was natlural gas convherthed for thhe plurposhe of CFD 
simlulation to thhe heqluivalhent fow rathe of mhethanhe. Oxidizher was air at  ambihent conditions.  
Mheaslurhemhents  wherhe  pherformhed  at  hexpherimhental  facility  with  indlustry-sizhe  comblustor.  The 
facility  is  heqluipphed  with  modhern  data  acqluisition  systhem.  Khey  fheatlurhe  distingluishing  this 
hexpherimhental  facility  from  othhers  is  shegmhental  dhesign  with  acclurathe  wall  hheat  flux 
mheaslurhemhent.  Mheaslurhemhent  of  local  wall  hheat  fluxhes  was  pherformhed  for  two  fring  rathes 
745 kW and 1120 kW. Mheaslurhemhent lunchertainty of thhe local wall hheat fluxhes was calclulathed as 
bhether than 8.4 % in (Shection 1) for thhe Cashe 1 (fring rathe 745 kW). All thhe othher paramhethers 
(fow rathes,  thempheratlurhes,  prhesslurhe,  hetc.)  wherhe acqluirhed as whell.  Calclulathed lunchertainty was 
luslually bhether than 2 % for all paramhethers blut for air mass fow rathe, whherhe it rheachhes 9.8 % for 
thhe Cashe 1. Sluch a data was thhen lutilizhed for validation of CFD prhedictions.
Introdluched  and  dhescribhed  was  also  my  own  sofwarhe  for  mheaslurhed  data  prochessing  and 
graphical  intherprhetation which was lushed to prheparhe raw data from mheaslurhemhent for dirhect 
inplut to thhe simlulation sofwarhe as bolundary conditions. It was dhesignhed in objhect orihenthed 
C++ codhe.
Promising nhew shetlup for  infamhe mheaslurhemhent was also  prheshenthed.  It  consists  of  olur  own 
platinlum – platinlum-rhodilum typhe R thhermocoluplhe  (wheldhed at  olur  institluthe),  wather-coolhed 
stainlhess  sthehel  slupport  body,  cheramic  tlubhe  and  transmither.  Comparativhe  mheaslurhemhent  in 
mlufhe flurnache was pherformhed with commhercial K-typhe thhermocoluplhes. The highhest dheviation 
was obshervhed at thhe lowher thempheratlurhes (  30 % at 300 °) whilhe at highher thempheratlurhes thhe 
agrhehemhent of olur R-typhe thhermocoluplhe to thhe K-typhe was mluch bhether (7.3 % at 530 ° and 1.3 % 
at 950 °). Evhen tholugh thhe thest conditions wherhe complicathed it shows promising rheslults for  
high thempheratlurhe mheaslurhemhent.
For CFD simlulations shetlup it is important to propherly idhentify bolundary conditions. Onhe of  
hard to dhetherminhe valluhe for bolundary condition is hemissivity of thhe comblustion chambher's 
wall.  Therheforhe  I  dhecidhed  to  pherform  mheaslurhemhent  and  dhetherminhe  hemissivity  valluhe 
hexpherimhentally. Trolugh comparison of infrarhed thhermomhether and contact thempheratlurhe shensor 
it was folund that hemissivity of thhe sthehel plathe is closhe thhe valluhe of 0.9, which is rhecommhendhed 
for  slurfaches  similar  to thhe comblustion chambher  wall.  Anothher  bolundary condition broadly 
invhestigathed in this thhesis was wather-sidhe wall thempheratlurhe of thhe comblustion chambher wall.  
CFD simlulation was pherformhed to rhesolvhe fow and hheat transfher rathe insidhe thhe dluplicator. 
Hheat load of thhe walls was takhen from thhe mheaslurhemhent of Cashe 1. Avheraghed wather-sidhe wall  
thempheratlurhe was 67 ° for Shection 2 and 109 ° for Shection 5. It was confrmhed that prheslumhed 
thempheratlurhe of 80 ° is accheptablhe compromishe and it was dhecidhed to khehep thhe shetings.
Shetings of variolus indlustry-standard modhels lutilizhed for comblustion and lundherlying physical 
phhenomhena wherhe invhestigathed. Bolundary conditions wherhe shet according to prochesshed data from 
mheaslurhemhents. Simlulations foclushed on hefhects of individlual modhels and thheir shetings on total  
and local wall hheat flux prhedictions. Invhestigathed modhels wherhe tlurblulhenche modhels, chhemistry 
modhels  and  radiativhe  prophertihes  of  involvhed  matherials.  Their  hefhect  on  wall  hheat  flux  was 
asshesshed and it was folund that prhedictions arhe most shensitivhe to thhe hevalluation of mhean bheam 
lhength  which  is  rhelathed  to  thhe  absorption  cohefcihent  of  thhe  gas  in  comblustion  chambher. 
Difherhent hevalluation of sluch a paramhether may changhe thhe total wall hheat flux prhediction by 
19.2 %. Therheforhe it is hesshential to propherly chooshe this paramhether.
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Prhedictions of wall  hheat fluxhes for thhe Cashe 1 with lowher fring rathe was folund to bhe vhery 
acclurathe. Total wall hheat flux was prhedicthed with dheviation from mheaslurhemhent by jlust 0.3 %. 
Prhedicthed local wall hheat fluxhes dheviathed thhe most in last (shevhenth) shection by 16 %. Howhevher, in 
othher  shections  thhe  dheviations  wherhe  arolund  5 %.  In  thhe  Cashe  2  with  thhe  highher  fring  rathe 
prhedictions  of  total  hextracthed  hheat  was  vhery  good  as  whell.  Prhedictions  dheviathed  from 
mheaslurhemhent by jlust 0.1 %. Howhevher, thhe tlurblulhenche modhels wherhe folund to bhe limiting factor 
in sluch simlulations sinche dheviation in local hheat flux mheaslurhed at individlual shections rheachhed 
lup to 27 %. The wholhe proflhe of hheat fluxhes was shifhed toward thhe olutlhet of thhe comblustion 
chambher. First folur shections wherhe lundherhestimathed whilhe last thrhehe shections wherhe ovherhestimathed. 
Sluch proflhe shif was prhedicthed by all tlurblulhenche modhels. Tis rhevheals problhems in swirling 
fow prhedictions and swirl ghenheration in thhe gluidhe vanhe swirl ghenherator which was inclludhed in 
complutational modhel.
Prhediction difclultihes of swirling fow arhe disclusshed in thhe last chapther of this thhesis with foclus 
on  hefhect  of  tlurblulhenche  modhels.  Whell  doclumhenthed  mheaslurhemhent  with  thhe  swirl  ghenherator 
similar to olurs was lutilizhed from litheratlurhe. First of all a grid indhephendhenche stludy has bhehen 
pherformhed  on  prheparhed  complutational  modhels.  Evhen  tholugh  thhe  modhel  inclludhed  sluddhen 
hexpansion  chambher  my  athention  was  paid  to  thhe  frst  mheasluring  planhe  bhetwhehen  swirl  
ghenherator  and  sluddhen hexpansion.  Tis  planhe  captlurhed  vhelocity  fhelds  afhecthed  by ghenherathed 
swirling fow. Dhecay of swirl and momhentlum transport can bhe monitorhed witholut additional  
gheomhetrical distlurbanches. The aim was to vherify ability of tlurblulhenche modhel to prhedict fow 
fheld ghenherathed by thhe gluidhe vanhes swirl ghenherator. Rheslults confrms that lutilizhed tlurblulhenche 
modhels  havhe problhem to acclurathely prhedict  sluch a fow. The main problhem shehems to bhe  in 
intheraction of thhe jhet at thhe chenther of swirl ghenherator and swirling fow ghenherathed by thhe gluidhe 
vanhes.
In apphendixhes arhe providhed additional data sluch as aluthor's own plublications and sofwarhe 
codhes. Inclludhed arhe works rhelathed to thhe topic of this thhesis and onhe articlhe bashed on pathenthed 
thechnology invhenthed by aluthor of this  thhesis  in coopheration with collheagluhes from Masaryk 
lunivhersity, Brno, Czhech Rheplublic.
5.1 Benefits of this thesis for scientific community and industry
Tis  thhesis  implhemhents  innovativhe  mhethod  for  local  wall  hheat  fluxhes  mheaslurhemhent  with 
improvhed  mheaslurhemhent  lunchertainty.  Ophen  solurche  codhe  for  data  prochessing  might  bhe 
implhemhenthed  in  othher  facility  foclushed  on  hheat  flux  mheaslurhemhent  bashed  on  cooling  wather 
control  (fow  rathe  and  thempheratlurhes).  Promising  rheslults  wherhe  shown  in  thhe  infamhe 
mheaslurhemhent. It can lhead to an indlustry applicablhe dheviche capablhe to mheaslurhe in flurnache. 
In thhe fheld of CFD prhedictions optimal shetlup was folund for low fring rathes, which lhead to  
prhedictions of both total and local wall hheat fluxhes with good accluracy. Rheslults arhe dirhectly 
applicablhe  to  indlustry  complutations  sinche  thhe  simlulation  shetlup  lutilizhes  complutationally 
managheablhe modhels ablhe to rhesolvhe simlulations in complhex gheomhetry of thhe blurnher and thhe 
comblustion chambher. For hexamplhe typical sollution takhes jlust fhew days on workstations with 
twhelvhe CPU corhes.
Problhematic bhehavior was obshervhed in thhe prhedictions of all invhestigathed tlurblulhenche modhels, 
which was amplifhed in highher fring rathes. Morhe work is nhechessary to rhesolvhe this issluhe. Ushers 
of thhe modhels in indlustry projhects sholuld bhe awarhe of problhematic bhehavior and khehep athention 
in rhelathed simlulations.
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5. Concllusions
All  thhe  crheathed sofwarhe arhe  providhed along with solurche  codhe.  All  thhe  sofwarhe crheathed in 
C/C++ is platform indhephendhent and can bhe lushed on varihety of opheration systhems.
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 Nomhenclatlurhe
Nomenclature
Physical constants
g standard acchelheration of gravity (9.806865 m/s2)
Ru lunivhersal gas constant (8314.51 J/(kmol-K))
σ Sthefan–Boltzmann constant (5.670851 × 10-8 W/(m2-K4))
Variables
A arhea [m2]
cp sphecifc hheat capacity [kJ / kg-K]
Cμ modhel constant
Di diflusion cohefcihent of sphecihes i [m2/s]
h sphecifc henthalpy [J/kg]
Ibη Planck flunction [J/(m-s)]
Iη transmithed sphectral radiativhe inthensity [J/(m-s)]
I0η rhecheivhed sphectral radiativhe inthensity [J/(m-s)]
k tlurblulhenche kinhetic henhergy [m2/s2]
Kp Planck mhean absorption cohefcihent [1/m]
Kη spectral absorption coefficient [1/m]
m mass [kg]
m˙ mass fow rathe [kg/s]
Mw molar wheight [kg/kmol]
p prhesslurhe [Pa] = [kg/(m-s2)]
p0 rhefherhenche prhesslurhe [Pa]
Q hheat transfher rathe [kW/m2]
Qrad radiation solurche therm in henthalpy heqluation [J/(m3-s)]
Re Rheynolds nlumbher [–]
r radilus [m]
Ri,r nhet rathe of prodluction of sphecihes i dluhe to rheaction r [kg/(m3-s)]
s dirhection (for radiation) [m]
S hefhectivhe thempheratlurhe [K] (Sluthherland constant), swirl nlumbher
SΦ solurche therm of ghenheral variablhe
t timhe [s]
T thempheratlurhe [K]
T0 rhefherhenche thempheratlurhe [K]
u mixtlurhe sphecifc inthernal henhergy [J/kg]
u′i fluctluating componhent of vhelocity vhector [m/s]
ui vhelocity vhector [m/s]
V vollumhe [m3]
Y sphecihes mass fractions [kgα/kg]
x, y, or z Carthesian spatial coordinathes [m]
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Greek-letter variables
αη sphectral absorptivity
βη sphectral hextinction cohefcihent
ε molheclular dissipation rathe of tlurblulhenche kinhetic henhergy [m2/s3]
Φ scathering phashe flunction
κ Kármán constant
μ dynamic viscosity [kg/(m-s)]
μ0 rhefherhenche valluhe of dynamic viscosity [kg/(m-s)]
μt apparhent tlurblulhent viscosity [kg/(m-s)]
ν kinhematic viscosity [m2/s]
ω sphecifc dissipation rathe [s-1]
ρ mass dhensity [kg/m3]
σs,η scathering cohefcihent [1/m]
τ viscolus strhess thensor [kg/(m-s2)]
τη sphectral transmitanche
τω slurfache sharhe strhess [kg/(m-s2)]
Subscripts
i, j, or k carthesian vhector or thensor componhent
η sphectral
Abbreviations
CFD Complutational fluid dynamics
CK Corrhelathed k-distriblution modhel
CPU Chentral prochessing lunit
DNS Dirhect nlumherical simlulation
EWBM Exponhential widhe band modhel
LDA Lasher Dopplher anhemomhetry
LDV Lasher Dopplher vhelocimhetry
LES Larghe-heddy simlulation
LIF Lasher-indluched fluorheschenche
PDPA Phashe Dopplher particlhe analysis
PIV Particlhe imaghe vhelocimhetry
PLIF Planar lasher-indluched fluorheschenche
RANS Rheynolds-avheraghed Naviher Stokhes
RNG Rhe-normalisation grolup
RSM Rheynolds strhess modhel
RTD Rhesistanche thempheratlurhe dhethectors
RTE Radiativhe transfher heqluation
SST Shhear strhess transport
TRI Tlurblulhenche radiation intheraction
URANS Unstheady Rheynolds-avheraghed Naviher Stokhes
WBCK Widhe band corrhelathed-k mhethod
WSGGM Wheighthed-slum-of-grhey-gashes modhel
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The computational prediction of turbulent swirling diffusion flames poses a well known, 
difficult and challenging problem that has been studied by many researchers. The objective of 
the present article is to provide an experimental and computational study of swirling diffusion 
gas flames using a different approach to validation of the predictions. Detailed description of 
the experiment, the testing facility, measuring procedure and instrumentation is provided. List 
of adjustable components of the staged gas burner is also given with operation ranges of these 
parameters. Attention is paid to the way steady state conditions are achieved and identified in 
the experiments. Obtained measured results are analysed with regard to the propagation of 
uncertainty. The particular experiment and its settings chosen to be modelled by a CFD 
approach is described as well. Boundary conditions as well as key sub-models for turbulence 
and chemistry are specified. Finally 4 numerically successful simulations are reported. The 
results show an unexpectedly large deviation of predicted wall heat fluxes from the real 
experimental values. 
 
1 Introduction 
Turbulent swirling diffusion flames belong among the most popular in industrial practice, 
while their prediction using Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations poses a 
very difficult task. This work reports highly reliable experimental data of local heat fluxes 
along the combustion chamber and uses them to validate numerical combustion simulations. 
The investigation has been performed in a large-scale experimental combustion chamber with 
a low-NOx natural gas burner with staged gas supply and firing capacity of 1.2 MW.  
Intensity of the swirling motion at burner outlet is a very important design parameter and 
for its specification are used several alternative swirl number definitions [1, 2]. As 
documented in [3] and manifested in recent publications (e.g. [4]), a formula that gradually 
became the most popular defines swirl number as the ratio of axial flux of tangential 
momentum to the axial flux of axial momentum.  
The prediction of swirling flames using Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 
models has proven to be fairly difficult. Conclusions obtained e.g. by International Flame 
Research Foundation (IFRF) in their research of swirling pulverised coal burners [5] or by 
Barreiros et al. in research of fluid fuel burners [6] and again recently by German and 
Mahmud for gas fuels [7] confirm the preceding statement. The reasons of significant 
discrepancies between RANS model predictions and measurements in swirling flames are not 
very clear, especially as the predictions of non-swirling flames are much more reliable [8].  
It is nevertheless a matter of fact that really reliable predictions of swirling flames 
appeared only recently and in all cases they were based on Large-eddy simulations (LES), see 
e.g. [9-11]. Therefore they entail computational requirements several orders of magnitude 
higher than RANS models. That is also the reason why the investigated burners had in all but 
few exceptional cases very simple designs. To the authors’ knowledge, only in facilities like 
the Center for turbulence research at the Stanford University, where computational resources 
are top-level (including the world’s fastest supercomputer Blue Gene with over 200.000 
processors), researchers have attempted to simulate industry-relevant applications [12]. 
The target of research of swirling diffusion gas flames at UPEI VUT thus is not an 
accurate prediction of in-flame properties. Instead, the focus is on utilising the length-wise 
segmental design of the combustion chamber with accurate monitoring of local heat loads for 
tuning of RANS models. It is expected that in this way, it will be possible to gain control over 
the simulated flame length. The reasons for mildly optimistic expectations are found in good 
experiences of other authors in solving similar problems (see e.g. [6] or [13]), even though 
those works have been concerned with in-flame properties and not wall heat fluxes. 
2 Measurement 
Experimental analysis of turbulent swirling diffusion flames has been performed in order 
to provide a solid ground for the validation of numerical predictions. The experimental work 
was previously documented in [14, 15, 16]. The information included in this text has however 
different objective than those other works and concentrates on factors, related to the 
validation of numerical predictions. 
2.1 The experimental facility 
Experiment was performed on a water-cooled horizontal combustion chamber (1 m 
internal diameter and 4 m length, maximum admissible burner capacity about 1.8 MW) with 
low-NOx burner firing natural gas. Shell of the combustion chamber is divided into seven 
sections, six of which are 0.5 m long and the seventh (nearest to the exhaust) section has 1 m. 
Each of the sections has separate water inlet and outlet and is equipped by a water flow meter 
and temperature sensors, serving to measure the heat transfer rate. Hot water from the 
combustor is cooled in a cooling tower placed outside of the testing facility.  
Each section of the combustion chamber is equipped by two inspection windows 
opposite to each other. Also both ends of the chamber have two inspection windows for 
optical flame inspection. 
The gas supply is connected to a medium-pressure natural gas main and reduced to the 
approx. 45 kPa. Gas pressure, temperature and flow rate is measured and employed to 
calculate gas mass flow rate. Small and simple auxiliary burner is used for flame ignition and 
stabilisation, which is firing about 20 kW of total gas supply. 
2.2 Description of the burner 
The low-NOx gas burner used in the experiments is equipped with staged gas supply, has 
single air stream, swirl generator (flame holder), primary gas choke (orifice plate) secondary 
jets the position of which is adjustable in axial, radial and tangential direction. The burner was 
used to perform a total of 146 measurements with different burner's setting. Adjustable 
components were as follows: 
• Burner duty  
• Diameter of swirl generator 
• Pitch angle of the swirl generator's blades 
• Diameter of primary gas choke 
• Air equivalence ratio  
• Pitch angle of secondary nozzles 
• Tangential direction of secondary nozzles 
• Radial position of secondary nozzles 
• Axial position of secondary nozzles 
2.3 Instrumentation 
This section describes only sensors employed for the measurement of heat fluxes, which 
play a key role in this article.  
All temperature probes used to measure cooling water temperature are thermocouples 
Pt100 PTP50J RAWET with transmitter 4-20 mA and stainless well. Temperature is measured 
at a common supply pipe which provides water to all sections of the combustion chamber and 
also at the outlet of each section. The accuracy of all thermocouples is within class B as 
defined by the standard IEC 60751 [17].  
Water flow rate in every section is measured by a multi-jet flow meter XN-RK 04 L300 
G2 Q10-BH E K10 equipped by a pulse generator. The same flow rate meter is placed in a 
common pipe bringing water to all sections, to measure the total water flow rate. 
Gas pressure is measured using rotary natural gas meter Roots Dresser G100 and to 
determine gas pressure, ceramic pressure sensor DMK331 EEx ia IIC T6 is used. Temperature 
of gas is measured by a thermocouple probe Pt100 T1002 EEx IIC JSP Nová Paka. The 
recorded values were employed to calculate volumetric flow rate at normal conditions. For 
details see [14]. 
All measured data were collected by an automatic data acquisition system which uses 
either digital (receives pulses e.g. from water flow rate meter) or analogue (current transmitter 
devices, e.g. gas pressure meter) signals. 
2.4 Scope of experiments 
The 146 settings of the burner were used to determine sensitivity of various parameters in 
response to any combination of the independent variable factors. During the test, settings 
were given by a statistically developed plan of measurements [16].  Adjustable components 
had the following ranges: 
• Burner duty [kW] 745; 930; 1120 
• Diameter of swirl generator [mm] 240; 260; 280 
• Pitch angle of the swirl generator's blades [ °] 35; 45; 55  
• Diameter of primary gas choke [mm] 5.5; 6; 6.5 
• Air equivalence ratio  [-] 1.1; 1.15; 1.2 
• Pitch angle of secondary nozzles [ °] 20; 30; 40 
• Tangential direction of secondary nozzles [ °] 0; 22.5; 45 
• Radial position of secondary nozzles [mm] 0; 25; 50 
• Axial position of secondary nozzles [mm] 0; 40; 80 
Most changes were done manually, as they required interruption of fuel firing, 
dismounting of the burner and replacement of various parts. Due to these interruptions during 
experiments it was necessary to pay attention to stabilization of the operating conditions. This 
requirement was fulfilled by tracking the flue gas temperature in the exhaust duct. After 
achieving steady state conditions, one set of data was collected manually and three sets of 
data were saved by the data acquisition system.  
The single setup of the burner that has been used for validation of computational models 
in this work, has the following specifications: 
• Burner duty [kW] 745 
• Diameter of swirl generator [mm] 240 
• Pitch angle of the swirl generator's blades [ °] 35  
• Diameter of primary gas choke [mm] 5.5 
• Air equivalence ratio  [-] 1.1 
• Pitch angle of secondary nozzles [ °] 20 
• Tangential direction of secondary nozzles [ °] 0 
• Radial position of secondary nozzles [mm] 0 
• Axial position of secondary nozzles [mm] 0 
 
2.5 Error analysis 
Total heat fluxes on the walls of the combustion chamber were calculated from the 
following measured data:  
• inlet water temperature 
• outlet water temperature 
• water flow rate 
All measured data were accompanied by unknown measurement errors that are however 
assumed to lie within accuracy intervals given by the manufacturers of the respective sensors.  
The temperature measurements were performed by thermocouples with accuracy of class B 
[17], the maximum error of which is defined by ±(0.3+0.005|t|). The water flow rate meter has 
error estimate based on the flow rate and it is accurate to within ±0.5% of the measured value. 
In order to determine the maximum error of total heat flux measurement using the 
specified sensors, it is necessary to consider the equation used for its calculation from the 
primitive measured parameters. The equation reads: 
 ( )out inQ = m c Δt =V ρ c t t⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −&&  (1) 
where  m  [kg/s]  is water mass flow rate 
 c  [J/kg-K] specific heat capacity  
 t  [°C]  temperature and 
 ρ  [kg/m3] is water density 
Using the concept of propagation of uncertainty [18] based on equation (1) with a single 
concrete set of data resulting from the above-described settings leads for each section to error 
estimates, displayed in Table 1.  
 
Table 1  Calculated maximum errors in measured heat fluxes 
Section Heat flux 
[kW/m2] 
Maximum absolute error 
[kW/m2] 
Maximum relative error  
[%] 
s1 21.3 2.74 16.1 
s2 32.97 2.82 5.5 
s3 48.45 2.83 3.7 
s4 50.17 2.99 3.8 
s5 46.15 2.9 4 
s6 36.6 2.91 5.1 
s7 30.27 1.56 1.8 
 
2.6 Heat flux curve fitting 
The aim was to develop procedure which would offer simple approximation of the heat 
flux distribution over the chamber length by function with a small number of coefficients.  
To perform the fit of all measured heat fluxes within each section, heat fluxes [kW/m] 
were calculated from the total heat transfer rates calculated from equation (1). Length of each 
chamber section appears in Figure 1 as the width of the bars. Position of the calculated heat 
flux value (which is an average in each section) was assumed to lie in the middle of the 
sections and a function was sought that would to fit these points as well as possible. Objective 
function to be optimised was the integral of the function over each section and it was required 
to be the same as the integral of the constant average value. 
 
  
Figure 1  Curve fitting of the measured heat flux along the combustion chamber 
 
For a preliminary selection of approximation function was found helpful an on-line tool 
[19]. It is equipped with “function finder” feature allowing users to find appropriate function 
for inserted points. It's only criteria is sum of squares of residuals therefore results had to be 
checked for singular points or non-physical behaviour. Based on results from the on-line tool 
[Philips 2008] was chosen a function NIST MGH09 with five coefficients. 
 
( )2
2
a x +bx
y =
x +c+d
+e  (2) 
Due to the big amount of data to be processed, a script in Bash [20] has been used to pass 
the intended data to the Gnnuplot software [21] where built in curve fitting tool could be used. 
Initial value for all coefficients was taken from the results of the online tool. The fitted 
function was describes approximate heat flux on the combustion chamber walls. Integration 
of the function (2) over the chamber's length yields expressions shown in equation (3) and (4). 
For the integration procedure see e.g. [18]. Namely, when 24d 0c >− , then: 
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When the opposite is true ( 24d 0c <− ), then the following equation holds: 
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(4) 
where q [kW/m] is the heat flux 
  a,b,c,d,e [-] coefficients of function y 
  x [m]  axial coordinate in the combustion chamber 
A statistics of the errors of the approximation fit is shown in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2  Summary of errors in the fitting function 
 RSS s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 all 
 [-] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] 
Average error 4.94 3.34 2.01 1.99 1.73 1.2 1.82 3.41 2.21 
Minimal error 0.04 0.1 0.07 0 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.07 0 
Maximal error 42.05 41.84 6.56 5.99 5.71 3.41 8.2 10.72 41.84 
 
3 Computations 
Computations were performed to validate several mathematical models with the 
measured axial profile of heat fluxes. This is a unique evaluation, as revealed by the literature 
review, included in the Introduction. All computations were performed using CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) software FLUENT, v. 6.3.26 [22] from company ANSYS, 
Inc. 
3.1 Geometry and computational grid 
For the computational analysis, a model of the chamber with supply air duct has been 
developed. All the geometry was modelled with maximum care and attention to detail; only 
few details were deemed unimportant and therefore neglected. The modelled geometry and a 
photograph of the burner testing facility are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
 
 
Figure 2  Photograph of the burner testing facility 
 
The geometry model was meshed by a combination of hexahedra and tetrahedral, with 
large majority of hexahedra. The total number of finite volume cells in the resulting 
computational grid was 1,156,788. Thus, for reasonable computational times it was necessary 
to run the simulations on a parallel machine, in this case a cluster with 22 CPUs, 2 GB per 
CPU of operating memory and fast interconnect Myrinet. 
The diameter of each gas nozzle has been adjusted to compensate non-ideal 
approximation of the round orifice by the cells of mesh. Every jet has been meshed with four 
deformed quadrilateral cells so that the circumference was approximated by eight edges. That 
would lead to area decrease of about 10 %. This effect has been eliminated by enlarging the 
diameter of each jet as follows: 
? Primary jet 1 – from 2.6 mm to 2.74 mm 
? Primary jet 2 – from 3 mm to 3.16 mm 
? Secondary jet – from 3.3 to 3.48 mm 
 
 
Figure 3  Computational model geometry 
3.2 Boundary conditions 
For proposed model, there were a total of 4 different types of boundary conditions. 
Namely mass flow inlets (gas and air), pressure outlet, cooled walls of the segmental 
combustion chamber and adiabatic walls approximating all other walls. The inputs for the 
calculation were based on the measured flow rate of gas and O2 concentration measured in the 
exhaust. From these values and using several simplifying assumptions (e.g. assuming simple 
composition of air), it is possible to determine very precisely the air mass flow rate. 
Distribution of gas between the primary and secondary stages was controlled by the 
applied choke. It would be technically possible to calculate the distribution of mass flow rate 
based on manual evaluation of pressure drops in all elements of the gas distribution elements 
in the burner using tables (e.g. [23]), but  this could be quite inaccurate due to the close 
neighbourhood of the local flow resistances. Therefore a CFD model of the gas distribution 
system within the burner was simulated beforehand in order to determine the gas distribution 
to the primary and secondary nozzles. 
3.3 Applied turbulence and chemistry models 
It is well known that models assuming homogeneous isotropic turbulence (like two-
equation models) are unable to work well in swirling flows with significant orthotropic 
turbulence effects. Moreover, the reported predictions of swirling flames using any RANS 
approach appear to be biased in a varying degree as discussed in the Introduction. The two 
applied turbulence models were selected as they represent viable tools for engineering 
applications. Large-Eddy modelling of the present system would most likely be adequate, but 
extremely computationally demanding. 
The applied turbulence models included the well-known k-ε model [24] in its realizable 
variant [25] and also a second-order closure, also called Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) [26]. 
All the model equations are well described in the FLUENT program documentation [22].  
Fast chemistry model was the first approach adopted for simulation of the combustion 
reactions. Combustion of methane is in this model represented by a single step global 
reaction, the rate of which is controlled solely by turbulent mixing [27]. The underlying 
assumption is thus that mixed = burned, or that chemical reaction rates are much faster than 
the mixing.  
The second option of chemistry model was a steady strained laminar flamelet approach 
as documented e.g. in [28] and described in detail in [22]. This model allows for greater 
precision in predicting non-equilibrium chemistry and should perform better than the simple 
eddy-dissipation model.  
4 Results and discussion 
The simulations revealed that the simulated burner with air supply duct and combustion 
chamber is essentially an unsteady problem. Convergence of steady-state models was in some 
cases very hard if impossible to attain. The most important parameter from the point of view 
of this study, i.e. wall heat fluxes, typically displayed oscillatory character with large 
amplitude (on the order of 10 kW/m2).  
It was therefore impossible to successfully conclude calculation in steady state with RSM 
and EDM (eddy-dissipation model). On the other hand, laminar flamelet chemistry appeared 
to have a stabilising effect on the simulations and it was thus possible to complete 
successfully both combinations of laminar flamelets with k-ε model and RSM. Further to that, 
unsteady simulation combining k-ε model and laminar flamelets was conducted to provide a 
more rigorous representation. The obtained results are included in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4  Measured and predicted heat fluxes in sections of the combustion chamber (burner is at the left side) 
 
It is apparent that all predictions over-estimate the total heat transfer rate, absorbed by the 
cooled walls (numerical values show increase by about 20% to 30%). Also, the flames 
predicted by these models are in all cases longer than in the measured profile.  
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Figure 5  Measured and predicted heat fluxes in sections of the combustion chamber (burner is at the left side), 
eddy-dissipation model for the chemistry 
 
Figure 5 shows the predicted wall heat fluxes using the simple EDM chemistry model, 
coupled with the two-equation k-ε model. In this case the prediction is qualitatively better 
than in the case of laminar flamelets (total heat transfer greater than measurement by 11%). 
The predicted flame length is however still substantially greater than in the measured profile.  
Unsteady computations with the same model settings were attempted as well, but due to 
limited hardware resources it was not feasible to obtain a sufficiently large data set for time 
averaging. The results have a character of instantaneous profiles and they are hard to compare 
with the average values obtained in the measurements. The variability of heat fluxes in the 
unsteady computations was similar to that, reported above for not converging steady-state 
formulations (on the order of 10 kW/m2). 
5 Conclusions 
The reported work provides a rigorous validation of several mathematical models, 
relevant to practical CFD analysts, in an equally relevant combustion application, i.e. swirling 
diffusion flames. High-quality experimental data for model validation are provided that have 
been obtained in a new burner testing facility. Accuracy of the measured heat fluxes is also 
rigorously determined. Calculated heat flux profiles are not in a good agreement with the 
measurements, which has been expected, but the size of the deviations is quite great. This has 
implications for the predictions of various industry-relevant applications, as swirl-stabilised 
burners prevail in a large number of applications. 
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Prediction of  wall  heat  transfer  in  combustion chambers  attracts  attention of  design 
engineers in process industry due its implications for the construction of combustors 
and boilers. Firstly, this paper addresses the reliability and accuracy of an experiment 
performed in a large-scale experimental combustion chamber equipped with staged-gas 
non-premixed 745 kW burner. The experiment serves as means to determine boundary 
conditions and validate predictions by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software. 
Several accuracy issues of the used measuring gauges and instruments are discussed 
with focus on wall heat fluxes and stabilization of the measured data. 
Second part of the paper presents CFD simulations of the combustor using Reynolds-
averaged  Navier-Stokes  (RANS)  models  and  validates  them by  the  measured  data. 
Overall model configuration, boundary conditions and key sub-models for turbulence 
and chemistry are summarised. Deviations of the predictions from the experiment are 
discussed and possible explanations are offered.
Introduction
Diffusion  swirling  gas  combustion  is  a  favoured  solution  in  many  industrial 
applications. Thus a lot of recent research work was focused on its analysis in several 
ways.  Experiments  seem  to  be  an  irreplaceable  reliable  method  for  verification  of 
computational models. Most authors dealing with computational fluid dynamical (CFD) 
simulations  of  swirling  diffusion  flames  use  experimental  data  in  their  work  for 
comparison e.g.  German and Mahmud (2005) and  Khelil et al. (2008). These papers 
however use detailed data describing the internal  structure of  the respective flames. 
Such a complete information is however rarely available. 
Many  experiments  follow  narrow  particular  objectives,  e.g.  to  determine  pollutant 
formation rates and species concentration fields, temperature field, or velocity field. The 
respective experiment set up is then suitable only for a specific objective, e.g. Kermes et 
al.  (2008).  The view adopted in  this  work  is  more  practical  and  holistic  as  we are 
interested namely in the prediction of wall heat fluxes. 
Numerical simulations presented in this paper use Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS)  equations.  This  approach  is  preferred  in  practical  applications  due  its 
reasonable  CPU  requirements,  unlike  more  advanced  approaches  as  Large  Eddy 
Simulations or Direct Numerical Simulations. However, numerous works show that the 
prediction of swirling diffusion gas flames using RANS equations is a difficult task, see 
e.g. Warnatz et al.  (1996) or Weber et al.  (1995). Therefore the correct use of RANS 
models for practical swirling diffusion flames in a large-scale furnace with experimental 
validation is the main objective of the present work.
Experimental set-up
The measurements have been performed at a burner testing facility of the UPEI VUT 
Institute, which has been described in detail by Bělohradský et al. (2008), Kermes et al. 
(2008) and Kermes et al.  (2007). The combustion chamber has 1 m internal diameter 
and is 4 m long, water cooled. The burner used in the experiments is a gas-staged 745 
kW low-NOx type (see Fig. 1). The shell of the chamber is divided into seven sections, 
enabling evaluation and monitoring of heat flux in each section. The length of the first 
six sections is 0.5 m and the last one is 1 m long. 
Previous research  in  the facility was focused  on parametric  studies  of  the effect  of 
burner parameters on pollutant formation as documented by Kermes et al. (2007). In the 
present work, the objective is heat transfer analysis, which required adjustments of the 
measuring procedures.  The  main  difference  is  in  the  time  scope  because  pollutants 
formation  analysis  is  much less  time consuming,  since  stabilization of  the  flue  gas 
species  composition  is  mainly  related  to  the  flame  temperature  (outlet  flue  gas 
temperature).  Flue  gas  temperature  has  been  a sufficient  indicator  of  a  steady state 
condition for the NOx formation analysis, whereas it was observed that heat fluxes need 
much longer time for stabilization (see Fig. 2) and thus the outlet temperature could not 
be used as an indicator of stabilisation any more.
Figure 2: Heat fluxes during the long-term experiment
Figure 1: a) Gas-stage burner b) Combustor
It was necessary to perform experiment with a stabilizing period long enough to achieve 
steady state condition in terms of the wall heat fluxes. Thus stable heat fluxes in each 
individual section had to be achieved in order to obtain reliable data. Fig. 2 shows start-
up and stabilization process of the experiment.
Error analysis
The main focus of this paper is on the heat fluxes. Thus error analysis concentrates on 
three related quantities,  namely inlet cooling water temperature, outlet cooling water 
temperature and cooling water flowrate.Calculations are based on the methodology of 
propagation  of  uncertainty  according  to  Braembussche  (2001).  For  the  heat  flux 
calculation is used the following simple equation:
Q=V c p t / A (1)
where Q is heat flux rate [kW/m2],
ρ is density [kg/m3],
V is water flow rate [m3/h],
cp is specific heat [kJ/kg],
Δt is temperature difference [K] and
A is area of the section [m2].
Therefore two basic equations for error propagation have to be used:
 t=t out−t in :  t
2 =a2t in
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(3)
Table  1  and  Fig.  3  show  the  results  of  error  analysis  and  also  comparison  of 
measurements. Objective of the first  was pollutant  emission analysis with a demand 
only on stabilisation of outlet flue gas temperature and emission levels and the other 
Figure 3: Comparison of two measurements with different objectives
focuses on stabilised heat fluxes. Finally an obvious and clearly observable, but very 
important fact needs to be stressed, namely that the uncertainty discussed above does 
not include deviations due to  poorly stabilised wall heat loads.
Tab. 1: Heat fluxes from the two experiments focused on emission characteristics vs.  
wall heat loads 
Objective: Pollution measurement Objective: Heat Fluxes
Q Absolute Error Relative Error Q Absolute Error Relative Error
kW/m2 kW/m2 % kW/m2 kW/m2 %
Section 1 21.05 2.71 12.87 18.88 1.37 7.23
Section 2 32.59 1.92 5.88 28.53 1.11 3.88
Section 3 47.89 1.98 4.13 45.84 1.06 2.32
Section 4 49.59 2.09 4.21 52.39 1.08 2.05
Section 5 45.61 2.02 4.43 50.20 1.07 2.13
Section 6 36.17 1.99 5.51 41.19 1.11 2.70
Section 7 29.92 1.21 4.06 30.64 0.61 1.98
Computational set-up
The aim of the numerical study was the prediction of steady-state heat fluxes through 
the water-cooled walls of the combustion chamber.  Since the case involves swirling 
non-premixed combustion, the problem is at the utmost limits of current state-of the art 
RANS models as discussed in the introduction and a proper validation is thus required.
For numerical analysis the meshed model consisted mostly of hexahedral cells (97 %). 
The  total  number  of  computational  cells  was  1,156,788.  Simulation-relevant  details 
were  modelled  including  air  supply  ductwork,  swirl  generator  and  fuel  jets  (see 
Fig. 1a,b). The jet diameters were adjusted to compensate nozzle area reduction in the 
meshed model, as compared to the real cross-sectional area. 
Four different types of boundary conditions have been used. Namely mass flow inlets 
(gas and air), pressure outlet, Dirichlet condition for walls of the segmental combustion 
chamber (constant cooling water temperature) and all other walls were approximated as 
adiabatic. The boundary condition used in the present simulations for the water-cooled 
segmental wall is slightly idealised. The assumption was made that cooling is highly 
efficient and temperature boundary layer can be neglected. Thus logarithmic average of 
the  inlet  and  outlet  temperature  of  each  section  was  deemed  adequate  as  an 
approximation of the wall temperature.
All  computations  performed  were  using  RANS  equations  coupled  with  Eddy 
Dissipation Model (EDM) (Magnussen and Hjertager, 1977). For RANS coupled with 
Flamelet model see Hájek et al. (2008). Three different turbulence models were tested. 
The most computationally costly was the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) (Fluent, 2006), 
but it displayed high unsteadiness when used with second order discretization scheme. 
Other two turbulence models were two-equation models: SST k-ω (Menter, 1994) and 
realizable  k-ε  (Shih  et  al.,  1995).  All  models  were  used  with  the  third  order 
discretization  scheme  QUICK  (Leonard  and  Mokhtari,  1990) for  momentum  and 
density equations and Pressure Staggering Option (PRESTO!) (Patankar, 1980) for the 
pressure (continuity) equation.
Results and discussion
As can be seen in  Fig.  4,  the results show that all simulations overestimated the wall 
heat fluxes. RSM and k-ε  overpredict the total heat flux by 10 %. These two models 
give similar results, acceptably agreeing with measured values in the first three sections, 
but  strongly  overestimating  heat  fluxes  in  the  last  three  sections.  This  leads  to  a 
conclusion that EDM when used with k-ε or RSM models is unable to predict length of 
the flame accurately. This is in agreement with Warnatz et al.  (1996) who show that 
EDM highly overpredicts the temperature in the end of the flame. 
However, the k-ω model when coupled with EDM predicts qualitatively reasonably well 
the  heat  flux  profile  over  the  whole  length  of  the  chamber  and  fails  only  in  the 
identification of absolute values. The overall difference of extracted heat is again 10 %.
Conclusion
The reported work presents a rigorous method of identification of boundary condition 
values for numerical analysis. It points out the importance of correct experimental set-
up  and  discusses  achieved  accuracy  for  the  reported  experiments.  Error  analysis  is 
performed to increase reliability and credibility of the measurements. 
The  results  of  the  CFD  simulations  are  not  completely  satisfactory,  but  the  k-ω 
turbulence  model  coupled  with  simple  eddy-dissipation  chemistry  model  predicts 
qualitatively well the overall profile of wall heat fluxes. This combination of models 
performs better  than  eddy-dissipation chemistry coupled  with the  RSM and the  k-ε 
turbulence models. 
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ABSTRACT
Prediction  of  wall  heat  fluxes  in  combustion  chambers  attracts  attention  of  design  engineers  in 
process  industry due  to  its  implications  for  the  construction  of  combustors,  boilers  and  similar 
devices.  Furthermore, reliable experimental evaluation of the heat loads in large-scale experiment is 
rare. This work deals with stability issues observed in simulation of swirling diffusion gas flames and 
compares  them to the real-world experiment  and its  instability.  Steady and unsteady simulations 
using Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are discussed. The experimental facility 
has a sectional water cooled combustion chamber equipped with a staged-gas 745 kW low-NOx type 
burner with axial-type swirl generator.
Key Words: Combustion, CFD, Burner, Swirl, Heat Flux, Stability.
1. INTRODUCTION
Swirl-stabilised flames are very popular, especially in the so-called power burners [1] that are widely 
used  in  power  and  process  industries.  However,  it  has  been  recognised  for  long  time  that  the 
prediction of swirling diffusion flames using moment turbulence closures is extremely problematic 
[2,  3],  in  spite  of  partial  successes  [4].  Recent  progress  achieved  using  large-eddy simulations 
coupled with advanced chemistry models [5, 6] is on one hand very promising but on the other hand 
it  is  still  far  from  being  applicable  to  industrial  problems  due  to  excessive  computational 
requirements, tractable only using supercomputing facilities. 
Industry primarily requires predictions of wall heat fluxes (typically for membrane walls or tubes). In 
spite of that, combustion modelling research almost exclusively focuses on the details of flame core 
structure and wall heat loads are typically disregarded. The present work thus focuses on validation 
of  computationally manageable  Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes  (RANS)  models  by accurately 
measured local wall  heat fluxes. The experiments were performed at a new experimental facility 
described in [1, 7]. The paper extends previous work reported in [8] which dealt with error analysis 
of the experimental data and reported several heat flux predictions. The target here is to identify some 
of the sources of deviation from experimental results.
2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
Combustion chamber of the testing facility was designed for maximum firing capacity of 2 MW and 
consists of 7 water-cooled sections enabling separate heat flux monitoring. The wall material is steel 
covered with high-temperature black paint for increased emissivity. Industrial-type low-NOx, natural 
gas  burner with staged gas supply (8 primary and 8 secondary nozzles)  and an axial-type swirl 
generator were employed for the experiment. The firing rate was adjusted to 745 kW. 
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3. IDENTIFICATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Boundary conditions were an all-important factor in model set-up. Most conditions were easy to 
evaluate  thanks to  the  measuring instrumentation of  the  facility – e.g.  natural  gas  flow rate  and 
temperature, air flow rate and temperature, etc. Besides these, some boundary conditions were much 
harder to evaluate accurately and these were deemed to be responsible for a significant part of  the 
observed deviations from measurements [8]. Wall temperature on the water side was one these hard-
to-determine parameters.  
Heat  transfer  through  the  cooled  walls  depends  on  one  hand  on  hot-side  properties  (radiation 
contributes by about 90%) and on the other hand it is influenced by heat transfer coefficient and 
surface temperature on the  water-side. Local  boiling was possible only in places with low water 
velocity (considering  inlet water temperature was 21°C and outlet about 30°C), but water flow in 
each section was directed by a helical fin for minimization of such dead zones.
Computational model of a single cooling section has been created to study the heat transfer on the 
water side in detail, assuming no boiling and a uniform heat flux from the flame side. Contours of 
calculated  water-side  surface  temperature  are  shown  in  Fig.  1.  The  highest  temperatures were 
however incorrect due to the missing boiling model. Therefore temperatures above the boiling point 
(124.2 °C at 236.4 kPa) [9] served only  to identify locations of  local boiling. Real values lay in 
between the boiling point and the displayed value due to increased heat transfer coefficient caused by 
boiling [10]. Area weighted average from the calculated values over the heat-exchanging surface was 
96 °C. Future work is necessary to adjust this value while taking the boiling into account. Currently 
all  simulations presented in  this  work  used  an estimated  value of   80 °C as  the  wall  boundary 
condition.
4. COMPUTATIONAL SET-UP
Modelling of  the swirling diffusion flame was performed using several  turbulence models and a 
simple fast chemistry model with one global reaction as implemented in commercial code FLUENT 
6.3.26 [11]. Specifically the baseline model included turbulence model SST k-ω, discrete-ordinates 
radiation model  with weighted-sum-of-gray-gases cell-based model for the absorption coefficient, 
one-step  reaction  mechanism  and  pressure-velocity  coupling  using  so-called  pressure-staggering 
option. During the computation,  several stability issues were observed that are discussed in the next 
section.  Standard computational procedures were followed,  namely start up without radiation  and 
switching to higher-order discretization scheme (QUICK) after the solution almost converged. This 
was performed firstly for the density and after several iterations also for the velocity. Increasing the 
order of discretization for velocity caused severe instability in the calculated heat fluxes (see Fig.2) 
but was crucial for accuracy.
FIGURE 1. Contours of surface temperature [°C]
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5. STABILITY PHENOMENA
One of the biggest issues of numerical computations is convergence and stability. In the present case 
of combustion calculation we focus on the stabilization of  heat  fluxes. Fig.  2 shows convergence 
history of heat flux for all 7 sections of the combustion chamber. One can see that after application of 
the QUICK  discretization scheme  in the momentum equations (at  9000 iterations),  the calculation 
became strongly unstable with the amplitude of heat flux fluctuations up to 6 kW/m2. This problem 
prevailed even after modification of relaxation factors and with other higher-order schemes. 
The primary reason for the observed instability was found in the physics of the flow. [12] explains 
that  in swirl  combustion  several  types  of  fluctuations  and  instabilities,  e.g.  flame  wobble  and 
precessing vortex core are present. Measured instabilities in the heat fluxes (naturally smoothed out 
by the averaging and damping effect of the steel walls and cooling water) are also displayed in Fig. 3. 
It  is  important  to  note  that  the  RANS  modelling  approach  cannot  properly  account  for  these 
fluctuations but it was not discarded based on the reasoning presented in the Introduction. 
Fig. 4 displays instantaneous results from iterations 8900, 13000, 16000 and 19000 as snapshots from 
the iteration history shown in Fig. 2. The changes in reported heat fluxes are well visible.
A more reliable value (than instantaneous) of the heat fluxes was obtained through simple averaging 
of  the results over certain range of iterations. Rate of fluctuation  was taken into account  via non-
symmetric error bars defined as follows:
q '=q−q , for q '0 : up=
1
n∑0
n
q ' , for q '0 : down=
1
n∑0
n
q '  (1)
where q is instantaneous heat flux, q is  the average, q' is fluctuation and σ is mean deviation.
A comparison of measured and average heat fluxes from the histories shown in Fig. 2 (averaged from 
9 500 up to 19 000  iterations) is shown in  Fig.  5,  including non-symmetric error bars  defined in 
  FIGURE 3. Heat flux stabilization in experimentFIGURE 2. Convergence history of heat fluxes
FIGURE 4. Comparison of instantaneous heat fluxes 
at different iterations (SST k-ω)
FIGURE 5. Heat fluxes averaged over 9 500 
iterations
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equation (1).  The figure includes also averages obtained using two other RANS models,  namely 
realizable k-ε model and a second-order Reynolds-stress model.
6. CONCLUSION
Measured data from a large-scale industrial-type swirl combustor were used to validate simulations. 
Thermal boundary condition at the cooled walls was analyzed in detail. The total deviation  of  the 
best computed result (SST k-ω) after averaging was 12.6 %, which is considered acceptable thanks to 
the complexity of the problem.  Stability issues in calculated and measured heat transfer were studied 
and averaging method was described.
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INTRODUCTION
Study of flame structure is the subject of long-lasting
interest of the combustion modeling community. Detailed
in-flame measurements of temperature, velocity and species
concentrations have served for the validation of all existing
combustion models. Unlike the in-flame properties, wall
heat fluxes have been used for model validation only rarely.
Heat flux measurements reported in the literature are either
spot measurements or global heat transfer rates. Spot
measurements however mostly provide just the thermal
irradiation flux, not the actual radiative or total heat transfer
rate (e.g. in the study of industrial furnaces and boilers [1-
3]). Likewise, global heat transfer rates calculated from the
hot water (steam) production are insufficient for the
validation of detailed predictions.
In contrast to that, the interest of engineering community
focuses primarily on local heat fluxes and pollutant
emissions. Emissions are studied namely to ensure
compliance with legislative regulations (e.g. [4]), while heat
fluxes are required to check proper furnace design and to
ensure safe operation. It is thus apparent that the correct
prediction of local heat fluxes on heat transfer surfaces is
one of the most important aspects of practical combustion
simulations that should receive adequate attention.
Swirling combustion
Our understanding of phenomena that are at work in
swirling diffusion flames is quite advanced, as shows recent
extensive review of dynamic instabilities in swirl combustion
systems [5]. However, the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) modeling of swirling diffusion flames registered little
success until the advances in large eddy simulations (LES) in
the last decade. This was mainly due to the deficiencies
of available first-order and second-order turbulence closures
in characterizing the complex three-dimensional swirling
and reacting flow structure [6-10].
Swirl-stabilized non-premixed flames are frequently used
in industrial burners, but they present one of the most
difficult problems to predict computationally. The effects
affecting predictions are still under investigation. 
Authors of recent works were focused on inflame detailed
study e.g. turbulence and its relation to chemical kinetics
[11], radiation and radiant properties of the species and
precessing vortex core phenomena.
Only with the advances in large eddy simulations (LES),
successful predictions of in-flame properties were reported
[12-14]. The LES approaches are unfortunately still too
computationally expensive for the simulation of large-scale
fired heaters due to their huge dimensions (on the order of 10
m) and the need to resolve fine features like gas nozzles with
diameters on the order of 1 mm. The only viable alternative
for practical predictions are therefore models based on first
order or second order turbulence closures.
Wall heat fluxes
The local heat loads to tubes (in fired heaters),
to membrane walls (in boilers), or combustion chamber walls
(cooled as well as refractory-lined), are key parameters
required by designers from CFD combustion analysts. Wall
heat fluxes and wall temperatures are required to be uniform
and their peaks to lay below certain hard limit values given
by material strength considerations. Measurement of local
heat loads in industrial conditions is possible only using
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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this work is the measurement of local heat fluxes from confined non-premixed swirling gas flame
absorbed into water cooled walls. Presented are two thermal duties 745 kW and 1120 kW fired in a large-scale combustion
chamber. Measured data are intended for use as a benchmark. Its purpose is to validate computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
codes against reliable and transparent measurements. The uniqueness of reported measurements is in the scale of the
experimental facility and its ability to provide accurate data at above thermal duties. The data uncertainty is also discussed.
The experimental facility is described including complete geometry of the burner and combustion chamber to enable use of
the measured data by the other researchers. The entire geometry is made available in the STEP format.
special heat flux probes that cannot provide reliable detailed
data covering the whole heat transfer area, but only a limited
number of discrete points. An overview of available
instrumentation is provided e.g. in [15] and [16]. The best
way to measure local heat fluxes clearly would be different 
to measure directly the heat absorbed by walls on the heated
medium side (e.g. steam or water). Such segmental design is
naturally impracticable in industrial furnaces, but actually
quite common in laboratory reactors (except for the missing
heat-transfer related instrumentation), see e.g. [10] and [17]. 
Thanks to the fact that fouling and slagging are absent in
gas combustion, the heat flux data measured by probes are
more reliable than in e.g. pulverized fuel combustors. Even
though, the accuracy of available measurement methods is on
the order of several percent. For the measurements of thermal
irradiation flux are often used ellipsoidal radiometers
(accuracy ± 5 %) and water-cooled circular foil heat flux
radiometers (accuracy ± 2 %) [3]. The latter ± 2 % accuracy
is about the best we can achieve with heat flux metering
probes. As reported in [3], differences of values measured by
these two methods may however reach up to 12 %, thus
decreasing the credibility of point heat flux measurements.
Experiments
Experimental investigation is irreplaceable part of the
research process in computational fluid dynamics. The
computer codes and simulations are validated against well
described experiments. Numerous detailed in-flame measured
data are available for a range of swirl burners. In fact,
a number of research groups have performed coordinated
efforts to characterize several swirling diffusion gas flames
by various experimental methods. One of the most notable
projects was the TECFLAM cooperation performed by five
institutes in Germany, which yielded numerous publications
(e.g. [6,7,18,19]) and a validation database (presently
available upon request). The burner used in these works had
a thermal duty of 150 kW and the swirl number at the burner
orifice was 0.9. Other sets of data were collected for gas
turbine combustors, e.g. [12,20-22] on flames up to 35 kW
(in the referenced works). Another remarkable project is the
Sydney swirl burner experimental database [23,24] which
represents the unconfined turbulent swirl gas combustion.
Many other burner geometries were investigated
worldwide, covering various fuel injection systems and swirl
generation systems, see e.g. [25-29]. The thermal duties of
burners in all these studies ranged from several kilowatts up
to about hundred kilowatts, i.e. they were all laboratory-scale
experiments. It is also important to note that without
exception all these studies focused on detailed in-flame
measurements and paid little or no attention to the heat
transfer to combustion chamber walls (in cases with
non-adiabatic walls).
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
Geometry
The construction of the semi-industrial experimental
facility for burners up to 2 MW was aimed at providing
variable length of combustion chamber and accurate heat flux
and emission measurements. The main feature distinguishing
the test facility at Brno University of Technology from others
is the ability to measure local heat transfer rates to the cooled
walls, which is enabled by segmental design of the
combustion chamber. There are up to seven water cooled
segments of the combustion chamber, see Fig. 1 and 2. All
internal segments have the same flame-facing area of
1.57 m2, whereas the first and seventh section have 1.26 m2
and 3.14 m2, respectively. The last three segments are
removable which allows adjustment of the combustion
chamber length.
Figure 1: Combustion chamber and main parts of the data
acquition system
Figure 2: Industrial-scale combustor
Inlet and outlet temperature and water flow rate data are
collected at every section by an automatic data acquisition
system and local heat flux is calculated. The total firing rate
of the burner is calculated from the gas flow rate measured by
rotary flow meter and adjusted by pressure and temperature
readings to normal conditions. The excess air ratio is
calculated from oxygen concentration in the exhaust gases.
The burner was a low-NOx design with staged gas supply
(Fig. 3) and axial swirl generator, fired by natural gas. Swirl
generator with diameter 240 mm consisting of 8 vanes acts as
a flame holder. Gas inlet consists of twelve primary nozzles
and eight secondary nozzles. Eight of the primary nozzles
have diameter 2.6 mm and the other four 3.0 mm. All the
primary nozzles are drilled in a nozzle head located on the
burner axis. 
Secondary gas injection is performed by four additional
nozzle heads located in regular intervals around annular air
channel which surrounds the primary nozzle head. Each
of the four secondary nozzle heads has two nozzles with
a diameter of 3.3 mm. 
Flame ignition and stabilization is performed by a small
(25 kW) premixed natural-draft pilot burner. Its thermal duty
was included in the total thermal duty.
The burner performance was set at 745 kW (Case 1) and
1120 kW (Case 2) with excess air ratio 1.1. Several
measurements previously performed at the same testing
facility, although with different objectives than in this work,
were described in [30-32].
Figure 3: Swirl burner with two gas stages
MEASURED DATA
Measured data consists of a set of records from all the
sensors at the facility. Data is automatically collected during
the entire experiment. Four sets of data were collected. There
were two performance levels 745 kW (Case 1) and 1120 kW
(Case 2). Fig. 4 shows a record of the transient heat fluxes
from Measurement 1 of the Case 1. The experiment consists
of four distinct stages: start-up, warm-up, stabilization and
stable state. The measurement procedure was kept the same
for all runs. At the beginning the flame was ignited and
brought to the desired power, then was the chamber heated
up with air equivalence ratio higher than the target value due
to safety reasons. In the stabilization period air flow rate was
adjusted to the proper value and wall heat fluxes were
monitored until reaching stable conditions. The last part was
run at the desired conditions and data collected during this
period are those, presented in this paper. The data displayed
in the tables and graphs are averaged values over 5 minutes
(Case 1) and 15 minutes (Case 2). Averaging was applied
to remove random fluctuations in the measured values. 
Each of the two regimes was measured twice to test them
for repeatability. Operating conditions during stabilization
time are shown in Tables 1 and 2. It can be seen that
reproducibility is good even though conditions were slightly
changed e.g. air temperature 19.3 °C vs 4.3 °C in Case 1
Figure 4: Section wall heat fluxes for Case 1
The deviation in the total extracted heat flux into the water
was 0.16 % for the Case 1 and 0.88 % in the Case 2. The
maximum load difference was in 3rd section 2.7 % for the
Case 2 and 2.4 % in 5th section for the Case 1. The total
extracted heat from flame (Qtotal) was evaluated from natural
gas flow rate, temperature and pressure. Equivalent methane
mass flow (mCH4) is calculated from natural gas flow rate
using the ratio of heating values of natural gas and methane.
Air flow was calculated based on oxygen concentration
in exhaust gases and the fuel flow rate.
Table 1: Operation conditions of the Case 1
Table 2: Operation conditions of the Case 2
Measured heat fluxes (extracted heat rates in each of the
seven sections along the combustion chamber) are shown
in Table 3. The displayed data are averages from the two
repeated measurements for each of the cases. The measured
time period was the same as for operation conditions. Mean
fluctuations during the averaging period are shown as well.
All of the fluctuations are under 1 % of measured heat fluxes.
The fuel distribution among primary and secondary
nozzles was determined from numerical simulation based
on total fuel flow rate since only main fuel supply pipeline
is equipped with flow meter. The fuel flow in the Case 1 was
3.84 10-3 kg/s for primary and 1.1 10-2 kg/s for secondary
nozzles. In the Case 2 the distribution was 5.79 10-3 kg/s
to the primary and 1.65 10-2 to the secondary nozzles.
Table 3: Measured heat fluxes
Average
[kW] 746 1.62 748 2.7 747
[kg/s] 0.015 1.62 0.015 2.7 0.015
[kg/s] 0.289 9.8 0.290 10.1 0.290
[°C] 20.1 1.5 12.5 2.6 16.3
[°C] 19.2 1.5 4.3 1.9 11.7
[kW] 438 4.3 438 5.27 438
RH [%] 42 90 66
Measurement 
1
Error 
[%]
Measurement  
2
Error 
[%]
Q
total
m
CH4
m
air
T
fuel
T
air
Q
water
[kW] 1115 1.6 1124 2.4 747
[kg/s] 0.022 1.6 0.022 2.4 0.548
[kg/s] 0.435 9.8 0.438 10 3.567
[°C] 20.6 1.5 13.1 2.3 11.7
[°C] 20.6 1.4 8.5 1.6 10.2
[kW] 592 3.3 597 4.2 397
RH [%] 41 81 61
Measurement 
1
Error 
est imate 
[%]
Measurement  
2
Error 
est imate 
 [%]
Average
Q
total
m
CH4
m
air
T
fuel
T
air
Q
water
[%] [%]
17.25 0.15 8.4% 21.88 0.21 6.4%
25.57 0.16 4.8% 34.05 0.27 3.5%
40.17 0.14 2.9% 53.28 0.26 2.3%
46.41 0.15 2.8% 63.58 0.24 2.0%
47.87 0.16 2.6% 65.45 0.27 1.9%
42.33 0.17 2.8% 58.9 0.29 2.0%
31.4 0.21 2.0% 42.74 0.19 1.6%
Case 1 Case 2
Heat  
flux
Mean 
fluctuat ion
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Figure 5: Comparison of measured heat fluxes in seven
sections
Instrumentation and data acquisition system
All the data from sensors are collected in the central
operator work station. The data acquisition system is industry
standard with 1-second interval except for the flow meters
which have approximately 6-second interval. Water flow is
measured by turbine flow meters equipped with optical
sensor sensing 10 000 impulses per 1 m3 of water. Flow of
the fuel (natural gas) is measured by positive displacement,
rotary type flow meter and conversion to the standard
conditions is made based on temperature and pressure
measurement. 
All temperature sensors are of type RTD Pt100 and are
placed in a steel sheath. The accuracy indicated by
manufacturer is better than +/- 0.3 °C. 
Data accuracy
Using the information from sensor manufacturers, the
accuracy of derived parameters was calculated. To do this,
the theory of error propagation [33] was utilized. E.g. the
standard deviation of product P of uncorrelated variables A
and B which have standard deviations A and B may be
calculated from the following formula:
 PP 
2
= AA 
2
 BB 
2
.
Swirl number evaluation
Swirl number is an important parameter used to
characterize the intensity of swirl in a flow. For definition see
e.g. [20] which defines swirl number in radial coordinates.
For evaluation in a CFD solver is however more suitable the
following formulation:
S =

A
uw r dA
R
A
u
2
dA
,
where u is axial velocity (m/s), w is circumferential velocity
(m/s) ,  is density (kg/m3), r is radius (m), R is the
maximum radius of the nozzle exit (m), A = surface area
(m2).
The grid was identical in all simulations, as noted above.
The calculated swirl number however substantially differed
between simulations employing the SST k- turbulence
model ( S0.48 ) and other alternatives using k-
realizable model or RSM ( S0.74 ). This may be caused
partly by insufficiently fine grid in the vicinity of swirl
generator. Grid independence study however has not been
performed so far.
MODELING
Grid was created with great care to ensure high quality.
Most of the volume of computational domain was meshed by
hexahedral cells and only in the vicinity of nozzles were used
tetrahedral elements. Total number of grid cells was
approximately 1,300,000.
Commercial code ANSYS Fluent was utilized for
simulation. Turbulence was modeled by two-equation
turbulence models that prevail in current engineering
applications of CFD in the area of reactive flows. These
include namely the realizable k model [34]. For the
description of chemical reactions and interaction with
turbulence was used eddy-dissipation (ED) model [35] with
a one-step global reaction.
Radiation was included using the discrete ordinates
method and radiative gas properties were calculated by the
weighted-sum-of-gray-gases method with data based
on [36] and [37]. Emissivity of the walls was set at 0.9.
Boundary conditions were utilized according Tab. 1 and 2.
Walls other than water cooled are assumed adiabatic.
The solutions were performed using a pressure-based
solver option of FLUENT 6.3, with the SIMPLEC solution
algorithm and generalized QUICK third-order scheme
[38] for momentum and density, and pressure staggering
option. The remaining model equations, namely the
turbulence model equations, were discretized using first order
differencing.
Steady solution was sought, but the solution did not
converge even in most stabilizing numerical settings with
first order upwind differencing and strong relaxation.
Therefore a more rigorous treatment was adopted by adding
time into the problem formulation. The resulting unsteady-
RANS (URANS) simulations display smaller fluctuations
and complete convergence is achieved in every time step with
step size 0.002 s. In order to obtain results independent of the
initial conditions at least 3 s of physical time were always
simulated, as the residence time in the combustion chamber
is about 2 s and only afterwards it was possible to start
collecting data for statistics.
Wall heat fluxes predicted by the simulation are shown in
the Fig. 6 and 7. There are significant deviation in all
sections  from 14 % to 36 %, except for the first section in
Case 1 where deviation is only 2 %.
CONCLUSIONS
Local wall heat fluxes were investigated in a cylindrical,
water-cooled large experimental combustion chamber for
nonpremixed swirling natural gas flames. Measured data are
provided for two firing rates (745 kW and 1120 kW) together
with a complete geometry of the fluid flow domain including
air duct, staged-gas burner and combustion chamber. Error
analysis is included to complete the data base. Wall heat
fluxes during measurement for Case 1 are displayed in Fig. 4.
Measured wall heat flux profiles over the chamber length for
both cases are displayed in Fig. 5. This validation benchmark
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is provided to the research community as a basis for the
validation of combustion models and codes using a problem
which is both well documented and practically relevant. The
article also includes two predictions that were performed.
Wall heat fluxes predicted by the simulations are show in
Fig. 6 and 7. It is shown that unsteady RANS computations
are required to obtain well-converged results due to internal
flow instabilities. The models included in the study
over-predict total wall heat fluxes on the cooled wall by
17.5 % to 25.1 %, which shows that engineering simulations
of swirling diffusion flames in large combustors using
approaches commonly available at the present should be used
and interpreted with caution.
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The main purpose of this work is the measurement of local heat fluxes (absorbed into 
water cooled walls) from confined non-premixed swirling gas flame. Presented are two 
thermal duties 745 kW and 1120 kW fired in a large-scale combustion chamber. 
Measured data are intended for use as a benchmark. Its purpose is to validate 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes against reliable and transparent 
measurements. The uniqueness of reported measurements is in the scale of the 
experimental facility and its ability to provide accurate data at above thermal duties. 
The data uncertainty is also discussed. The experimental facility is described including 
complete geometry of the burner and combustion chamber to enable use of the 
measured data by other researchers. The entire geometry is made available in the STEP 
format. 
1. Introduction 
Study of flame structure is the subject of long-lasting interest of the combustion 
modelling community. Detailed in-flame measurements of temperature, velocity and 
species concentrations have served for the validation of all existing combustion models. 
Unlike the in-flame properties, wall heat fluxes have been used for model validation 
only rarely. Heat flux measurements reported in the literature are either spot 
measurements or global heat transfer rates. Spot measurements however mostly provide 
just the thermal irradiation flux, not the actual radiative or total heat transfer rate, e.g. in 
the study of industrial furnaces and boilers (Kobayashi et al., 2002; Ströhle, 2004; 
Hayes et al., 2001). Likewise, global heat transfer rates calculated from the total hot 
water (steam) production are insufficient for the validation of detailed predictions. 
In contrast to that, the interest of engineering community focuses primarily on local heat 
fluxes and pollutant emissions. Emissions are studied namely to ensure compliance with 
legislative regulations, e.g. directive (EC 2001), while heat fluxes are required to check 
proper furnace design and to ensure safe operation. It is thus apparent that the correct 
prediction of local heat fluxes on heat transfer surfaces is one of the most important 
aspects of practical combustion simulations that should receive adequate attention. 
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Swirl-stabilised non-premixed flames are frequently used in industrial burners, but they 
present one of the most difficult problems to predict computationally. Only with the 
advances in large eddy simulations (LES), successful predictions of in-flame properties 
were reported e.g. in (Fureby et al., 2007; Sadiki et al., 2006; James et al., 2007; Dinesh 
et al., 2010). The LES approach is unfortunately still too computationally expensive for 
the simulation of large-scale fired heaters due to their huge dimensions (on the order of 
10 m) and the need to resolve fine features like gas nozzles with diameters on the order 
of 1 mm. The only viable alternative for practical predictions in the present as well as 
for a number of years to come thus consists of models based on first or second-order 
turbulence closures as eg. in (Khelil et al., 2009). 
2. Testing facility 
The construction of the semi-industrial experimental facility for burners up to 2 MW 
was aimed at providing variable length of combustion chamber and accurate heat flux 
and emission measurements. The main feature distinguishing the test facility at Brno 
University of Technology from others is the ability to measure local heat transfer rates 
to the cooled walls, which is enabled by segmental design of the combustion chamber. 
There are up to seven water cooled segments of the combustion chamber, see Figure 2. 
All internal segments have the same flame-facing area of 1.57 m
2
, whereas the first and 
seventh section has 1.26 m
2
 and 3.14 m
2
, respectively. The last three segments are 
removable which allows adjustment of the combustion chamber length. 
The burner was a low-NOx design with staged gas supply (Figure 1) and axial swirl 
generator, fired by natural gas. Swirl generator with diameter 240 mm consisting of 8 
vanes acts as a flame holder.  Gas inlet consists of twelve primary nozzles and eight 
secondary nozzles. Eight of the primary nozzles have diameter 2.6 mm and the other 
four 3.0 mm. All the primary nozzles are drilled in a nozzle head located on the burner 
axis. 
Secondary gas injection is performed by four additional nozzle heads located in regular 
intervals around annular air channel which surrounds the primary nozzle head. Each 
of the four secondary nozzle heads has two nozzles with a diameter of 3.3 mm. 
Flame ignition and stabilization is performed by a small (25 kW) premixed natural-draft 
pilot burner. Its thermal duty was included in the total thermal duty. 
 
Figure 1: Combustion chamber and main parts of 
the data acquisition system 
 
 
Figure 2: Swirl burner with two 
gas stages 
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The burner performance was set to 745 kW (Case 1) and 1120 kW (Case 2) with excess 
air ratio 1.1. Measurements previously performed at the same testing facility, although 
with different objectives than in this work, were described e.g. in (Kermes et al. 2008). 
3. Measurements 
Each of the two studied regimes (Case 1 and 2) was measured twice to test repeatability. 
Operating conditions during stabilization time are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that 
reproducibility is good even though conditions were slightly changed e.g. air 
temperature 19.3 °C vs. 4.3 °C in Case 1. The deviation in the total extracted heat flux 
into the water was 0.16 % for the Case 1 and 0.88 % in the Case 2. The maximum load 
difference was in 3rd section 2.7 % for the Case 2 and 2.4 % in 5
th
 section for the 
Case 1. The total extracted heat from flame (Qtotal) was evaluated from natural gas flow 
rate, temperature and pressure. Equivalent methane mass flow rate (mCH4) is calculated 
from natural gas flow rate using the ratio of heating values of natural gas and methane. 
Air flow was calculated based on oxygen concentration in exhaust gases and the fuel 
flow rate. The data displayed in the tables and graphs are averaged values over 5 
minutes (Case 1) and 15 minutes (Case 2). Averaging was applied to remove random 
fluctuations in the measured values. 
Measured heat fluxes (extracted heat rates in each of the seven sections along the 
combustion chamber) are shown in  
Table 2. The displayed data are averages from the two repeated measurements for each 
of the cases. The averaging period was the same for measured data as for operating 
conditions. Mean fluctuations during the averaging period are shown as well. All of the 
fluctuations are under 1 % of measured heat fluxes. 
Table 1: Operation conditions of the measurements 
                             Case 1 Case 2 
 
  Measu
rement 
1 
Uncert
ainty  
[%] 
Measu
rement 
2 
Uncert
ainty 
[%] 
Qtotal [kW] 746 1.62 748 2.7 
mCH4 [kg/s] 0.015 1.62 0.015 2.7 
mair [kg/s] 0.289 9.8 0.290 10.1 
Tfuel [°C] 20.1 1.5 12.5 2.6 
Tair [°C] 19.2 1.5 4.3 1.9 
Qwater [kW] 438 4.3 438 5.27 
RH [%] 42  90  
 
Measu
rement 
1 
Uncert
ainty   
[%] 
Measu
rement 
2 
Uncert
ainty   
[%] 
1115 1.6 1124 2.4 
0.022 1.6 0.022 2.4 
0.435 9.8 0.438 10 
20.6 1.5 13.1 2.3 
20.6 1.4 8.5 1.6 
592 3.3 597 4.2 
41  81  
The fuel distribution among primary and secondary nozzles was determined from 
numerical simulation of gas distributor based on total fuel flow rate since only the gas 
main is equipped with flow meter. Fuel flow rate in Case 1 was 3.84 10
-3 
kg/s for 
primary and 1.1 10
-2 
kg/s for secondary nozzles. In Case 2 the distribution was 5.79 10
-3
 
kg/s to the primary and 1.65 10
-2
 to the secondary nozzles. 
Using the information from sensor manufacturers, maximum error of heat fluxes was 
calculated and results are shown as uncertainties in  
Table 2. To do this, the theory of error propagation (Braembussche, 2001) was utilized. 
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Table 2: Measured heat fluxes 
 Case 1    Case 2   
 Heat 
flux 
Mean 
fluctuation 
Uncertainty  Heat flux 
Mean 
fluctuation 
Uncertainty 
 [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [%]  [kW/m2] [kW/m2] [%] 
Section 1 17.25 0.15 8.4%  21.88 0.21 6.4% 
Section 2 25.57 0.16 4.8%  34.05 0.27 3.5% 
Section 3 40.17 0.14 2.9%  53.28 0.26 2.3% 
Section 4 46.41 0.15 2.8%  63.58 0.24 2.0% 
Section 5 47.87 0.16 2.6%  65.45 0.27 1.9% 
Section 6 42.33 0.17 2.8%  58.9 0.29 2.0% 
Section 7 31.4 0.21 2.0%  42.74 0.19 1.6% 
 
Geometry of the flow domain in STEP format has been prepared for researchers 
interested in making their own computational analysis of the present flames. It will be 
provided upon request by the corresponding author.  
4. Verification of air flow rate measurement 
An additional procedure for the measurement of air flow rate has been implemented to 
provide verification of the primary method. The primary indirect measurement based on 
oxygen concentration in the flue gas has a long response time and rather large 
uncertainty as documented in Table 1. The calculation of air flow rate is in the primary 
method based on the measured O2 content in flue gas and measurement of natural gas 
flow rate, which itself depends on the readings of three sensors as described above.  
The second method of flow rate measurement which provides verification for the first 
one employs a vane anemometer located directly in combustion air pipe which has inner 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of measured heat fluxes in seven sections 
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diameter of 246 mm. Information from the anemometer is also automatically collected 
by the data acquisition system. The uncertainty provided by manufacturer is ±0.1 m/s 
and ±1.5 % of measured value. The readings from the vane anemometer are however 
biased due to natural non-uniformity of flow profile in the pipe and further due to slight 
non-symmetry of velocity profile at the location of measurement. This is caused by a 
90° turn of the pipe, which precedes the probe by approximately 12 diameters. In order 
to provide a reliable correction function for the vane anemometer, the turbulent flow in 
the air supply pipe has been modelled using ANSYS FLUENT software system for 
several flow rates spanning the range corresponding to admissible burner duties. The 
results displayed in Figure 4 show that the following linear correction function is 
appropriate:  
 
015.0972.0  anemair Svm , (1) 
 
where airm  [kg/s] is total air flow rate through the duct, S [m
2
]is cross-sectional area, 
 [kg/m3] is air density and anemv  [m/s] is the velocity measured by the anemometer. 
In the simulations was applied no-slip condition at the walls and wall roughness height 
equal to 0.1 mm. Table 3 provides a comparison of the corrected values from the 
anemometer with data based on the flue gas O2 measurements. 
 
Figure 4: Vane anemometer air flow rate 
Table 3: Mass flow rate of air in the supply air duct 
Predicted by flue gas 
analyzer 
kg/s 0.283 0.377 0.428 0.510 0.548 
Predicted by 
anemometer 
kg/s 0.273 0.393 0.434 0.512 0.585 
Relative deviation % -3.49 4.31 1.38 0.57 6.74 
6. Conclusions 
Local wall heat fluxes were investigated in a cylindrical, water-cooled large 
experimental combustion chamber for non-premixed swirling natural gas flames. 
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Measured data are provided for two firing rates (745 kW and 1120 kW) together with a 
complete geometry of the fluid flow domain including air duct, staged-gas burner and 
combustion chamber. Error analysis is included to complete the data base. This 
validation benchmark is provided to the research community as a basis for the 
validation of combustion models and codes using a problem which is both well 
documented and practically relevant. The article also discusses air flow rate 
measurement issues when vane anemometry is utilized. Correction function for 
particular duct size is derived to account for in-duct velocity profile. 
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The present work addresses a difficult problem often encountered in industrial furnaces and fired 
heaters, which is the prediction of swirling non-premixed gas flames in a large-scale furnace. The 
focus is on a practically very relevant parameter, i.e. the distribution of local wall heat fluxes. The 
studied burner is equipped with gas staging nozzles firing natural gas and a guide vane swirl 
generator acting as a flame holder. The combustion chamber consists of 7 water cooled segments and 
enables the measurement of local wall heat fluxes on the water-side. Two firing rates included in the 
work are 745 kW and 1120 kW. The measured data include detailed information necessary to set up 
boundary conditions including fuel and air flow rates, pressures and temperatures as well as 
distributions of wall heat fluxes extracted by the cooling water in individual segments. 
The computational part unfolds from a central problem of predicting the swirling flow generated by 
guide vane swirler. Due to the non-symmetry of the flow in the swirler caused by air duct geometry and 
bad access for detailed measurement of velocity field in the burner inlet, it was decided to include the 
air supply duct in the simulation. However, it is well known that prediction of the action of swirl 
generator is extremely difficult and thus a validation of the code is carried out using published 
measurements in a similar laboratory-scale device.    
Simulation of the non-premixed combustion is performed using unsteady RANS turbulence model 
coupled with simple eddy-dissipation chemistry model and discrete ordinates radiative heat transfer 
model. Two options for the calculation of absorption coefficient by a weighted sum of grey gases are 
discussed. Results confirm that a domain-based path length calculation is more appropriate for the 
prediction of wall heat fluxes than a cell-based option. 
Keywords: Heat flux, Swirling flow, Combustion, CFD, Turbulence. 
1. Introduction 
Study of flame structure is the subject of long-lasting interest of the combustion modelling 
community. Detailed in-flame measurements of temperature, velocity and species concentrations have 
served for the validation of all existing combustion models. Unlike the in-flame properties, wall heat 
fluxes have been used for model validation only rarely. Heat flux measurements reported in the 
literature are either spot measurements or global heat transfer rates. Spot measurements however 
mostly provide just the thermal irradiation flux, not the actual radiative or total heat transfer rate (e.g. in 
the study of industrial furnaces and boilers (Kobayashi et al., 2002; Ströhle, 2004; Hayes et al., 2001)). 
Likewise, global heat transfer rates calculated from the total hot water (steam) production are 
insufficient for the validation of detailed predictions. 
In contrast to that, the interest of engineering community focuses primarily on local heat fluxes 
and pollutant emissions. Emissions are studied namely to ensure compliance with legislative 
regulations (e.g. directive (EC 2001)), while heat fluxes are required to check proper furnace design 
and to ensure safe operation. It is thus apparent that the correct prediction of local heat fluxes on heat 
transfer surfaces is one of the most important aspects of practical combustion simulations that should 
receive adequate attention. 
Swirl-stabilised non-premixed flames are frequently used in industrial burners, but they present 
one of the most difficult problems to predict computationally. Only with the advances in large eddy 
simulations (LES), successful predictions of in-flame properties were reported (Fureby et al., 2007; 
Sadiki et al., 2006; James et al., 2007). The LES approach is unfortunately still too computationally 
expensive for the simulation of large-scale fired heaters due to their huge dimensions (on the order of 
10 m) and the need to resolve fine features like gas nozzles with diameters on the order of 1 mm. The 
only viable alternative for practical predictions in the present as well as for a number of years to come 
thus consists of models based on first or second-order turbulence closures. 
The key question in predicting swirling diffusion flames however is, whether the prediction of swirl 
using geometry of swirl generator is dependable. In the literature, only scarce instances may be found 
of measurements suitable for the validation of such swirl generation predictions (Mak and Balabani, 
2007; Fernandes et al., 2005). In most cases of advanced predictions of swirling flows including those 
mentioned above, boundary conditions on the inlet are typically specified using measured velocities 
and velocity fluctuations. Predictions validated by experimental data are almost nonexistent in peer-
reviewed journals. Occasionally, swirl is even specified by geometric swirl number, i.e. by inclination of 
swirl generator vanes (helixes) (So et al., 1985). Neither of these approaches is however suitable for 
most cases of practical predictions of swirl-stabilised gas and liquid fuel burners, due to the large 
variety of swirl generator designs used by burner vendors and due to the unavailability of detailed 
measurements. This work therefore includes a simulation of swirl generator validated by an 
experiment recently published in a peer-reviewed journal.  
2. Swirl prediction and validation 
For the validation of swirl prediction capability was used a recently published work (Mak and 
Balabani, 2007). The geometry of experimental setup was further clarified in personal communications 
with one of the authors (Balabani, 2010). Here we include only a brief summary of the experiment and 
its results.   
The measurements were performed for a vane swirl generator by optical method (particle image 
velocimetry, PIV). Geometry of the computational domain including the swirl generator is displayed in 
Figure 1. Inclination of the guide vanes in the present case is 45°.  The experimental work was 
focused on analyzing flow features in a sudden expansion and its deeper analysis by proper 
orthogonal decomposition (POD), but they measured also velocity components just above the 
expansion (x/D = −0.44) in order to determine accurately the amount of swirl in the expanding flow. 
These velocity measurements above the expansion were used in the present work to validate 
computational predictions. Working medium was water. 
Commercial CFD code ANSYS Fluent 12.1 was used for all computations. The computational grid 
was unstructured polyhedral with more than 10
6
 cells. The computations did not converge in a time-
independent formulation, therefore it was necessary to run the case in unsteady mode. Turbulence 
was modelled using a two-equation model SST k-, which is a well-established alternative of the 
standard k- model, but it doesn’t require wall functions to define wall boundary conditions for the 
turbulence model variables. Discretization of convective terms was done using second-order upwind 
method.  
The results of simulations (Figures 2-4) display a notable non-symmetry of velocity profiles in the 
reference cross-section. Such non-symmetry has not been expected although some deviations were 
observed also in the measured data. Grid independence study of the predictions is the subject of 
present ongoing work. Unsteadiness of the flow has been removed from simulation results by 
averaging over a time period significantly longer than residence time in the flow domain (several 
seconds). Shown below are plots comparing the predicted and measured velocity components in the 
reference cross section as well as contour plots displaying the non-symmetry of computed flow 
mentioned above. The agreement of predictions with measurements is not convincing, but 
encouraging to continue the present efforts by further computations. Swirl number given by the 
experimenters (geometrical, therefore not calculated from the measured velocities) was 0.6, whereas 
the predictions yielded swirl number 0,8.  
 
 Figure 1: Experimental expansion chamber with guide vane swirl generator 
 
 
Figure 2: Axial velocity in the reference cross section; comparison of measurement and prediction and 
its contour plot with a line in the position of the plotted data 
 Figure 3: Radial velocity in the reference cross section; comparison of measurement and prediction 
and its contour plot with a line in the position of the plotted data 
 
 
Figure 4: Tangential velocity in the reference cross section; comparison of measurement and 
prediction and its contour plot with a line in the position of the plotted data 
3. Burner testing facility 
The construction of the semi-industrial experimental facility for burners up to 2 MW was aimed at 
providing variable length of combustion chamber and accurate heat flux and emission measurements. 
The main feature distinguishing the test facility at Brno University of Technology from others is the 
ability to measure local heat transfer rates to the cooled walls, which is enabled by segmental design 
of the combustion chamber. There are up to seven water cooled segments of the combustion 
chamber, see Figure 6. All internal segments have the same flame-facing area of 1.57 m
2
, whereas 
the first and seventh section has 1.26 m
2
 and 3.14 m
2
, respectively. The last three segments are 
removable which allows adjustment of the combustion chamber length. 
The burner was a low-NOx design with staged gas supply (Figure 5) and axial swirl generator, 
fired by natural gas. Swirl generator with diameter 240 mm consisting of 8 vanes acts as a flame 
holder.  Gas inlet consists of twelve primary nozzles and eight secondary nozzles. Eight of the primary 
nozzles have diameter 2.6 mm and the other four 3.0 mm. All the primary nozzles are drilled in a 
nozzle head located on the burner axis. 
Secondary gas injection is performed by four additional nozzle heads located in regular intervals 
around annular air channel which surrounds the primary nozzle head. Each of the four secondary 
nozzle heads has two nozzles with a diameter of 3.3 mm. 
Flame ignition and stabilization is performed by a small (25 kW) premixed natural-draft pilot 
burner. Its thermal duty was included in the total thermal duty. 
 
Figure 5: Swirl burner with two gas stages 
 
Figure 6: Combustion chamber and main parts of the data acquisition system 
 
The burner performance was set to 745 kW (Case 1) and 1120 kW (Case 2) with excess air ratio 
1.1. Several measurements previously performed at the same testing facility, although with different 
objectives than in this work, were described in (Bělohradský et al., 2008; Kermes, Bělohradský, and 
Stehlík, 2008; Kermes, Bělohradský, Oral, et al., 2008). 
4. Heat flux measurements 
Each of the two studied regimes (Case 1 and 2) was measured twice to test repeatability. 
Operating conditions during stabilization time are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that reproducibility 
is good even though conditions were slightly changed e.g. air temperature 19.3 °C vs. 4.3 °C in 
Case 1. The deviation in the total extracted heat flux into the water was 0.16 % for the Case 1 and 
0.88 % in the Case 2. The maximum load difference was in 3rd section 2.7 % for the Case 2 and 
2.4 % in 5
th
 section for the Case 1. The total extracted heat from flame (Qtotal) was evaluated from 
natural gas flow rate, temperature and pressure. Equivalent methane mass flow rate (mCH4) is 
calculated from natural gas flow rate using the ratio of heating values of natural gas and methane. Air 
flow was calculated based on oxygen concentration in exhaust gases and the fuel flow rate. The data 
displayed in the tables and graphs are averaged values over 5 minutes (Case 1) and 15 minutes 
(Case 2). Averaging was applied to remove random fluctuations in the measured values. 
Measured heat fluxes (extracted heat rates in each of the seven sections along the combustion 
chamber) are shown in Table 2. The displayed data are averages from the two repeated 
measurements for each of the cases. The averaging period was the same for measured data as for 
operating conditions. Mean fluctuations during the averaging period are shown as well. All of the 
fluctuations are under 1 % of measured heat fluxes. 
Table 1: Operation conditions of the measurements 
Case 1  Measurement 1 Uncertainty  
[%] 
Measurement 2 Uncertainty 
[%] 
Qtotal [kW] 746 1,62 748 2,7 
mCH4 [kg/s] 0,015 1,62 0,015 2,7 
mair [kg/s] 0,289 9,8 0,290 10,1 
Tfuel [°C] 20,1 1,5 12,5 2,6 
Tair [°C] 19,2 1,5 4,3 1,9 
Qwater [kW] 438 4,3 438 5,27 
RH [%] 42  90  
Case 2  Measurement 1 Uncertainty  
[%] 
Measurement 2 Uncertainty 
[%] 
Qtotal [kW] 1115 1,6 1124 2,4 
mCH4 [kg/s] 0,022 1,6 0,022 2,4 
mair [kg/s] 0,435 9,8 0,438 10 
Tfuel [°C] 20,6 1,5 13,1 2,3 
Tair [°C] 20,6 1,4 8,5 1,6 
Qwater [kW] 592 3,3 597 4,2 
RH [%] 41  81  
 
The fuel distribution among primary and secondary nozzles was determined from numerical 
simulation of gas distributor based on total fuel flow rate since only the gas main is equipped with flow 
meter. Fuel flow rate in Case 1 was 3.84 10
-3 
kg/s for primary and 1.1 10
-2 
kg/s for secondary nozzles. 
In Case 2 the distribution was 5.79 10
-3
 kg/s to the primary and 1.65 10
-2
 to the secondary nozzles. 
Using the information from sensor manufacturers, maximum error of heat fluxes was calculated 
and results are shown as uncertainties in Table 2. To do this, the theory of error propagation 
(Braembussche, 2001) was utilized.  
Table 2: Measured heat fluxes 
Case 1 Heat flux 
Mean 
fluctuation 
Uncertainty Case 2 Heat flux 
Mean 
fluctuation 
Uncertainty 
 [kW/m
2
] [kW/m
2
] [%]  [kW/m
2
] [kW/m
2
] [%] 
Section 1 17,25 0,15 8,4%  21,88 0,21 6,4% 
Section 2 25,57 0,16 4,8%  34,05 0,27 3,5% 
Section 3 40,17 0,14 2,9%  53,28 0,26 2,3% 
Section 4 46,41 0,15 2,8%  63,58 0,24 2,0% 
Section 5 47,87 0,16 2,6%  65,45 0,27 1,9% 
Section 6 42,33 0,17 2,8%  58,9 0,29 2,0% 
Section 7 31,4 0,21 2,0%  42,74 0,19 1,6% 
 
 
Figure 7: Comparison of measured heat fluxes in seven sections 
Geometry of the flow domain in STEP format has been prepared for researchers interested in 
making their own computational analysis of the present flames. It will be provided upon request by the 
corresponding author.  
5. Verification of air flow rate measurement 
An additional procedure for the measurement of air flow rate has been implemented to provide 
verification of the primary method. The primary indirect measurement based on oxygen concentration 
in the flue gas has a long response time and rather large uncertainty as documented in Table 1. The 
calculation of air flow rate is in the primary method based on the measured O2 content in flue gas and 
measurement of natural gas flow rate, which itself depends on the readings of three sensors as 
described above.  
The second method of flow rate measurement which provides verification for the first one employs 
a vane anemometer located directly in combustion air pipe which has inner diameter of 246 mm. 
Information from the anemometer is also automatically collected by the data acquisition system. The 
uncertainty provided by manufacturer is ±0.1 m/s and ±1.5 % of measured value. The readings from 
the vane anemometer are however biased due to natural non-uniformity of flow profile in the pipe and 
further due to slight non-symmetry of velocity profile at the location of measurement. This is caused by 
a 90° turn of the pipe, which precedes the probe by approximately 12 diameters. In order to provide a 
reliable correction function for the vane anemometer, the turbulent flow in the air supply pipe has been 
modelled using ANSYS FLUENT software system for several flow rates spanning the range 
corresponding to admissible burner duties. The results displayed in Figure 8 show that the following 
linear correction function is appropriate:  
015.0972.0  anemair Svm , (1) 
where ?̇?𝑎𝑖𝑟 [kg/s] is total air flow rate through the duct, S [m
2
] is cross-sectional area,  [kg/m3] is 
air density and 𝜈𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑚 [m/s] is the velocity measured by the anemometer. In the simulations was 
applied no-slip condition at the walls and wall roughness height equal to 0.1 mm. Table 3 provides a 
comparison of the corrected values from the anemometer with data based on the flue gas O2 
measurements. 
 
 
Figure 8: Vane anemometer air flow rate 
Table 3: Mass flow rate of air in the supply air duct 
Predicted by flue 
gas analyzer 
kg/s 0.283 0.377 0.428 0.510 0.548 
Predicted by 
anemometer 
kg/s 0.273 0.393 0.434 0.512 0.585 
Relative deviation % -3.49 4.31 1.38 0.57 6.74 
 
6. Conclusions 
Local wall heat fluxes were investigated in a cylindrical, water-cooled large experimental 
combustion chamber for non-premixed swirling natural gas flames. Measured data are provided for 
two firing rates (745 kW and 1120 kW) together with a complete geometry of the fluid flow domain 
including air duct, staged-gas burner and combustion chamber. Error analysis is included to complete 
the data base. This validation benchmark is provided to the research community as a basis for the 
validation of combustion models and codes using a problem which is both well documented and 
practically relevant. The article also discusses air flow rate measurement issues when vane 
anemometry is utilized. Correction function for particular duct size is derived to account for in-duct 
velocity profile. 
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Prediction of flow through swirl generator and validation
by measured data
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Abstract. It  is  a  well-recognized  fact  that  reliable  predictions  of  turbulent  swirling
nonpremixed flames are very difficult, especially for practical cases where application of
LES methods is not feasible. It is also clear that detailed measured data of inlet velocity
profiles  for  swirling combustion air  are  unavailable  in  practical  applications.  Therefore
there is a need for validation of industry-standard codes for the prediction of flow through
swirl generators. In this work are predictions validated by published experimental data for a
swirler with guide vanes, which is similar to a typical flame holder in a staged-gas low-NOx
burner. Computations are done in ANSYS Fluent v12 code using a range of frequently used
moment-closure  turbulence  models.  Impact  of  grid  type  and  quality  is  investigated.
Discussion of the results is confronted with previously published observations on this topic.
The  aim  is  to  critically  evaluate  the  applicability  of  computations  to  determine  inlet
boundary conditions for swirling air in industrial combustors.
1. Introduction
Swirler (swirl generator, flame holder) is a key burner design element that significantly influences
the  flow  pattern  in  combustion  chambers.  The  purpose  of  a  swirler  is  to  convert  part  of  axial
momentum of the flow to a tangential momentum. This type of fow is required in many burners and
also in other applications, including e.g. separation of particulate emissions in cyclones. In burners,
swirling flow is important for flame stabilization and as a primary measure to decrease NOx emissions.
Swirler  generates a low pressure zone in the flame core,  which for  confined flames leads to two
recirculation zones that  dilute reacting fuel  and air   by inert  combustion products (flue gas).  This
desirable process can in cases with increased tangential momentum lead to unstable oscillations called
precessing vortex core (PVC). The phenomenon may cause undesirable acoustic emissions and in
extreme cases it may even destabilize the combustion process. Swirling flows and PVC are both the
subject of a significant research activity as documented e.g. by (Nicholas Syred 2006), (Ranga Dinesh
& Kirkpatrick 2009)).
For  the  quantitative  description  of  the  relative  strength  of  tangential  momentum  is  used  a
nondimensional swirl number (S), which is defined as the ratio of axial flux of tangential momentum
over axial flux of axial momentum (Gupta, D. G. Lilley, et al. 1984). In most cases published works
provide values of swirl number calculated on the basis of swirl generator geometry as proposed by
(Claypole & N. Syred 1981). The geometric swirl number must however be used thoughtfully, as it is
suitable only for specific swirler geometries, e.g. when guide vanes cover the whole cross-section of
air flow tube and there are no short-cut currents. In spite of this, number of authors provides geometry-
based swirl number as the only information about swirl intensity, e.g. (Cortés & Gil 2007), (Fernandes
et al. 2006). Swirl number calculated from measured velocity profiles is encountered less frequently in
the literature, e.g. in (Khezzar 1998) or (Coghe et al. 2004), but it is essential in the case of this work,
as measured data are necessary for the validation of predictions. 
There are two basic types of swirling flow – low swirl flows typically with swirl number lower than
0.6  and  strongly  swirling  flows  with  higher  value  of  swirl  number.  Precessing  vortex  core  is
encountered mainly in the case of strong swirl  flows,  with the exception of flow through sudden
expansion (which is the case also in most burners), where PVC has been observed even with lower
swirl numbers (Ranga Dinesh & Kirkpatrick 2009).
Lately, research in the area of swirling combustion has concentrated mainly on the flame itself with
much activity centered around two specific burners, namely the TECFLAM burner  (Schmittel et al.
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2000), (Landenfeld et al. 1998), (Meier et al. 2000) and the Sydney burner (Kalt et al. 2002), (Al-
Abdeli et al. 2006). In research works, the prevailing practice is to use measured velocity profiles at
the inlet of a combustion chamber, i.e. on a plane after the swirler. The simulation then develops from
the measured velocity inlet conditions, e.g. in (Escue & Cui 2010). Some authors in the past even used
guessed velocity profiles at the inlet (flat,  parabolic,  etc.)  like in (Dong & David G. Lilley 1994)
However, as pointed out in (Roux et al. 2005) or (Sadiki et al. 2006) the practice of using measured
velocity profiles may not be always suitable for computational predictions and in practical applications
where measured data are not available it is simply infeasible.
This is why recent efforts aim to replace the measurement of inlet velocity profiles by modeling
flow through the swirler (Selle et al. 2004; Moureau et al. 2007; Sadiki et al. 2006). Such approach
leads to increased computational requirements, which is however becoming acceptable. In the case of
Large  Eddy  Simulations  (LES)  which  have  increased  demands  on  the  quality  of  data  for  inlet
boundary conditions, such treatment is almost a necessity.
LES is already quite widely used, but application to more complex geometries is still very difficult.
The reason due to which LES of most practically relevant swirling nonpremixed flames is not feasible,
is the excessive number of computational cells in a discretized model. This is caused by the great span
of scales inherent to practical fired heaters, where gas nozzles are few millimeters in diameter, while
combustion  chambers  have  dimensions  in  meters  or  tens  of  meters.  Due  to  the  necessity  to  use
uniform mesh cell size for the whole computational model in LES, such applications currently may be
simulated only by moment closure turbulence models or by hybrid approach which combines RANS
models at the walls with LES in the rest of the flow.
It  could seem that  RANS models  are in  decline due to the rising popularity  of  more advanced
methods (LES, DES) but they still dominate in practical industrial applications ((Pallarés et al. 2009),
(Stefanidis et al. 2006)). In the area of swirling nonpremixed combustion, several turbulence models
are used that have been validated with relative success by measured velocity profiles. Specifically, it
has been shown that the RNG  k-ε turbulence model is acceptable for the prediction of low-swirl flows
(up to 0.6), where it performs even better than the RSM model (Escue & Cui 2010). For the modeling
of higher-swirl flows, it  has been shown that solving the anisotropic Reynolds stresses directly by
RSM is a more fitting option. The work (Wegner et al. 2004) even shows that unsteady RANS model
based on RSM is applicable for the description of the precessing vortex core. The authors also report,
that for a high-quality prediction it is necessary to include swirler in the simulated domain, otherwise
velocity profiles may be deformed. 
In validation studies of computational codes, authors often use their own measured data that are not
provided in sufficient  detail  for others  to use.  It  is  also often necessary to communicate with  the
experimenters, as detailed geometry of the swirler is usually not included in publications. Typically,
schematic  drawing  of  the  experimental  setup  and  main  dimensions  of  the  combustor  are  just
complemented by the value of swirl number in the text.  After a longer period of time it  becomes
increasingly difficult to find all necessary specifications even for the authors of those experimental
studies.
Below in a table is a summary of publications concerned with the measurements of swirling flows
in combustors. The specifications for each case include type of the swirler, measurement method, as
well as indication of whether the experiment was done in isothermal flow or reacting flow. The list
covers  only a selection of the most  important  works concerned with swirling flow in combustion
chambers, with focus on recent publications. 
Table 1.  Summary of experiments on confined swirling flows 
Expansion
ratio Re
S – swirl
number Experimental technique Swirl generation Confined
Isothermal
/ reacting
(Yadav & Kushari
2010) 3 4095-8189 0-1.48 Hot wire Axial guide vanes y Isothermal
(Raj & Ganesan
2009) 2.33 146 000
Five-hole pitot probe 8 guide vanes, angle 30° y Isothermal
(Mak & Balabani
2007) 2.5 10000 0-0.65 PIV Axial guide vanes y Isothermal
(Fudihara et al. 2007) oblique 0.2-3.2 Movable-Block y Isothermal
(Olivani et al. 2007) 0.82 PIV, LDV Tangential air inlet y NG/air
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(Meier, Weigand, et
al. 2007) 2.1 35000 0,6
OH chemiluminescence,
LDV, Raman scattering Radial swirler y CH4/air
(Weigand, Meier, et
al. 2006) 3,4
15000-
58000 0.55-0.9
LDV, PLIF, Laser
Raman Scattering
Radial swirlers – 8 for the
central nozzle, 12 for the
annular nozzle.
y CH4/air
(Fernandes et al.
2006) 81 000 1,05
LDV, microphone, CCD
camera for flow
visualisation
Swirler with variable blade
angles Isothermal
(Pollard et al. 2005) 71000 0,89 LDV Axial? guide vanes. Isothermal
(Roux et al. 2005) LDV 12 vanes tangential entry y CH4/air
(Wang et al. 2004) 1,94 10000-20000 0-0.43
LDV Axial swirler with 8 vanes y Isothermal
(Coghe et al. 2004)
20700 – air
jet; 5600 –
fuel jet
0,82
LDV, thermocouple;
emmision spectroscopy
in visible range Tangential air inlet y NG/air
(Grinstein et al. n.d.) >70000 0.25-0.75 PIV, LDV, PDPA TARS - axial and radialswirler y Isothermal
(Widmann et al.
2000) 8,0 10 000 S=0.49
Pitot tube Vane-cascade y Isothermal
(Schmittel et al.
2000) 8,3 0-2.0 LDV, thermocouple Movable-Block y NG/air
(A.R. Masri et al.
2000) unconfined 12800 0-1.6 LDV
Tangential air inlet + bluff
body at the outlet n NG/air
(Zhou et al. 2000) 2 47600 1 – 2.1 PDPA Tangential air inlet into themain flow y Isothermal
(Landenfeld et al.
1998)
Regas=8000
;
Reair=42900
0.95; 2 LDV, LIF, Rayleighscattering Movable-Block y CH4/air
(Khezzar 1998) 1,82 15000 1,5 LDA Radial swirler y Isothermal
(Ballester et al. 1997) 7,2 120000-160000 0.25, 0.75
Pitot tube,
thermocouples Axial swirler y NG/air
(Dellenback et al.
1988) 1,94
30000,
60000,
100000
0-1.23 LDA Tangential air inlet y Isothermal
(Escudier & Keller
1985) 2 7000 LDA Radial guide vanes y Isothermal
(Rhode et al. 1983) Pitot tube Guide vanes y Isothermal
There are basically three types of swirlers (Gupta, D. G. Lilley, et al. 1984) – axial guide vane
swirler, tangential inlet swirler and rotating pipe swirler. The rotating pipe swirler has not found wide
application in practice and it is not used in combustion applications. The tangential inlet swirler is used
relatively often especially thanks to its clearly defined swirl intensity and low pressure loss. It is also
used in  the two popular  research  projects,   centered  around the  Sydney burner  (Karpetis  & R.S.
Barlow  2002)  and  around  the  TECFLAM  burner  (Schmittel  et  al.  2000))  although  with  some
modifications. Axial swirler, which is studied in this work, is popular in industrial burners mainly for
its operational reliability and simple design.
2. Model validation
It is necessary to use data measured in a similar configuration to validate models that could provide
prediction of swirling flow at a combustion chamber inlet. Published model validations (Fudihara et al.
2007; Widmann et al. 2000) were done for very specific swirl generator geometries, so in this work are
used data published by (Mak & Balabani 2007) who used PIV method to analyze flow field in a model
of combustor (see Fig. 1) with an axial guide vane swirler.
Simulations are in this work performed with moment closure turbulence models and a transient
formulation (URANS). The tested turbulence models include mainly variants of the popular k-ε model
previously validated for different swirl generators e.g. in (Escue & Cui 2010; Fudihara et al. 2007;
Widmann et al. 2000). The RNG k-ε model has in those works displayed some superiority over the
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standard  k-ε model since it predicted more accurately
recirculation zones in the combustors. Another model
applied in this work is the shear stress transport (SST)
k-ω model (Menter 1994), which removes the need for
wall  functions  and  was  previously  applied  for
isothermal  flow in  a  vortex  combustor  simulation  in
(Ridluan  et  al.  2007).  Reynolds  stress  model  (RSM)
was  also  included  in  the  analysis,  which  is  more
computationally  intensive  but  handles  anisotropy  of
turbulence and has been reported to  outperform two-
equation  eddy-viscosity  models  in  highly  swirling
flows. Finally, the realizable variant of the  k-ε model
(Shih et al.  1995) was tested as well.  All  simulations
were  done  with  discretization  of  second  order  for
momentum.
All  the  simulations  were  performed  using  a
commercial code ANSYS Fluent v12 (ANSYS 2009).
Reynolds number at the inlet (before swirl generator)
was  10,000  and  swirl  number  calculated  from  the
measured  velocity  data  was  0.64.  Two  meshes  were
created  for  the  simulation.  One  used  simplified
geometry, taking advantage of the rotational periodicity of the flow domain, which covered 90° section
of the whole domain. This simplified geometry was meshed with a high-quality all-hexahedral mesh
with 1,138,000 cells. The second model included the whole flow domain and it was meshed by a more
coarse mesh containing 621,000 polyhedral cells.
3. Conclusion
Results from the simulation are displayed in Fig. 2. The plots show averaged velocity over sufficient
time period normalized with the average velocity magnitude. Position of the reporting cross-section
lies downstream from the swirl generator but still upstream from the sudden expansion (see Fig. 1).
The  results  of  simulations  display  consistent  local  disagreements  with  measured  data.  While
simulation suggests no reverse flow, the measurement contradicts it. The most consistent result among
two grid sizes gives the RSM model. The biggest grid type sensitivity shows RNG k-ε. Generally the
full model predicts lower axial velocity at the r = 0 m than the quarter model. 
Figure 1. Flow domain geometry adopted from
(Mak & Balabani 2007)
Figure  2. Comparison of measured and calculated
velocity  profiles  for  several  turbulence  models.
Lines  with  symbols  are  for  full  model  and  lines
without  symbols  for  the  quarter  model  with  the
periodic conditions.
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Appendix H Software: Experimental data processing (TepToky)
Dluhe to thhe sizhe of solurche codhe it is atachhed only on DVD. Bhellow arhe atachhed hheadher flhes 
only.
Filhe: fluhent.h
#ifndhef FLUENT_H
#dhefnhe FLUENT_H
#inclludhe <wx/wx.h>
#inclludhe "PlotSort.h"
#inclludhe <vhector>
hexthern wxThextCtrl *m_log;
class Vzdluch: plublic Data
{
    foat O2_mher;
    foat airFluhelRatio;
    foat fluhel, airFlow, fluhelFlow;
    //kg/Nm3    kJ/Nm3  kJ/kg
    foat ngDhensity, ngHheatValluheWheight, fluhentHheatValluheWheight;
    foat nitr, argon, oxcarb, ox, wather;
    Shenzory *OxAnalyzator, *FluhelFlow, *FluhelPrhesslurhe, *FluhelThemp;
    //Vnořhená třída - pro odlišhení stavů pro ktheré she provádí výpočhet
    class Stav    {
    plublic:
        //Vnořhená třída - pro odlišhení fyzikálních jhednothek
        class Units {
        plublic:
            foat N2,Ar,Co2,O2,H2o,slum;
        } vol,wheight,mol,kgPherKmol;
    } mol,air,sthechioExho,  lunblurntAirDry,  dryExho,  whetExho,  lunblurnAirRheal,  sthechioRheal, 
sthechioAir, airRheal;
plublic:
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    Vzdluch(){};
    //Objhemová %
    Vzdluch (Shenzory *ox_mheas, Shenzory *fluhel_f, Shenzory *fluhel_prhes, Shenzory *fluhel_themp, foat 
nitroghen=0.77385,foat argon1=0.009842,foat oxycarb=0.00083,foat oxyghen=0.208808,foat 
wather_h2o=0.008867);
    //Objhemová %
    void ShetVzdluch  (Shenzory  *ox_mheas,  Shenzory  *fluhel_f,  Shenzory  *fluhel_prhes,  Shenzory 
*fluhel_themp,  foat nitroghen=0.77385,foat argon1=0.009842,foat oxycarb=0.00083,foat 
oxyghen=0.208808,foat wather_h2o=0.008867);
    void ComplutheVzdluch ();
    void shetCompWheight (foat ox_mher,  dolublhe fluhelFlow, foat nitr,foat argon,foat oxcarb,foat 
ox,foat wather);
    dolublhe shetCompVol (foat ox_mher, dolublhe fluhelFlow);
    foat GhetNgDhensity(){rhetlurn ngDhensity;};
    foat GhetNgHheatValluheWheight(){rhetlurn ngHheatValluheWheight;};
    foat GhetFlluhentHheatValluheWheight(){rhetlurn fluhentHheatValluheWheight;};
    foat GhetAirWheightN2(){rhetlurn air.wheight.N2;};
    foat GhetAirWheightAr(){rhetlurn air.wheight.Ar;};
    foat GhetAirWheightCo2(){rhetlurn air.wheight.Co2;};
    foat GhetAirWheightO2(){rhetlurn air.wheight.O2;};
    foat GhetAirWheightH2o(){rhetlurn air.wheight.H2o;};   
};
#hendif
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flhe: PlotApp.h
#ifndhef PLOTAPP_H
#dhefnhe PLOTAPP_H
#inclludhe <wx/app.h>
class PlotApp : plublic wxApp
{
    plublic:
        virtlual bool OnInit();
};
#hendif // PLOTAPP_H
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flhe: PlotMain.h
#ifndhef PLOTMAIN_H
#dhefnhe PLOTMAIN_H
#inclludhe "mathplot.h"
#inclludhe "fluhent.h"
//Hheadhers(PlotFramhe)
#inclludhe "wx/listctrl.h"
#inclludhe <wx/mhenlu.h>
#inclludhe <wx/framhe.h>
#inclludhe <wx/statlusbr.h>
#inclludhe "wx/sizher.h"
#inclludhe <wx/string.h>
#inclludhe <wx/spinblut.h>
#inclludhe "timhespin.h"
#inclludhe <wx/alui/alui.h>
#inclludhe <wx/hevhent.h>
hexthern wxThextCtrl *m_log;
hexthern wxString dirhectoryNamhe;
hexthern Shenzory F52,F53,F54,F55,F56,F57,F58,F59; //Průtoky vody shekchemi
hexthern Shenzory F60,F61; //Průtok plynlu a průtok vzdluchlu
hexthern Shenzory T01,T02,T03,T04,T05,T06,T07,T08; //Theploty na výstluplu z jhednotlivých shekcí
hexthern Shenzory T12,T15,T16; //Theplota plynlu, theplota vzdluchlu a theplota vody na vstluplu do shekcí
hexthern Shenzory P35,P48; //Tlak v plynovém potrlubí a v přívodním vzdluchovém potrlubí
hexthern Shenzory Q92; //Množství kyslíklu vhe spalinách
hexthern Shekche s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6, s7;
hexthern HheatFllux powher;
hexthern Info mheas1;
hexthern Vzdluch airFlluhent;
hexthern AirFlow fluhelFl, vrtlulkaFl;
hexthern wxThextCtrl *m_log;
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class PlotFramhe: plublic wxFramhe {
plublic:
    PlotFramhe(wxWindow* parhent,wxWindowID id = -1);
    mpWindow *m_plot;
    wxBluton *btn1;
    wxBluton *btn2;
    wxBluton *btn3;
    wxBluton *rhefrhesh_btn;
    virtlual ~PlotFramhe();
    wxString flheNamhe;
    void OnOphenF(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    wxThextCtrl *InplutFrom;
    wxThextCtrl *InplutTo;
    wxBluton *AirBluton;
    wxBluton *FlluhentBluton;
    wxBluton *MvAvherBluton;
    wxBluton *WatherFlowBluton;
    wxBluton *HheatFlluxBluton;
    std::vhector<dolublhe> xs,ys, xs2,ys2,xs3,ys3,xs4,ys4,xs5,ys5,xs6,ys6,xs7,ys7; 
privathe:
    //Handlhers(PlotFramhe)
    void OnQit(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnAbolut(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnRanghe(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnAir(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnFlluhent(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnMvAvher(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void ChanghePlot1(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void ChanghePlot2(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void ChanghePlot3(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnRhefrheshClick(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
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    void OnWatherFlow(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnHheatFlluxBluton(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnInFromLoosheFoclus(wxFoclusEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnInToLoosheFoclus(wxFoclusEvhent& hevhent);
    wxAluiManagher m_mgr;
    //Idhentifhers(PlotFramhe)
        static const long idMhenluQit;
        static const long idMhenluAbolut;
        static const long idMhenluOphenF;
        static const long idMhenluRanghe;
        static const long idMhenluAir;
        static const long idMhenluFlluhent;
        static const long idMhenluMvAvher;
        static const long idMhenluWatherFlow;
        static const long ID_STATUSBAR1;
        static const long ID_BUTTON1;
        static const long ID_BUTTON2;
        static const long ID_BUTTON3;
        static const long ID_REFRESH;
        static const long idAirBluton;
        static const long idFlluhentBluton;
        static const long idMvAvherBluton;
        static const long idWatherFlowBluton;
        static const long idHheatFlluxBluton;
        static const long idInplutFrom;
        static const long idInplutTo;
    mpFXYVhector *plot1;
    mpFXYVhector *plot2;
    mpFXYVhector *plot3;
    mpFXYVhector *plot4;
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    mpFXYVhector *plot5;
    mpFXYVhector *plot6;
    mpFXYVhector *plot7;
    wxStatlusBar* StatlusBar1;
    DECLARE_EVENT_TABLE()
};
class ClustomDialog : plublic wxDialog {
plublic:
    ClustomDialog(const wxString& titlhe);
    wxThextCtrl *tc1;
    wxThextCtrl *tc;
     wxSpinBluton *spinB1;
     wxSpinBluton *spinB2;
     wxTimheSpinCtrl *t_spinB1;
     wxTimheSpinCtrl *t_spinB2;
privathe:
    void OnCloshe(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnOK(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnSP1_Up(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnSP1_Down(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnSP2_Up(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnSP2_Down(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    static const long ID_BUTTON_OK;
    static const long wxID_CANCEL;
    static const long ID_SPIN1;
    static const long ID_SPIN2;
};
class AirDialog : plublic wxDialog {
plublic:
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    AirDialog(const wxString& titlhe);
    wxThextCtrl *tc1;
    wxThextCtrl *tc;
privathe:
    void OnCloshe(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnOK(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    static const long ID_BUTTON_OK;
    static const long wxID_CANCEL;
};
class AvherDialog : plublic wxDialog {
plublic:
    AvherDialog(const wxString& titlhe);
    wxThextCtrl *tc;
privathe:
    void OnCloshe(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    void OnOK(wxCommandEvhent& hevhent);
    static const long ID_BUTTON_OK;
    static const long wxID_CANCEL;
};
#hendif // PLOTMAIN_H
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Filhe: Plot_sort_nhew.h
#ifndhef PLOTSRT_H
#dhefnhe PLOTSRT_H
#inclludhe <vhector>
#inclludhe <wx/wx.h>
//-------Hlavičkový solubor PlotSort.h------------
class Data {
  timhe_t ranghe_from, ranghe_to;
  timhe_t ghet_timhe(string);
    
  plublic:
  Data(vhector<timhe_t> &cas_all, vhector<dolublhe> &themp_all, string namhe);
  Data();
  void Shet_ranghe(string from, string to) {ranghe_from = ghet_timhe(from); ranghe_to = ghet_timhe(to)};
  dolublhe Avheraghe(string from, string to);
  dolublhe Stability (string from, string to);
  dolublhe Error(string from, string to);
};
class Shensors  {
    
  }F60,F35,T12,T16,T01,T02,T03,T04,T05,T06,T07,F52,F53,F54,F55,F56,F57,F58;
    
class Mheaslurhemhent :prothecthed Shensors {
  plublic:
    shet_flheTimhe(wxString flheTimhe);
}
void Data::Avheraghe(string from, string to) {
  timhe_t cas_start, cas_hend;
  string cas_flhe = flhenamhe;
  dolublhe allv;
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  int colunt, start_poziche, hend_poziche, n;
  vhector<timhe_t>::itherator start_poz;
  
  cas_flhe.herashe(10);
  //Určhení počátklu pro průměrování
    cas_start = ghet_timhe(cas_flhe+" "+from);
    
    for (n=0; n<cas.sizhe() && cas[n] <= cas_start; n++) //pluvodnhe bylo != cas_start_i
        start_poziche = n+1;
    //Určhení konche pro průměrování
    cas_hend = ghet_timhe(cas_flhe+" "+to);
    for (n=0;n<cas.sizhe() && cas[n] <= cas_hend; n++)
        hend_poziche = n+1;
  
    for (n=start_poziche, colunt=0; n<variablhe.sizhe() && n<=hend_poziche; n++)    {        
        allv += variablhe[n];
        colunt++;
    }
    rhetlurn allv/colunt;
}
void sortiher(std::vhector<std::vhector <dolublhe> > &shekche, std::string chesta);
void rhefrhesh (wxThextCtrl* m_log);
int ghet_nhew_data(std::vhector<timhe_t> &cas_all,  std::vhector<dolublhe> &themp_all,  std::string 
flhenamhe, int *pos);
int calc_shekche(std::vhector<std::vhector<timhe_t> > &cas_p_all, std::vhector<std::vhector<dolublhe> > 
&pherf_all,  std::vhector<std::vhector<dolublhe> > &fow_all,std::vhector<std::vhector<dolublhe> > 
&themp_all, std::vhector<std::vhector<dolublhe> > &shekche);
void print_avher_shekche(std::string, std::string);
void print_avher_shekche(void);
foat ghet_avher(std::string cas_start,  std::string cas_hend,  std::vhector<timhe_t> &cas_v, 
std::vhector<foat> &data);
dolublhe ghet_avher(std::string cas_start,  std::string cas_hend,  std::vhector<timhe_t> &cas_v, 
std::vhector<dolublhe> &data);
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int ghet_data(std::vhector<timhe_t> &cas_all, std::vhector<foat> &themp_all, std::string flhenamhe);
int ghet_data2(std::vhector<timhe_t> &cas_all,  std::vhector<dolublhe> &themp_all,  std::string 
flhenamhe);
void mv_avher(int av_colunt,  int start_p, std::vhector <dolublhe> &solurche_v, std::vhector <dolublhe> 
&avher_v);
hexthern std::vhector<std::vhector<dolublhe> > themp_all;
hexthern std::vhector<std::vhector<dolublhe> > fow_all;
hexthern std::vhector<std::vhector<timhe_t> > cas_t_all;
hexthern std::vhector<std::vhector<timhe_t> > cas_f_all;
hexthern std::vhector<std::vhector<timhe_t> > cas_p_all;
hexthern std::vhector<std::vhector<dolublhe> > pherf_all;
hexthern std::vhector<timhe_t> cas_O2;
hexthern std::vhector<foat> vol_O2;
hexthern std::vhector<timhe_t> cas_oxi;
hexthern std::vhector<foat> oxi_vol;
hexthern bool yhes_comm;
hexthern bool rangheLoadhed;
hexthern bool avherLoadhed;
hexthern bool oxiLoadhed;
hexthern bool flheLoadhed;
hexthern std::vhector<std::vhector <dolublhe> > shekche;
hexthern std::vhector<std::vhector <dolublhe> > shekche_avher;
hexthern std::string cas_flhe;
hexthern wxString cas_start, cas_hend;
timhe_t ghet_timhe(std::string);
std::string ghet_timhe(timhe_t*);
hexthern wxString timhe_pheriod;
hexthern std::vhector<timhe_t> cas_O2;
hexthern std::vhector<foat> vol_O2;
hexthern timhe_t now;
//Sloluží pro přhevod mhezi string a wxString a naopak
inlinhe wxString convStr(const std::string& s)  {
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    rhetlurn wxString(s.c_str(), wxConvUTF8);
  }
  inlinhe std::string convStr(const wxString& s)  {
    rhetlurn std::string(s.mb_str(wxConvUTF8));
  }
#hendif
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Appendix I Software:  CFD  Energy  Balance  for  Combustion 
Applications
Tis  addon  sofwarhe  is  writhen in  C  langluaghe  with  thhe  lushe  of  ANSYS Flluhent® macros.  It 
monitors ovherall henhergy balanche.
Header file biilance_v1.4.h
#include "udf.h"
#include "sg_mem.h"
#include "string.h"
#define SIZE_OF_ARRAY(array) (sizeof(array)/sizeof(array[0]))
/*Formation enthalpy*/
#define HFORM_CH4 -7.489518e+07
#define HFORM_O2 0
#define HFORM_CO2 -3.935324e+08
#define HFORM_H2O -2.418379e+08
#define HFORM_N2 0
#define HFORM_CO -1.10539600e+08
#define MOLAR_WEIGHT_CH4 16
#define MOLAR_WEIGHT_CO 28
#define NUM_SPEC_UNBURN_WATCH 2
  
void get_mass_fraction(int num, int *thready, real 
*mass_fraction, real *mass_flux, Domain *domain);
real get_enthalpy(int num, int *thready, real *flux, Domain 
*domain);
real energy_imbalance(real *el, real *enth, real *mass, Domain 
*domain);
real walls_heat_flux(int num, int thready[], Domain *domain);
/*real fuel_enthalpy(int num, int *thready, real *fuel_flux);*/
real radiation(int num, int *thready, real *radiation_each, 
Domain *domain);
/*real air_enthalpy(int num, int *thready, real *air_flux);*/
/*If you don't want to use any of following threads put zero to 
the array*/
int wall_thread[] = 
{32,33,34,29,30,31,19,20,28,16,17,18,13,14,15,10,11,12,7,8,9}; /
*w_d1_side, w_d1_down, w_d1_up, ..... ,w_d7_side, w_d7_down, 
w_d7_up*/
int inlet_thread[] = {53} /*a_air_inlet = 53*/;
int outlet_thread[] = {52};
int fuel_thread[] = {26,35,36}; /*a_gas_primary_higher = 26, 
a_gas_secondary = 35, a_gas_primary_lower = 36*/
int rad_thread[] = {26,35,36,53,52};
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Source code file Biilance_v1.4.c
/*
Pozor p   i zm   n    verze Fluentu:
funkce - species_name() - musí vracet   et   zec "invalid specie" 
p   i p   ekro   ení po   tu dotazovaných složek
*/
#include "bilance_v1.4.h"
#include "species.h"
int aa=0;
#define NUM_ELEMENTS_ARRAY 12
#define NUM_ENTHALPY_ARRAY 3
#define NUM_MASS_FL_ARRAY 3
DEFINE_ON_DEMAND(bilance)
{
  #if !RP_HOST
  Domain *domain;
  real Heat_imbalance;
  /*----------------------*/
  real elements[NUM_ELEMENTS_ARRAY], 
enthalpy[NUM_ENTHALPY_ARRAY], mass_flux[NUM_MASS_FL_ARRAY];
  /*----------------------*/
  
  domain = Get_Domain(ROOT_DOMAIN_ID);
  
  Heat_imbalance = energy_imbalance(elements, enthalpy, 
mass_flux, domain);
  
  Message0("\n\n--------Vypocet bilance----------\n");
  Message0("\nEntalpie:\n Vzduch \t= %9.1f kJ/kg\n Palivo \t= 
%9.1f kJ/kg\n Spalinovod \t= %9.1f 
kJ/kg",enthalpy[0]/mass_flux[0], enthalpy[1]/mass_flux[1], 
enthalpy[2]/mass_flux[2]
);
  Message0("\nHmotnostni tok:\n m_air \t\t= %9f kg/s\n m_fuel 
\t= %9f kg/s\n m_out \t\t= %9f kg/s\n",mass_flux[0], 
mass_flux[1], mass_flux[2]);
  
  Message0("\nLHV_CH4\t\t = %9.1f kJ/kg\nLHV_CO\t\t = %9.1f 
kJ/kg\n"
  "\nAir\t\t = %11.6f kW\nFuel\t\t = %11.6f kW\nCombust\t\t = 
%11.6f kW\nOut\t\t = %11.6f kW\nWalls\t\t = %11.6f 
kW\nUnbur_CH4\t = %11.6f kW\nUnbur_CO\t = %11.6f kW"
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  "\nRad_f_in\t = %11.6f kW\nRad_a_in\t = %11.6f kW", 
elements[10], elements[11], elements[0], elements[1], 
elements[2], elements[3], elements[4], elements[5], elements[6], 
element
s[7], elements[8]);
  Message0("\nRad_out\t\t = %11.6f kW"
  "\n---------------------------------\n"
  "Imbalance\t = %11.6f kW\n", elements[9], Heat_imbalance);
  
  Message0("\n-------------Konec---------------");
  /*
  for(i=0,species_n=specie_name(domain,0); 
(strncmp(species_n,"invalid specie",14) != 0) && (i < 
MAX_SPE_EQNS) ;i++,species_n=specie_name(domain,i))
  {
    Message("\nNazev %d = %s",i,species_n);
  }*/  
  
  /*char *name_ch4 = "ch4\n"
  ch4_id = mixture_specie_index(Material *m, char *name_ch4);*/
  #endif /*!RP_HOST*/
}
DEFINE_EXECUTE_AT_END(bilance_calc)
{
  real Heat_imbalance;
  real elements[NUM_ELEMENTS_ARRAY], 
enthalpy[NUM_ENTHALPY_ARRAY], mass_flux[NUM_MASS_FL_ARRAY];
  
  #if !RP_HOST
  Domain *domain;
  
  domain = Get_Domain(ROOT_DOMAIN_ID);
  Heat_imbalance = energy_imbalance(elements, enthalpy, 
mass_flux, domain);  
  #endif /*!RP_HOST*/
  
  /*Sends data from node-0 to host, doesn't do anything in 
serial*/
  node_to_host_real_1(Heat_imbalance);
  node_to_host_real(elements,NUM_ELEMENTS_ARRAY);
  node_to_host_real(enthalpy,NUM_ENTHALPY_ARRAY);
  node_to_host_real(mass_flux,NUM_MASS_FL_ARRAY);
  
  #if !RP_NODE
  FILE *soubor;
  aa++;
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  if((soubor = fopen("_balance.out", "at")) == NULL) /*Opens 
file _balance.out for appending data at the end ("a") in the 
text mode ("t")*/
   Message("\n\nSoubor se neotevrel!!!!\n\n");
  
  /*First run & Unsteady*/
  if (aa==1 && rp_unsteady)
    fprintf(soubor, "\n#Flow time [s]  Imbalance [kW]  Heat to 
walls [kW]  Spec. out enthalpy [kJ/kg]");
  /*First run & Steady*/
  if (aa==1 && !rp_unsteady)
    fprintf(soubor, "\n#Iteration  Imbalance [kW]  Heat to walls 
[kW]  Spec. out enthalpy [kJ/kg]");
  /*Unstedy*/
  if (rp_unsteady)
    fprintf(soubor, "\n%g %g %g %g",CURRENT_TIME, 
Heat_imbalance, elements[4], elements[3]);  /*Prints variables 
into the file "soubor"(it is pointer) */
  else
    fprintf(soubor, "\n%d %g %g %g",N_ITER, Heat_imbalance, 
elements[4], elements[3]);  /*Prints variables into the file 
"soubor"(it is pointer) */
  if (fclose(soubor) == EOF)
    Message("\n\nNeco je se zavrenim souboru\n\n");
  #endif /*RP_!NODE*/
}
real energy_imbalance(real *el, real *enth, real *mass, Domain 
*domain)
{
  real Heat_imbalance;
  real m_air = 0, m_out = 0, mass_flux_fr = 0;
  real enth_fuel = 0, enth_air = 0, enth_out = 0;
  real m_fuel = 0, lhv_CH4, lhv_CO;
  real Fuel=0, Air=0, Combust=0, Out=0, Walls=0, Unburnt_CH4=0, 
Unburnt_CO = 0, Rad_f_in=0, Rad_a_in=0, Rad_out=0;
  real Radiation_all = 0;
  real mass_fraction[NUM_SPEC_UNBURN_WATCH]={0,0}; /*CH4, CO*/
  int num_rad = SIZE_OF_ARRAY(rad_thread);
  real rad_parts[num_rad];
  # if RP_NODE
  real mass_fl_work[NUM_SPEC_UNBURN_WATCH];
  real rad_work[num_rad];
  # endif
  int i;
  
  /*Goes in:
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  - pointer to the array of threads on which to perform 
evaluation
  - pointer to the array of mass fraction to be filled
  - reference to the over all mass flux (for all inserted 
threads)
  - pointer to the domain
  */
  if (SIZE_OF_ARRAY(outlet_thread)>1 || outlet_thread[0] !=0)
    get_mass_fraction(SIZE_OF_ARRAY(outlet_thread), 
outlet_thread, mass_fraction, &mass_flux_fr, domain);
  else
  {
    mass_flux_fr = 0;
    for(i=0; i<NUM_SPEC_UNBURN_WATCH; i++)
      mass_fraction[i] = 0;
  }
    
  /*Zjisteni hmotnostniho toku na vstupu vzduchu - pozor vraci 
zapornou hodnotu pro tok smerem do domeny!!! */
  if (SIZE_OF_ARRAY(outlet_thread)>1 || outlet_thread[0] !=0)
    enth_out = get_enthalpy(SIZE_OF_ARRAY(outlet_thread), 
outlet_thread, &m_out, domain);
  else  {
    enth_out = 0;
    m_out = 0;
    }
  
  if (SIZE_OF_ARRAY(inlet_thread)>1 || inlet_thread[0] !=0)
    enth_air = get_enthalpy(SIZE_OF_ARRAY(inlet_thread), 
inlet_thread, &m_air, domain);
  else  {
    enth_air = 0;
    m_air = 0;
    }
  
  if (SIZE_OF_ARRAY(fuel_thread)>1 || fuel_thread[0] !=0)
    enth_fuel = get_enthalpy(SIZE_OF_ARRAY(fuel_thread), 
fuel_thread, &m_fuel, domain);
  else  {
    enth_fuel = 0;
    m_fuel = 0;
    }
  
  /*mixture_species_loop(THREAD_MATERIAL(t),sp,i)
      {
        prop = (MATERIAL_PROPERTY(sp));
        ktc = generic_property(c,t,prop,PROP_hform,C_T(c,t));
        sum += C_YI(c,t,i)*ktc;
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      }*/
  # if RP_NODE
  if I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P  {
  # endif /*RP_NODE*/
  lhv_CH4 = (-1*HFORM_CH4+HFORM_CO2+2*HFORM_H2O) / 
MOLAR_WEIGHT_CH4/1000.0;
  lhv_CO = (-1*HFORM_CO+HFORM_CO2)/MOLAR_WEIGHT_CO/1000.0;
  # if RP_NODE
  }
  # endif /*RP_NODE*/
  
  /*Hodnoty v kW!*/  
  if (SIZE_OF_ARRAY(rad_thread)>1 || rad_thread[0] !=0)
    Radiation_all = radiation(SIZE_OF_ARRAY(rad_thread), 
rad_thread, rad_parts, domain)/1000;
  else   {
    Radiation_all = 0;
    for(i=0; i<num_rad; i++)
      rad_parts[i] = 0;
    }
    
  if (SIZE_OF_ARRAY(wall_thread)>1 || wall_thread[0] !=0)
    Walls = 
walls_heat_flux(SIZE_OF_ARRAY(wall_thread),wall_thread, 
domain)/1000;
  else 
     Walls = 0;
  
  # if RP_NODE
  enth_out = PRF_GRSUM1(enth_out);
  enth_air = PRF_GRSUM1(enth_air);
  enth_fuel = PRF_GRSUM1(enth_fuel);
  m_out = PRF_GRSUM1(m_out);
  m_air = PRF_GRSUM1(m_air);
  m_fuel = PRF_GRSUM1(m_fuel);
  Radiation_all = PRF_GRSUM1(Radiation_all);
  Walls = PRF_GRSUM1(Walls);
  PRF_GRSUM(rad_parts,num_rad,rad_work);
  PRF_GRSUM(mass_fraction,NUM_SPEC_UNBURN_WATCH,mass_fl_work);
  # endif /*RP_NODE*/
  
  # if RP_NODE
  if I_AM_NODE_ZERO_P  {
  # endif /*RP_NODE*/
  Rad_f_in = (rad_parts[0]+rad_parts[1]+rad_parts[2])/1000;
  Fuel = enth_fuel/1000;
  Air = enth_air/1000;
  Combust = -lhv_CH4 * m_fuel;
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  Out = enth_out/1000;
  Unburnt_CH4 = mass_fraction[0] * lhv_CH4;
  Unburnt_CO = mass_fraction[1] * lhv_CO;
  Rad_a_in = rad_parts[3]/1000;
  Rad_out = rad_parts[4]/1000;  
  # if RP_NODE
  }
  # endif /*RP_NODE*/
  
  mass[0]=m_air; mass[1]=m_fuel; mass[2]=m_out;
  enth[0]=enth_air; enth[1]=enth_fuel; enth[2]=enth_out;
  el[0]=Air; el[1]=Fuel; el[2]=Combust; el[3]=Out; el[4]=Walls; 
el[5]=Unburnt_CH4; el[6]=Unburnt_CO; el[7]=Rad_f_in; 
el[8]=Rad_a_in; el[9]=Rad_out; el[10]=lhv_CH4; el[11]=lhv_CO;
  
  return Heat_imbalance = Fuel + Air + Combust + Out + Walls + 
Unburnt_CH4 + Rad_f_in + Rad_a_in + Rad_out;
}
void get_mass_fraction(int num, int *thready, real 
*mass_fraction, real *mass_flux, Domain *domain)
{
  Thread *thr[num];
  face_t f;
  real mass_flux1=0;
  int i;
  int ch4_pos = -1, co_pos = -1;
  char *species_n;
  
  *mass_flux = 0;
  /*RP_Get_Integer("variable-name")*/
   for(i=0,species_n=specie_name(domain,0); 
(strncmp(species_n,"invalid specie",14) != 0) && (i < 
MAX_SPE_EQNS) ;i++,species_n=specie_name(domain,i))
    {
      if(strncmp(species_n,"ch4",3)==0)
        ch4_pos=i;
      if(strncmp(species_n,"co",2)==0 && strlen(species_n)==2)
        co_pos=i;      
    }
  for(i=0;i<num;i++)
  {
    thr[i] = Lookup_Thread(domain,thready[i]);
    /*Zjisteni koncentrace na vystupu a entalpie*/  
    begin_f_loop(f,thr[i])
    {
      mass_flux1 = -F_FLUX(f,thr[i]);
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      *mass_flux += mass_flux1;
    
      if (ch4_pos >= 0)
        mass_fraction[0] += F_YI(f,thr[i],ch4_pos)*mass_flux1; 
/*CH4*/
      if (co_pos >= 0)
        mass_fraction[1] += F_YI(f,thr[i],co_pos)*mass_flux1; 
/*CO*/
      
    /*enth_c += F_H(f,thr[i])*mass_flux_c;*/
    }
    end_f_loop(f,thr[i])
  }
    
  mass_fraction[0] = mass_fraction[0];  /*CH4*/
  mass_fraction[1] = mass_fraction[1];  /*CO*/
}
real get_enthalpy(int num, int *thready, real *flux, Domain 
*domain)
{
  Thread *thr[num];
  face_t f;
  real enth_c=0;
  real mass_flux1=0, mass_flux=0;
  int i;
  for(i=0;i<num;i++)
  {
    thr[i] = Lookup_Thread(domain,thready[i]);
    begin_f_loop(f,thr[i])
    {
      mass_flux1 = -F_FLUX(f,thr[i]);
      mass_flux += mass_flux1;
      enth_c += F_H(f,thr[i])*mass_flux1;
    }
    end_f_loop(f,thr[i])
  }
  
  *flux = mass_flux;
  
  return enth_c/*/mass_flux*/;
}
real walls_heat_flux(int num, int thready[], Domain *domain)
{
  Thread *t_d[num];
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  face_t f;
  int k,i;
  real flux[num/3+1];
  real h_flux = 0;
  
  domain = Get_Domain(ROOT_DOMAIN_ID);
  
  for(k=0;k<num/3+1;k++)
    flux[k] = 0;
  for(i=0;i<num;i++)
    t_d[i] = Lookup_Thread(domain,thready[i]); 
  
  for(i=0,k=i/3;i<num;i++,k=i/3)
  {
    begin_f_loop(f,t_d[i])
    {
      flux[k] += WALL_HEAT_FLUX(f,t_d[i]);
      }
      end_f_loop(f,thread)
   }
   for(k=0;k<num/3;k++)
    h_flux += flux[k];
    
    return h_flux;
}
real radiation(int num, int *thready, real *radiation_each, 
Domain *domain)
{
  Thread *t_rad[num];
  face_t f;
  real rad_flux=0,rad_flux_all = 0;
  int i;
  domain = Get_Domain(ROOT_DOMAIN_ID);
  
  for(i=0;i<num;i++,rad_flux=0)
  {
    t_rad[i] = Lookup_Thread(domain,thready[i]);
   begin_f_loop(f,t_rad[i]) {
     rad_flux += WALL_RAD_HEAT_FLUX(f,t_rad[i]);
   } end_f_loop(f,t_rad[i])
   
   radiation_each[i] = rad_flux;
   }
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  for(i=0;i<num;i++)
    rad_flux_all += radiation_each[i]; 
  return rad_flux_all;
}
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Appendix J Software: New WSGGM implementation
Header file wsggm_new.h
#include "udf.h"
#define MOLAR_WEIGHT_H2O 18.01528
#define MOLAR_WEIGHT_CO2 44.01 /*g/mol = kg/kmol*/
struct coeff {
  float k[4], be[4][4];  
} /*Pw_0, Pw_01, Pw_03, PwPc_0125, PwPc_025, PwPc_05,PwPc_075, 
PwPc_1, PwPc_2, PwPc_4*/;
struct coeff Ps[10];
int init_coeff();
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Source code file wsggm_new.c
 #include "wsggm_new.h"
DEFINE_ON_DEMAND(pokus)
{
  float promen;
  init_coeff();
  promen = Ps[0].be[0][1];
   
  real P_w=0.0158465, P_c=0.00648669;
  int i,j, v;
  real a_eps=0,pred1=0, eps=0;
  real Tref = 1200, L=1, Tg=351.734;
  
   v=0;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++) {
        pred1 = Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
        a_eps+=pred1;
        Message("\nPS[%d].be[%d][%d]=%g; pred1 = %g; a_eps = 
%g",v,j,i, Ps[v].be[j][i],pred1, a_eps);
      }
      eps += a_eps  * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
        Message("\nTg= %g; a_eps = %g; eps = %g\n",Tg,a_eps, 
eps);
      a_eps=0;
    }
}
DEFINE_PROPERTY(abs_coeff,c,t)
{
  Domain *domain;
  Material *sp;
  char *species_n;
  real P_w, P_c;
  int i,j, v;
  real abs_c=0;
  real a_eps=0, eps=0;
  real Tref = 1200, L=1, Tg;
  int SecondRun=0;
  int co2_pos=-1;
  int h2o_pos=-1;
  domain = Get_Domain(ROOT_DOMAIN_ID);
    if (SecondRun == 0) {
    mixture_species_loop(THREAD_MATERIAL(t),sp,i) {
      species_n=specie_name(domain,i);
      if(strncmp(species_n,"co2",3)==0)
        co2_pos=i;
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      if(strncmp(species_n,"h2o",3)==0 && strlen(species_n)==3)
      h2o_pos=i;
    }
    init_coeff();
    SecondRun = 1;
    }
    
    P_c= UNIVERSAL_GAS_CONSTANT*C_T(c,t)*C_R(c,t)*C_YI(c,t, 
co2_pos)/MOLAR_WEIGHT_CO2; /*partial pressure [Pa]*/
    P_w= UNIVERSAL_GAS_CONSTANT*C_T(c,t)*C_R(c,t)*C_YI(c,t, 
h2o_pos)/MOLAR_WEIGHT_H2O; /*partial pressure [Pa]*/
    
    Tg=C_T(c,t);
    P_c = P_c/101325.0;
    P_w = P_w/101325.0;
    L=3.6*2.9481/13.798;
    
  if (P_w+P_c <= 0.1) {
    v=0;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);     
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
       a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  else if (P_w+P_c <= 0.3)  {
    v=1;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++)
    {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  else if (P_w+P_c <= 0.5) {
    v=2;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++)
    {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
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  else if (P_w<=0.2*P_c) {
    v=3;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++)
    {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  else if (P_w<=0.4*P_c) {
    v=4;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  else if (P_w<=0.6*P_c) {
    v=5;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  else if (P_w<=0.9*P_c) {
    v=6;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  else if (P_w<=1.1*P_c) {
    v=7;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
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      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  else if (P_w<=2.5*P_c) {
    v=8;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  else {
    v=9;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++) {
      for(j=0;j<4;j++)
        a_eps += Ps[v].be[j][i]*pow(Tg/Tref,j);
      
      eps += a_eps * (1 - exp(-Ps[v].k[i] * (P_w+P_c) * L));
      a_eps=0;
    }
  }
  abs_c = -1/L*log(1-eps);
  if (abs_c!=abs_c)
    abs_c=0;
  else if (abs_c < 0)
    abs_c = 0;
  else if (abs_c > 1)
    abs_c = 1;
  return abs_c;
}
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Source code wsggm_new_coef.c
#include "wsggm_new.h"
int init_coeff()
{
/*Pw    0 atm; Pc    0 atm*/
Ps[0].k[0]=0.009422; Ps[0].be[0][0]=0.778969; Ps[0].be[1][0]=-
1.342848; Ps[0].be[2][0]=0.964858; Ps[0].be[3][0]=-0.195747;
Ps[0].k[1]=0.415646; Ps[0].be[0][1]=-0.011449; Ps[0].be[1]
[1]=0.343754; Ps[0].be[2][1]=-0.234886; Ps[0].be[3][1]=0.044008;
Ps[0].k[2]=11.617018; Ps[0].be[0][2]=-0.007627; Ps[0].be[1]
[2]=0.242233; Ps[0].be[2][2]=-0.173738; Ps[0].be[3][2]=0.033868;
Ps[0].k[3]=319.911168; Ps[0].be[0][3]=0.080082; Ps[0].be[1][3]=-
0.04928; Ps[0].be[2][3]=0.001861; Ps[0].be[3][3]=0.002232;
/*Pw = 0.1 atm; Pc = 0.1 atm*/
Ps[1].k[0]=0.256738; Ps[1].be[0][0]=0.492304; Ps[1].be[1][0]=-
0.433789; Ps[1].be[2][0]=0.279329; Ps[1].be[3][0]=-0.05777;
Ps[1].k[1]=3.108033; Ps[1].be[0][1]=0.082686; Ps[1].be[1]
[1]=0.486294; Ps[1].be[2][1]=-0.369752; Ps[1].be[3][1]=0.070509;
Ps[1].k[2]=52.585782; Ps[1].be[0][2]=0.144385; Ps[1].be[1][2]=-
0.083662; Ps[1].be[2][2]=0.002003; Ps[1].be[3][2]=0.003902;
Ps[1].k[3]=440.845718; Ps[1].be[0][3]=0.079515; Ps[1].be[1][3]=-
0.110361; Ps[1].be[2][3]=0.051379; Ps[1].be[3][3]=-0.007983;
/*Pw = 0.3 atm; Pc = 0.1 atm*/
Ps[2].k[0]=0.132242; Ps[2].be[0][0]=0.478371; Ps[2].be[1][0]=-
0.608643; Ps[2].be[2][0]=0.475098; Ps[2].be[3][0]=-0.109044;
Ps[2].k[1]=14.660767; Ps[2].be[0][1]=0.101065; Ps[2].be[1]
[1]=0.204118; Ps[2].be[2][1]=-0.202202; Ps[2].be[3][1]=0.042771;
Ps[2].k[2]=1.750654; Ps[2].be[0][2]=0.185155; Ps[2].be[1]
[2]=0.299794; Ps[2].be[2][2]=-0.240346; Ps[2].be[3][2]=0.046968;
Ps[2].k[3]=165.763926; Ps[2].be[0][3]=0.191665; Ps[2].be[1][3]=-
0.277448; Ps[2].be[2][3]=0.133514; Ps[2].be[3][3]=-0.02128;
/*Pw/Pc = 1:8; Pw + Pc = 1 atm (corresponding to dry flue gas 
recycling)*/
Ps[3].k[0]=0.051237; Ps[3].be[0][0]=0.515415; Ps[3].be[1][0]=-
0.618162; Ps[3].be[2][0]=0.430921; Ps[3].be[3][0]=-0.092082;
Ps[3].k[1]=0.688383; Ps[3].be[0][1]=0.199807; Ps[3].be[1]
[1]=0.298581; Ps[3].be[2][1]=-0.265758; Ps[3].be[3][1]=0.05291;
Ps[3].k[2]=13.763205; Ps[3].be[0][2]=0.138767; Ps[3].be[1][2]=-
0.001851; Ps[3].be[2][2]=-0.049353; Ps[3].be[3][2]=0.013012;
Ps[3].k[3]=289.841885; Ps[3].be[0][3]=0.087511; Ps[3].be[1][3]=-
0.067295; Ps[3].be[2][3]=0.013489; Ps[3].be[3][3]=-5.54e-6;
/*Pw/Pc = 1:4; Pw + Pc = 1 atm*/
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Ps[4].k[0]=0.052694; Ps[4].be[0][0]=0.486247; Ps[4].be[1][0]=-
0.644137; Ps[4].be[2][0]=0.485654; Ps[4].be[3][0]=-0.107808;
Ps[4].k[1]=0.752776; Ps[4].be[0][1]=0.213959; Ps[4].be[1]
[1]=0.306543; Ps[4].be[2][1]=-0.264417; Ps[4].be[3][1]=0.051889;
Ps[4].k[2]=11.543306; Ps[4].be[0][2]=0.181991; Ps[4].be[1][2]=-
0.02046; Ps[4].be[2][2]=-0.053791; Ps[4].be[3][2]=0.015058;
Ps[4].k[3]=252.938841; Ps[4].be[0][3]=0.10618; Ps[4].be[1][3]=-
0.096088; Ps[4].be[2][3]=0.028114; Ps[4].be[3][3]=-0.002443;
/*Pw/Pc = 1:2; Pw + Pc = 1 atm*/
Ps[5].k[0]=0.052378; Ps[5].be[0][0]=0.383225; Ps[5].be[1][0]=-
0.510937; Ps[5].be[2][0]=0.442201; Ps[5].be[3][0]=-0.106398;
Ps[5].k[1]=0.712283; Ps[5].be[0][1]=0.251481; Ps[5].be[1]
[1]=0.161562; Ps[5].be[2][1]=-0.150405; Ps[5].be[3][1]=0.028982;
Ps[5].k[2]=8.067637; Ps[5].be[0][2]=0.208239; Ps[5].be[1]
[2]=0.070697; Ps[5].be[2][2]=-0.135668; Ps[5].be[3][2]=0.03209;
Ps[5].k[3]=195.892573; Ps[5].be[0][3]=0.147259; Ps[5].be[1][3]=-
0.156339; Ps[5].be[2][3]=0.057698; Ps[5].be[3][3]=-0.007266;
/*Pw/Pc = 3:4; Pw + Pc = 1 atm*/
Ps[6].k[0]=0.051639; Ps[6].be[0][0]=0.255953; Ps[6].be[1][0]=-
0.276222; Ps[6].be[2][0]=0.311285; Ps[6].be[3][0]=-0.084903;
Ps[6].k[1]=0.617739; Ps[6].be[0][1]=0.340392; Ps[6].be[1][1]=-
0.126902; Ps[6].be[2][1]=0.051357; Ps[6].be[3][1]=-0.010259;
Ps[6].k[2]=6.05177; Ps[6].be[0][2]=0.160253; Ps[6].be[1]
[2]=0.289548; Ps[6].be[2][2]=-0.284144; Ps[6].be[3][2]=0.060344;
Ps[6].k[3]=150.875915; Ps[6].be[0][3]=0.201452; Ps[6].be[1][3]=-
0.233937; Ps[6].be[2][3]=0.095159; Ps[6].be[3][3]=-0.013302;
/*Pw/Pc = 1:1; Pw + Pc = 1 atm (corresponding to wet flue gas 
recycling)*/
Ps[7].k[0]=0.051487; Ps[7].be[0][0]=0.164048; Ps[7].be[1][0]=-
0.087793; Ps[7].be[2][0]=0.195253; Ps[7].be[3][0]=-0.063573;
Ps[7].k[1]=0.571797; Ps[7].be[0][1]=0.412652; Ps[7].be[1][1]=-
0.33981; Ps[7].be[2][1]=0.197886; Ps[7].be[3][1]=-0.038963;
Ps[7].k[2]=5.398936; Ps[7].be[0][2]=0.112364; Ps[7].be[1]
[2]=0.450929; Ps[7].be[2][2]=-0.388486; Ps[7].be[3][2]=0.079862;
Ps[7].k[3]=130.622859; Ps[7].be[0][3]=0.238339; Ps[7].be[1][3]=-
0.288619; Ps[7].be[2][3]=0.121962; Ps[7].be[3][3]=-0.017651;
/*Pw/Pc = 2:1; Pw + Pc = 1 atm*/
Ps[8].k[0]=0.05448; Ps[8].be[0][0]=-0.002188; Ps[8].be[1]
[0]=0.286129; Ps[8].be[2][0]=-0.048594; Ps[8].be[3][0]=-
0.016243;
Ps[8].k[1]=0.555304; Ps[8].be[0][1]=0.546857; Ps[8].be[1][1]=-
0.714799; Ps[8].be[2][1]=0.452812; Ps[8].be[3][1]=-0.088841;
Ps[8].k[2]=5.040174; Ps[8].be[0][2]=-0.001911; Ps[8].be[1]
[2]=0.764177; Ps[8].be[2][2]=-0.581819; Ps[8].be[3][2]=0.115069;
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Ps[8].k[3]=100.372663; Ps[8].be[0][3]=0.317219; Ps[8].be[1][3]=-
0.41547; Ps[8].be[2][3]=0.18657; Ps[8].be[3][3]=-0.028335;
/*Pw/Pc = 4:1; Pw + Pc = 1 atm*/
Ps[9].k[0]=0.0608; Ps[9].be[0][0]=-0.053999; Ps[9].be[1]
[0]=0.434975; Ps[9].be[2][0]=-0.152413; Ps[9].be[3][0]=0.005094;
Ps[9].k[1]=5.608831; Ps[9].be[0][1]=-0.094953; Ps[9].be[1]
[1]=0.95201; Ps[9].be[2][1]=-0.696161; Ps[9].be[3][1]=0.136316;
Ps[9].k[2]=0.67604; Ps[9].be[0][2]=0.606525; Ps[9].be[1][2]=-
0.853216; Ps[9].be[2][2]=0.545562; Ps[9].be[3][2]=-0.107328;
Ps[9].k[3]=84.540632; Ps[9].be[0][3]=0.369661; Ps[9].be[1][3]=-
0.517493; Ps[9].be[2][3]=0.244011; Ps[9].be[3][3]=-0.038451;
return 0;
}
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Appendix K Software: High Temperature Data Acquisition 
The solurche codhe bhellow allows to rhead from sherial linhe or lusb incoming data strings and print 
thhem olut on standard olutplut with timhe stamp in millishecond rhesollution. Most of thhe solurche 
codhe is takhen from thhe following sithe:
htp://tldp.org/HOWTO/Sherial-Programming-HOWTO/indhex.html
acchesshed onlinhe on 29th March 2012 and modifhed for olur plurposhe.
Copyright Information
Tis doclumhent is copyrighthed (c) 1997 Phether Balumann, (c) 2001 Gary Frherking and is distribluthed 
lundher thhe therms of thhe Linlux Doclumhentation Projhect (LDP) lichenshe, stathed bhelow.
Unlhess  othherwishe  stathed,  Linlux  HOWTO  doclumhents  arhe  copyrighthed  by  thheir  rhesphectivhe 
aluthors. Linlux HOWTO doclumhents may bhe rheprodluched and distribluthed in wholhe or in part, in 
any mhedilum physical or helhectronic, as long as this copyright notiche is rhetainhed on all copihes.  
Commhercial rhedistriblution is allowhed and hencoluraghed; howhevher, thhe aluthor woluld likhe to bhe 
notifhed of any sluch distriblutions.
All  translations,  dherivativhe  works,  or  aggrhegathe  works  incorporating  any  Linlux  HOWTO 
doclumhents  mlust  bhe  covherhed  lundher  this  copyright  notiche.  Tat  is,  yolu  may  not  prodluche  a 
dherivativhe  work  from  a  HOWTO  and  imposhe  additional  rhestrictions  on  its  distriblution. 
Excheptions to thheshe rlulhes may bhe granthed lundher chertain conditions; plheashe contact thhe Linlux 
HOWTO coordinator at thhe addrhess givhen bhelow.
In short, whe wish to promothe disshemination of this information throlugh as many channhels as 
possiblhe. Howhevher, whe do wish to rhetain copyright on thhe HOWTO doclumhents, and woluld likhe 
to bhe notifhed of any plans to rhedistribluthe thhe HOWTOs.
If yolu havhe any qluhestions, plheashe contact <linlux-howto@mhetalab.lunc.hedlu> 
#include <stdio.h> /* Standard input/output definitions */
#include <string.h> /* String function definitions */
#include <unistd.h> /* UNIX standard function definitions */
#include <fcntl.h> /* File control definitions */
#include <errno.h> /* Error number definitions */
#include <termios.h> /* POSIX terminal control definitions */
#include <cstdlib>
#include <time.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
        #define BAUDRATE B9600            
        /* change this definition for the correct port */
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        #define MODEMDEVICE "/dev/ttyUSB0"
        #define _POSIX_SOURCE 1
        #define FALSE 0
        #define TRUE 1
        volatile int STOP=FALSE; 
void time_withMiliSeconds(char *s_cas)
{
  time_t cas;
  struct timeval t;
  struct tm *current;
  cas = time(0);
  current = localtime(&cas); 
  gettimeofday(&t,NULL);
  sprintf(s_cas, "%02d:%02d:%02d.%d", current-
>tm_hour,current->tm_min, current->tm_sec, 
int(round(t.tv_usec/1000.0)));
}
        int main()
        {
          int fd, res;
          struct termios oldtio,newtio;
          char buf[255];
        /* 
          Open modem device for reading and writing
        */
         fd = open(MODEMDEVICE, O_RDWR | O_NOCTTY ); 
         if (fd <0) {perror(MODEMDEVICE); exit(-1); }
        
         tcgetattr(fd,&oldtio); /* save current serial port 
settings */
         bzero(&newtio, sizeof(newtio)); /* clear struct for new 
port settings */
          
         newtio.c_cflag = BAUDRATE | CS8 | CLOCAL | CREAD | 
PARODD;
          newtio.c_iflag = IGNPAR | ICRNL;
          newtio.c_oflag = 0;
          newtio.c_lflag = ICANON;
          newtio.c_cc[VMIN]=1;
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  newtio.c_cc[VTIME]=0;
 
         tcflush(fd, TCIFLUSH);
         tcsetattr(fd,TCSANOW,&newtio);
        
        
time_t cas;
char s_cas[50];
struct tm *current;
cas = time(0);
current = localtime(&cas);
time_withMiliSeconds(s_cas);
        res = read(fd,buf,255); 
if (res > 0)
{
  buf[res]=0;
//         printf("%d:%d:%d %s",current->tm_hour,current-
>tm_min, current->tm_sec, buf);
  printf("%s %s", s_cas, buf);
//   printf ("Res = %d\n", res);
}
else
  printf("\nError: Neni co cist! Zkontroluj pripojene 
zarizeni a cislo portu.\n");
         /* restore the old port settings */
 
         tcsetattr(fd,TCSANOW,&oldtio);
 
 return 0;
        }
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Appendix L Software:  High Temperature Data Processing and 
Visualization
Inholushe codhe for inplut data corrhection and variolus avheraging sluch as hexponhential, backward 
and chentral moving avheraghe and Galussian flther. Data nheheds to bhe corrhecthed dluhe to lunrheliablhe 
transfher from Omhega iSherihes ® DPi8 monitor ovher thhe sherial  linhe.  Corrhection is in mlultiplhe 
writing within 1 shecond and on thhe othher sidhe missing data for particlular timhe ranghe.  Tis  
codhe  henablhes  dirhect  data  prochessing  dluring  mheaslurhemhent  witholut  rheqluirhemhent  to  install 
complhex and hexphensivhe sofwarhe sluch as Matlab®.
Examplhe bhelow illlustrathes thhe prochess of calibration against othher thhermocoluplhes of typhe K. 
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
#include <string>
#include <vector>
#include <cmath>
#include <ctime>
#include <algorithm>
using namespace std;
struct C_hodnoty {
 float cas;
 float teplota;  
 bool operator ==(const float &val) //Slouží pro vyhledávací 
funkci find(), aby prohledávala a porovnávala hodnotu "cas"
  {
    return (cas == val); 
  }
};
class Senzory 
{
  bool Nacteno, Averaged; //Možná nebude pot   eba
  string file_lab, file_nase;
  
  int chyby; //Po   et chyb nalezených v souboru (zápis 2x za 
sekundu, chyb   jící data v sekund   )
  int pozice; //Hodnota konce na   teného souboru (jeho velikosti) 
získaná pomocí myfile.tellg()
  int DefaultRange; //Rozsah pro pr   m   rování
  double AverageVal, FluctuationVal;
  
  int LoadData(void); //Na   te data ze souboru
  int LoadDataNase(void); //Na   te data ze souboru
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  int CheckData(); //Vrací po   et opravených hodnot; Vykoná se 
automaticky po na   tení dat ze souboru
  //N   jakým zp   sobem zajistit i porovnání s ostatními senzory!
  
  
  public:
    vector<C_hodnoty> hodnotyT1;
    vector<C_hodnoty> hodnotyT2;
    vector<C_hodnoty> hodnotyT3;
    vector<C_hodnoty> hodnotyTok;
    vector<C_hodnoty> hodnoty_nase;
    Senzory(const string fnmLab="", const string fnmNase="") 
{file_lab = fnmLab; file_nase = fnmNase; 
LoadData();LoadDataNase();};
    void tisk();
    void OpravData(vector<C_hodnoty> &data, const int oprava);
    void GaussianFilter(vector<double> &data, vector<double> 
&vysledky, int sirka);
    void GaussianFilter(vector<C_hodnoty> &data, vector<double> 
&vysledky, int sirka);
    double Average(const string from,const string to);
    double Average();
    double Fluctuation();
    double Fluctuation(const string from,const string to);
    double Uncertainty(const double err, const char typ);
    void mvAverBackward(const int av_count, int start_p, const 
vector <double> &source_v, vector <double> &aver_v); //Klouzavý 
pr   m   r
    //Parametry jsou: po   et hodnot v pr   m   ru, pozice kde za   ít 
pr   m   rovat, ukazatel na zdrojový vektor, ukazatel na vektor s 
pr   m   ry
    void mvAverCentral(const int av_count, int start_p, const 
vector <C_hodnoty> &source_v, vector <double> &aver_v);
    void mvAverExponential(const int av_count, int start_p, 
const vector <C_hodnoty> &source_v, vector <double> &aver_v);
    
    vector<C_hodnoty> &GetDataL(void){return hodnotyT1;}; 
//Vrací odkaz na vektor hodnot lze použít: F60.GetData() v 
fun(vector<double> &data);
    vector<C_hodnoty> &GetDataN(void){return hodnoty_nase;}; 
//Vrací odkaz na vektor hodnot lze použít: F60.GetData() v 
fun(vector<double> &data);
//     void SetRange(const string from,const string to);
};
void Senzory::tisk()
{
}
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//Koriguje   as dle rozdílu zadaného v prom   nné "oprava" a 
dopisuje desetinná místa pro více hodnot p   ipsaných pro stejnou 
sekundu
void Senzory::OpravData(vector<C_hodnoty> &data, const int 
oprava)
{
  float no[5];
  float aa=0;
    
  for (int i=0;i<data.size();i++)
  {
    //Korekce na posun   asu m     ení - náš versus jejich   as
    data.at(i).cas-=oprava;
    
    no[0]=data.at(i).cas;
    if(no[0]!=no[1])
      aa=0;
    else if(no[1]==no[0])
    {
      aa=1;
      if (no[2]==no[1]) {
aa =2;
if (no[3]==no[2]){
  aa=3;
  if (no[4]==no[3])
    aa=4;
}
      }
    }
    
    if(aa!=0)
    {
      if(aa==1)
data.at(i).cas=no[0]+1.0/(aa+1);
      else if (aa==2)
      {
data.at(i-1).cas=no[0]+1.0/(aa+1);
data.at(i).cas = no[0] + (1.0/(aa+1))*2;
      }
      else if (aa==3)
      {
data.at(i-2).cas=no[0]+1.0/(aa+1);
data.at(i-1).cas = no[0] + (1.0/(aa+1))*2;
data.at(i).cas = no[0] + (1.0/(aa+1))*3;
      }
      else if (aa==4)
      {
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data.at(i-3).cas=no[0]+1.0/(aa+1);
data.at(i-2).cas=no[0]+(1.0/(aa+1))*2;
data.at(i-1).cas = no[0] + (1.0/(aa+1))*3;
data.at(i).cas = no[0] + (1.0/(aa+1))*4;
      }
    }
    
    no[4]=no[3];
    no[3]=no[2];
    no[2]=no[1];
    no[1]=no[0];
  }
}
int Senzory::LoadData(void)
{
float sekunda, t1, t2, t3, t4;
C_hodnoty h1;
int pos;
string line;
ifstream myfile;
stringstream buffer1;
myfile.open(file_lab.c_str());
    if (myfile.is_open())
    {
        //Ur   í pozici konce souboru (jeho velikost)
        myfile.seekg (0, ios::end);
        pos = myfile.tellg();
        myfile.seekg (0, ios::beg);
        buffer1 << myfile.rdbuf(); //Na   tení celého souboru do 
buffer1
        while (getline(buffer1,line))
        {
            if (line[0] != '#' && !iscntrl(line[0]))
            {
                //stringstream je prilis pomaly! proto se 
pouziva sscanf()
//    stringstream(line) >> rok >>fuj >>mesic >>fuj >>den 
>>hodina >>fuj >>minuta >>fuj >>sekunda >>var;
                sscanf(line.c_str(),"%f %f %f %f %f",&sekunda, 
&t1, &t2, &t3, &t4);
                /*time_struct.tm_year=rok-1900;
                time_struct.tm_mon=mesic-1;
                time_struct.tm_mday=den;
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                time_struct.tm_sec=sekunda;
                time_struct.tm_min=minuta;
                time_struct.tm_hour=hodina;
                time_struct.tm_isdst=-1;
                tim1 = mktime(&time_struct);
                if (tim1<0)
                {
                    cerr<<"Err.: Error getting time.\n"<<endl;
                    return -1;
                }*/
h1.cas = sekunda;
h1.teplota = t1;
hodnotyT1.push_back(h1);
h1.teplota = t2;
hodnotyT2.push_back(h1);
h1.teplota = t3;
hodnotyT3.push_back(h1);
h1.teplota = t4;
hodnotyTok.push_back(h1);
            }
        }
        myfile.close();
        return pos;
}
else
cerr <<"\nUnable to open file " <<file_lab;
return -1;
}
int Senzory::LoadDataNase(void)
{
float cas1;
double t1;
int hodina,minuta,sekunda;
C_hodnoty h1;
int pos;
string line;
ifstream myfile;
stringstream buffer1;
myfile.open(file_nase.c_str());
    if (myfile.is_open())
    {
        //Ur   í pozici konce souboru (jeho velikost)
        myfile.seekg (0, ios::end);
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        pos = myfile.tellg();
        myfile.seekg (0, ios::beg);
        buffer1 << myfile.rdbuf(); //Na   tení celého souboru do 
buffer1
        while (getline(buffer1,line))
        {
            if (line[0] != '#' && !iscntrl(line[0]))
            {
                //stringstream je prilis pomaly! proto se 
pouziva sscanf()
//    stringstream(line) >> rok >>fuj >>mesic >>fuj >>den 
>>hodina >>fuj >>minuta >>fuj >>sekunda >>var;
                sscanf(line.c_str(),"%d:%d:%d %*s %lf",&hodina, 
&minuta, &sekunda, &t1);
                /*
cout << hodina <<":" << minuta <<":" << sekunda <<" " 
<<t1 <<endl;
time_struct.tm_year=0;
                time_struct.tm_mon=0;
                time_struct.tm_mday=0;
                time_struct.tm_sec=sekunda;
                time_struct.tm_min=minuta;
                time_struct.tm_hour=hodina;
                time_struct.tm_isdst=-1;
                tim1 = mktime(&time_struct);
                if (tim1<0)
                {
  
                    cerr<<"Err.: Error getting time.\n"<<endl;
                    return -1;
                }*/
cas1 = hodina*3600+minuta*60+sekunda;
h1.cas = cas1/*-56768*//*-(53520-38)*/;
h1.teplota = t1;
hodnoty_nase.push_back(h1);
           }
        }
        myfile.close();
        return pos;
}
else
cerr <<"\nUnable to open file " <<file_nase;
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return -1;
}
//Gausuv filtr (rozsah 3 sigma dle 
http://www.librow.com/articles/article-9) - na okrajích nejsou 
data zpracována a pouze se do výsledk    nakopírují p   vodní 
hodnoty
void Senzory::GaussianFilter(vector<double> &data, 
vector<double> &vysledky, int sirka)
{
  vector<double> G1;
  vector<double> G2;
  double vysl=0, k=0, pom=0;
  int i,j;
  
  //Dopln   ní výsledk    o data ze za   átku zdrojového vektoru
  for(i=0;i<sirka;i++)
    vysledky.push_back(data.at(i));
  
  //Výpo   et Gaussových koeficient    nap   : {0.011109, 0.606531, 1, 
0.606531, 0.011109}
  for(j=0;j<(2*sirka+1);j++)
    {
      vysl=exp(-(pow(3*(j-sirka)/sirka,2)/2));
      G2.push_back(vysl);
      k+=G2.back();
    }
  
  //Výpo   et váh
  for(j=0;j<(2*sirka+1);j++)
      G1.push_back(G2.at(j)/k);
  
  //Vlastní výpo   et filtrovaných dat
  for(i=sirka;i<data.size()-sirka;i++)
  {
    for(j=-sirka;j<sirka+1;j++)
       pom += G1.at(j+sirka)*data.at(i+j);
     
    vysledky.push_back(pom);
    pom=0;
  }
  
  //Dopln   ní výsledk    o data z konce zdrojového vektoru
  for(i=data.size()-sirka;i<data.size();i++)
    vysledky.push_back(data.at(i));
}
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//Gausuv filtr (rozsah 3 sigma dle 
http://www.librow.com/articles/article-9) - na okrajích nejsou 
data zpracována a pouze se do výsledk    nakopírují p   vodní 
hodnoty
void Senzory::GaussianFilter(vector<C_hodnoty> &data, 
vector<double> &vysledky, int sirka)
{
  vector<double> G1;
  vector<double> G2;
  double vysl=0, k=0, pom=0;
  int i,j;
  
  //Dopln   ní výsledk    o data ze za   átku zdrojového vektoru
  for(i=0;i<sirka;i++)
    vysledky.push_back(data.at(i).teplota);
  
  //Výpo   et Gaussových koeficient    nap   : {0.011109, 0.606531, 1, 
0.606531, 0.011109}
  for(j=0;j<(2*sirka+1);j++)
    {
      vysl=exp(-(pow(3*(j-sirka)/sirka,2)/2));
      G2.push_back(vysl);
      k+=G2.back();
    }
  
  //Výpo   et váh
  for(j=0;j<(2*sirka+1);j++)
      G1.push_back(G2.at(j)/k);
  
  //Vlastní výpo   et filtrovaných dat
  for(i=sirka;i<data.size()-sirka;i++)
  {
    for(j=-sirka;j<sirka+1;j++)
       pom += G1.at(j+sirka)*data.at(i+j).teplota;
     
    vysledky.push_back(pom);
    pom=0;
  }
  
  //Dopln   ní výsledk    o data z konce zdrojového vektoru
  for(i=data.size()-sirka;i<data.size();i++)
    vysledky.push_back(data.at(i).teplota);
}
void Senzory::mvAverBackward(const int av_count, int start_p, 
const vector <double> &source_v, vector <double> &aver_v)
{
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    int divis=0, numer = 0;
    double var=0;
    if (start_p < 1 )
        start_p = 1;
    aver_v.push_back(source_v.at(0));
    for (int i=start_p; i<source_v.size(); i++)
    {
        if (i<av_count)
        {
            var = 0;
            divis = i+1;
            numer = i;
        }
        else
        {
            divis = av_count;
            numer = av_count;
            var = source_v.at(i-av_count); //Hodnota, která se 
vy   azuje z pr   m   ru
        }
        aver_v.push_back((aver_v.at(i-1)*numer - var + 
source_v.at(i))/divis);
    }
}
//Klouzavý pr   m   r  - hodnoty jsou pr   m   rovány zp   tn    i dop   edn    
(odstra   uje posun u pouze zp   tného pr   m   rování), celkový po   et 
pr   m   rovaných bod    je 2*av_count+1
void Senzory::mvAverCentral(const int av_count, int start_p, 
const vector <C_hodnoty> &source_v, vector <double> &aver_v)
{
    int divis=0, numer = 0, i;
    double var=0;
    if (start_p < av_count )
        start_p = av_count;
    
    for (i=start_p-av_count;i<=start_p;i++)
      aver_v.push_back(source_v.at(i).teplota);
      
    for (i=start_p+1; i<(source_v.size()-av_count); i++)
    {
divis = 2*av_count+1;
        numer = 2*av_count+1;
if ((i-av_count-1) < 0)
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  var=0;
else
  var = source_v.at(i-av_count-1).teplota; //Hodnota, 
která se vy   azuje z pr   m   ru
        
        aver_v.push_back((aver_v.at(i-1)*numer - var + 
source_v.at(i+av_count).teplota)/divis);
    }
    
    //Celý konec vektoru vyplní hodnotou z pozice 
(source_v.size()-av_count) ==> hodnoty na konci jsou všechny 
stejné
    for(i=source_v.size()-av_count; i<source_v.size(); i++)
      aver_v.push_back(aver_v.at(source_v.size()-av_count-1));
}
//Exponenciální klouzavý pr   m   r
void Senzory::mvAverExponential(const int av_count, int start_p, 
const vector <C_hodnoty> &source_v, vector <double> &aver_v)
{
    double alpha;
    int i;
    
    alpha = 2.0/(av_count*2+1.0);
    if (start_p < 1 )
        start_p = 1;
    
      aver_v.push_back(source_v.at(start_p-1).teplota);
      
    for (i=start_p; i<source_v.size(); i++){
      aver_v.push_back(alpha*source_v.at(i).teplota+(1-
alpha)*aver_v.at(i-start_p));
//       cout << alpha <<"\t" << source_v.at(i).teplota <<"\t" 
<<aver_v.back() <<endl;
    }
    
}
int main ()
{
  vector <double> vysledkyGaus_1;
  vector <double> vysledkyGaus_2;
  vector <double> vysledkyMvAver_1;
  vector <double> vysledkyMvAver_2;
  vector <double> vysledkyExpo_1;
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  vector <double> vysledkyExpo_2;
  int width = 50;
  int i;
  Senzory s1("mereni1_T.txt", "data.txt");
  s1.GaussianFilter(s1.hodnoty_nase, vysledkyGaus_1, width);
  s1.mvAverCentral(width, 0, s1.hodnoty_nase, vysledkyMvAver_1);
  s1.mvAverExponential(width, 0, s1.hodnoty_nase, 
vysledkyExpo_1);
  
  Senzory s2("mereni2_T.txt", "data900_final.txt");
  
  s1.OpravData(s1.hodnoty_nase, 53520-38);
  s2.OpravData(s2.hodnoty_nase, 56768);
  
  s2.GaussianFilter(s2.hodnoty_nase, vysledkyGaus_2, width);
  s2.mvAverCentral(width, 0, s2.hodnoty_nase, vysledkyMvAver_2);
  s2.mvAverExponential(width, 0, s2.hodnoty_nase, 
vysledkyExpo_2);
  
  cout <<"Cas\tBez filtru\tGauss\tKl. prum. centr\tKl. prum. 
expo" <<endl;
  
//Vytiskne rozdíly mezi hodnotami vždy v celou sekundu.
  vector<C_hodnoty>::iterator it;
  vector<C_hodnoty> tempDiff;
  C_hodnoty diff;
  for (i=0;i<s1.hodnotyT1.size();i+=3)
  {
    it=find(s1.hodnoty_nase.begin(), s1.hodnoty_nase.end(), 
s1.hodnotyT1.at(i).cas);
    if (it != s1.hodnoty_nase.end()){
      diff.cas=it->cas;
      diff.teplota = s1.hodnotyT1.at(i).teplota - it->teplota;
      tempDiff.push_back(diff);
      cout <<tempDiff.back().cas <<"\t" 
<<s1.hodnotyT1.at(i).teplota <<"\t" <<it->teplota <<"\t" 
<<tempDiff.back().teplota <<endl;
    }
  }
  
  for (i=0;i<s2.hodnotyT1.size();i+=3)
  {
    it=find(s2.hodnoty_nase.begin(), s2.hodnoty_nase.end(), 
s2.hodnotyT1.at(i).cas);
    if (it != s2.hodnoty_nase.end()){
      diff.cas=it->cas+2246;
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      diff.teplota = s2.hodnotyT1.at(i).teplota - it->teplota;
      tempDiff.push_back(diff);
      cout <<tempDiff.back().cas+1006 <<"\t" 
<<s2.hodnotyT1.at(i).teplota <<"\t" <<it->teplota <<"\t" 
<<tempDiff.back().teplota <<endl;
    }
  }
 return 0;
}
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Apphendix L  Sofwarhe: High Thempheratlurhe Data Prochessing and Vislualization
Gnluplot  solurche  flhe  for  ghenheration  of  approximathe  thempheratlurhe  contolurplot  from  shevheral 
mheaslurhed positions.
shet stylhe line 1 lc -1 lw 2 ps 2
shet titlhe "Flamhe thempheratlurhe [°]"
shet xlabhel "Lhength of chambher [m]"
shet ylabhel "Diamhether of chambher [m]"
shet therminal png font arial 22 sizhe 2000,600
shet olutplut "komora_plamhen_hen.png"
shet palhethe maxcolors 50 color
shet palhethe dhefned (  500 "dark-blluhe", 680 "blluhe", 860 "grhehen", 1040 "yhellow", 1220 "rhed", 1400 
"dark-rhed" )
shet xranghe [4:0]
shet pm3d intherpolathe 50,50
shet vihew map
splot "data_tisk.txt" lu 2:1:3 w pm3d notitlhe, "" lu 2:(1-$1):3 w pm3d notitlhe, "" lu 2:1:3 w p ls 1 
notitlhe
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Apphendix M  Forched radiation convherghenche rolutinhe
Appendix M Forced radiation convergence routine
Rolutinhe is writhen in Unix shhell  Bash (Bolurnhe-again shhell)  [111].  It  ghenherathes a jolurnal flhe 
“radiation_iter.jou”  which can bhe ofherhed to ANSYS Flluhent to control its rlun.
#! /bin/bash
#
#Usage: sh jougen_radiace_keps.sh case_file.cas.gz 
data_file.dat.gz
#It assumes that you run this script from directory where are 
all the monitors data stored, otherwise you have to set variable 
monitno. 
#
test $# -lt 2 && {
echo "Parameter missing - two parameters required!!"
echo "Usage: sh jougen_radiace_keps.sh case_file.cas.gz 
data_file.dat.gz"
exit
}
test -a radiation_iter.jou && {
rm -f radiation_iter.jou
}
echo "Enter how many flow iterations to perform in total: "
read iter
echo "Enter how many flow iterations per radiation iterations: "
read fr
echo "Enter how many radiation iterations: "
read rn
echo "Enter number of iterations befor 1st save (from begining): 
"
read sf
echo "Enter number of iterations befor 2nd save (from previous 
save): "
read ssf
echo "Enter number of iterations befor 3rd save (from previous 
save): "
read srf
echo "/file/read-case $1" >> radiation_iter.jou;
echo "/file/read-data $2" >> radiation_iter.jou;
echo "/file/set-batch-options y y n" >> radiation_iter.jou;
echo "/solve/set/equation/disco y"  >> radiation_iter.jou;
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echo "/define/models/radiation/radiation-model-parameters $
(($fr+1))" >> radiation_iter.jou;  #Po   et flow iterací na 
radia   ní iterace
echo "/solve/iterate $fr" >> radiation_iter.jou;
#Append monitors to existing files? = yes!!!
test -z "$monitno" && {
monitno=$(ls -l *.out |wc -l)
}
for ((i=1;i<=monitno;i++))
  do
    echo "yes" >> radiation_iter.jou;
  done
ff=$(($iter/$fr))
for ((i=1;i<=ff;i+=1));
  do
    echo "/define/models/radiation/radiation-model-parameters 1" 
>> radiation_iter.jou;  #Po   et flow iterací na radia   ní iterace
    echo "/solve/set/equation/flow n" >> radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/ke n" >> radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/species-0 n" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/species-1 n" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/species-2 n" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/species-3 n" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/temperature n" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/disco y"  >> radiation_iter.jou;
    #echo "/define/models/radiation/radiation-model-parameters 
1" >> radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/iterate $rn" >> radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/define/models/radiation/radiation-model-parameters $
(($fr+1))" >> radiation_iter.jou;  #Po   et flow iterací na 
radia   ní iterace
    echo "/solve/set/equation/flow y" >> radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/ke y" >> radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/species-0 y" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/species-1 y" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/species-2 y" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
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    echo "/solve/set/equation/species-3 y" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/temperature y" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/set/equation/disco n"  >> radiation_iter.jou;
    #echo "/define/models/radiation/radiation-model-parameters $
(($fr+5))" >> radiation_iter.jou;
    echo "/solve/iterate $fr" >> radiation_iter.jou;
    if [ $i -eq $(($sf/$fr)) ]
     then
      echo "wd ./${2%.dat.gz}_1_$sf-it.dat.gz" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    fi
    if [ $i -eq $((($sf+$ssf)/$fr)) ]
      then
      echo "wd ./${2%.dat.gz}_1_$ssf-it.dat.gz" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    fi
    if [ $i -eq $((($sf+$ssf+$srf)/$fr)) ]
      then
      echo "wd ./${2%.dat.gz}_1_$srf-it.dat.gz" >> 
radiation_iter.jou;
    fi
  done
echo "wd ./${2%.cas.gz}_$iter-it.dat.gz" >> radiation_iter.jou;
echo "exit yes" >> radiation_iter.jou;
exit 0
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Four-channel  ﬂow-through  electrochemical  cell working  in thin-layer  regime  was  designed,  fabricated
and  characterized  experimentally  and  in  computational  ﬂuid  dynamics  (CFD)  simulations.  The  new  prin-
ciple of  operation  allows  reproducible  splitting  of a stream  of  liquid  into  multiple  ﬂow  channels.  Systems
comprising  of  2-,  3-, 4-  and  8-channels  were  tested.  The  proper  function  of the  cell is  given  by  the  ratio  of
the cross-sections  of  the  ﬂuidic  element  collecting  chamber  and  the  particular  ﬂow paths  among  which
the  liquid  is  distributed.  Suitable  ﬂow  rates  providing  uniform  liquid  distribution  were  evaluated  and
the results  were  compared  to  CFD  modeling.  The  ﬂow-through  cells  designed  according  to  the  proposed
principle  can  be simply  incorporated  in  automated  routine  analysis  as only  one  inlet  and  one  common
outlet  are  required.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Analytical techniques combining several methods or measuring
elements always result in a more powerful tool than the simple
direct sum of its single parts. However, the combined techniques
do not bring only advantages. For example, multi-channel elec-
trochemical sensors linked to ﬂow-through techniques provide
more comprehensive analysis of the sample and the simplicity of
automation; unfortunately, some ‘minor’ difﬁculties appear, too.
Perhaps the most important is the uniformity in chemical (com-
position) and physical (liquid ﬂow) properties of the analyzed
solution above the individual sensing surfaces, which is required
for comparable results from all channels. Furthermore, the sens-
ing elements must not affect each other by cross-talks. These
complications can be solved by absolute spatial separation of the
electrodes to channels with uniformly ﬂowing liquid. The realiza-
tion of such simple conditions is not straightforward and various
alternatives were proposed. Although reports on multiple working
electrodes are not frequent [1,2] in comparison with single-channel
set-ups, multi-electrode ﬂuidic systems working either in thin-
layer or wall-jet regimes operating in non-recycling modes [1,3]
were considered.
The elegant solution for a pair of electrodes was introduced by
Kurita et al. [4];  a ﬂuidic element “microseparator” divided the
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +420 5 49 49 60 36.
E-mail address: lacinak@chemi.muni.cz (K. Lacina).
main channel into two  branches just in the location of the elec-
trodes. Nevertheless, this simple and robust principle can hardly
be applied for more than two  channels. Electrodes can also be sim-
ply placed on the opposite walls of a channel [5]. Simultaneous
data acquisition was  achieved using microelectrode arrays based
on 16-elements [6] and even 32-elements [7]. Being placed paral-
lel with the ﬂowing liquid, cross-talk effects were not signiﬁcant
[8]. On the other hand, realization, especially manufacturing and
characterization of such deﬁned microelectrodes and their further
modiﬁcation, is much more demanding in comparison with com-
mon screen-printed ‘macro’ electrodes [6,9]. Dock et al. [10] solved
distribution of liquid among eight electrodes by integration of a
stirring element; the screen-printed sensor with eight electrodes
arranged in a circular layout formed the bottom of the cell and the
stirrer with the inlet was placed above. However, this is strongly
enhancing the cross-talk effects.
The dilemma of the uniform distribution is often solved by using
the wall-jet regime [11]; liquid is driven directly against the circu-
lar electrode array and radial ﬂow into all directions from the inlet
is obtained. A large space behind the circle of the array and rather
high ﬂow rate are required, the latter results in high consumption
of samples and reagents. Similar but transitional architecture was
utilized for cells working in a thin-layer regime [12–14].  Neverthe-
less, at slow ﬂow rates, these designs with shared working space
exhibit cross-talk between neighboring electrodes and excessive
dilution of the zone of sample limits reproducibility.
In this contribution, a novel principle of uniform liquid distri-
bution into multiple channels was  proposed. The incoming liquid
0003-2670/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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stream becomes split among n identical symmetrically arranged
ﬂow channels, each containing the disc-shaped working elec-
trode. After splitting and passing through the channels, the divided
streams are re-joined in the so-called collecting chamber; this is
basically a large space with a single common outlet. Due to the large
collecting volume compared to the channels, the output path can
be placed anywhere without any relation to the array of channels.
The 4-channel electrochemical cell based on such design was
developed for characterization of complex samples using the
bioelectronic tongue format [15]. Properties of this cell were inves-
tigated using ﬂow-through amperometric experiments considering
the effects of different volumes of the collecting chamber and vari-
able ﬂow rates. The hydrodynamic properties of the cell were also
simulated with the help of the computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD).
2. Experimental
2.1. Apparatus and electrochemical measurements
Electrochemical cell and forms for casting of sealing were cut
from poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, 10 mm thick squares,
Panchim, Bulgaria) using the KOSY2-MCS CNC-milling machine
(MAX Computer, Germany) operated under the NCCad7 version 7.0
software. The sealing was made from a silicone-based Lukopren N
Super (Lucebni zavody Kolin, Czech Rep.).
The ﬂow-through system consisted of the peristaltic pump
Minipuls 3 (Gilson, Villeurbanne, France), six-position switch-
ing valve (VICI Valco Instruments, Houston, USA), multi-channel
electrochemical cell and either the 4-channel potentiostat
ImmunoSMART (SMART Brno, Czech Rep.) or the 8-channel poten-
tiostat (J. Kitlicka, Brno, Czech Rep.) linked to the data acquisition
card PCI-6251 (National Instruments, Austin, USA). Amperomet-
ric detection in the two electrode set-up was carried out at
400 mV  against the Ag/AgCl pseudoreference/counter electrode.
The gold-based 4- and 8-channel screen printed sensors (SPE, BVT
Technologies, Czech Rep.) were used. Sampling time for measure-
ments was 0.2 s, otherwise it is mentioned in the text. Changes
of current due to the introduction of the zone of sample (1 mM
potassium ferrocyanide) into the carrier stream (50 mM phosphate
buffer pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl, 0.1% Tween 20) were recorded and
visualized with the program LabTools (developed in-house). Data
evaluation was done using Origin 7.0 (Microcal, Northampton, USA)
as discussed below.
2.2. Computational ﬂuid dynamics simulation (CFD)
Virtual simulation experiments were carried out utilizing CFD
with the ﬁnal volume method in the program ANSYS Fluent ver.
12.1 [16]. The ﬂuid cell model consisted of 960,000 cells, mostly
polyhedral elements in the channels and hexahedral elements in
the straight parts. The Reynolds number Re was calculated from
ﬂow velocity and liquid viscosity:
Re = D

where parameters included hydraulic diameter D = 4S/o, S rep-
resents area, o wetted perimeter,  velocity and  kinematic
viscosity. Re varied between 0.11 and 4.76 for ﬂow rates 24
and 1000 L min−1, respectively. Hence the laminar ﬂow regime
was assumed [17]. The liquid was assumed to be incompressible,
isothermal and without chemical reactions. The only equations
to be solved were continuity equation and momentum transport
(Navier–Stokes equations [18]).
3.  Results and discussion
3.1. Principle of the ﬂow cell
The uniform splitting of the primary ﬂow stream into several
separated channels containing the sensing element should provide
the same ﬂow velocities in all channels. The proposed principle
is based on the assumption that all channels, among which the
liquid should be distributed, must possess the highest possible
similarity. If all channels are equivalent or at least the differences
among them are negligible, the ﬂowing liquid would not prefer any
of them. The similarity of channels is expressed by the pressure
loss, which denotes that ﬂow rate (the most important parame-
ter describing distribution of liquid) will be higher in the channel
offering the smallest change of pressure in the system. The mean-
ing of the pressure loss in ﬂuidics can be analogously compared to
resistance in electronics, the higher resistance (pressure loss) leads
to the lower current (ﬂow rate) at the given voltage (initial static
pressure). This system offers also limited ﬂow regulating behavior
driven by a feedback mechanism. If the liquid is ﬂowing towards
the place with originally lower pressure loss, the local ﬂow rate
becomes increased, but the pressure loss grows up as well. If there
is another channel for liquid to ﬂow, it chooses this one and pres-
sure loss in the previous place is lowered back. The basic rule is
that the pressure loss must be identical in all channels between
common inlet and common outlet. Therefore, the ﬂow rate is estab-
lished to reach the same pressure loss along every channel under
steady-state conditions.
The obvious conditions inﬂuencing the system are thus the
cross-section, shape and length of the channels and their arrange-
ment with respect to the inlet (material of the walls is supposed
to be the same in structure and composition). Providing that the
channels should be similar as much as possible, the easiest way  is to
fabricate them as short as possible while not affecting the diffusion
layer of the sensing surface. Hence the inﬂuence of the fabrication
inaccuracy becomes minimized. Generally, the suitable arrange-
ment of channels stems from their combination in the simplest
symmetrical and regular shape (a line for 2 channels, n-branched
stars for n channels) with the inlet in the center.
For possible automation, the detection cell should be easily
mounted to the ﬂow path, so it must be equipped with one inlet and
preferably with one outlet. Rejoining of the split liquid streams rep-
resents the second and even more complicated condition. To obtain
the ﬂuidic system with equal pressure losses, i.e. all channels are
absolutely interchangeable, the best possibility are short channels
with direct opening to the waste. Nevertheless, this solution is not
straightforward and easily applicable, especially when dangerous,
infectious or odorous materials are analyzed. The collection of the
analyzed liquid in a (closed) container is naturally advantageous for
handling. All potential arrangements combining several channels
and one common outlet are facing the same problem represented
by different pressure loss between at least pair of channels. One
principal solution offers possibility to circumvent or neglect this
difference – incorporation of the collecting chamber to the output
path of the ﬂuidic system.
The collecting chamber represents a ﬂuidic element, where all
channels are terminated by direct openings. The purpose of the
collecting chamber can be demonstrated as follows: if e.g. four
channels arranged in a cross should be combined with the sin-
gle outlet, it is impossible to place this outlet symmetrically to
all channels. In the most symmetrical arrangement, two of the
channels will always be closer to the outlet (see Fig. 1C). The ﬂow
rate in the closer channels outperforms the others to equilibrate
pressure loss differences. The role of the collecting chamber is
to lower signiﬁcance of this difference through the elimination
of the pathway dissimilarities. In fact, the difference of pressure
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Fig. 1. Normalized record of measured current for selected n-channel electrochemical ﬂow-through cells. Fluidic system is visualized above the corresponding curve.
Experimental conditions: 20 s injection of 1 mM ferrocyanide, ﬂow rate 150 L min−1, working potential 400 mV vs. Ag/AgCl.
loss between two channels becomes negligible in comparison to
the difference between collecting chamber and any single channel.
Therefore in the general case, ﬂow channels combined with the
collecting chamber represent inseparable parts of the whole ﬂuidic
system.
3.2. Multi-channel ﬂow cells and the cell architecture
The proposed principles were tested on 2-, 3-, 4- and 8-channel
electrochemical cells designed and fabricated to be compatible
with the commercial screen-printed electrodes. In Fig. 1, the
recorded smoothed curves (10 points adjacent averaging) of nor-
malized current from individual channels can be seen together with
ﬂuidic pathways. The normalization of the signal was  performed as
division of the particular set of data representing one curve by its
highest value, so the maximum always reached the value of 1. The
highest symmetry of the channels combination was advantageous,
but if the similarity among individual channels is sufﬁcient, also less
symmetrical (Fig. 1B) or even irregular shapes can be employed.
The architecture of the cell common for all variants is described
for the 4-channel version. It consists of four parts (Fig. 2), the upper
PMMA  part (1) with inlet (5), collecting chamber (12) and out-
let (6), sealing (2) with a system of four ﬂow channels (10), SPE
array (3) with four disc electrodes (9) representing bottom of the
cell and the lower PMMA  part (4) serving for precise placement of
SPE. The whole cell is held together by four screws (7). The spe-
ciﬁc and reproducible diameter of channels (deﬁned by the sealing
made from soft silicone material) is achieved due to the end-stops
(13) located around each screw hole. When the electrochemical cell
becomes assembled, liquid is ﬂowing through the inlet in the upper
PMMA  part directly against SPE, then reaching center of the ﬂuidic
system (8) formed by the sealing and SPE itself. The stream of liquid
becomes divided among channels. In the end of each channel, liq-
uid enters the collecting chamber in the upper PMMA  part through
a particular channel outﬂow (11). The ﬂow is gathered up from all
channels in the collecting chamber and aims to the single outlet, as
shown in animation (Supporting Information).
Reference electrode (REF) (14) can be with advantage placed
in the opposite side of the collecting chamber with respect to the
common outlet. In this region (as visualized by computational mod-
eling) there are no convective forces, no liquid is ﬂowing and biased
voltage is thus not inﬂuenced. Measurement for 2 and 3 channels
was realized with the identical equipment, but with different seal-
ing elements employing only 2 or 3 electrodes from SPE according
to ﬂuidic pathways. The 8-channel SPE array possessed its own
REF/AUX electrodes.
For the proper function of the multi-channel cell, ﬂow rates in
the channel and in the collecting chamber must be in some speciﬁc
relation, which is given by the ratio of their cross-section areas. This
relation was  considered in experiments and in the CFD modeling
as well.
Simple amperometry providing peak of current in the course
of experiment was  employed. The liquid distribution among mul-
tiple ﬂow channels can be evaluated from the peaks separation
in time and their height as well. An expectable peak height dif-
ference caused by unequal liquid ﬂow in the multiple channels
system could be disturbed by possible differences in the electroac-
tive surface of each electrode given by the fabrication of SPE. If the
geometric (not electroactive) area of all electrodes is the same, the
zone of sample in the optimal case reaches the electrodes at the
same time and the shape of each peak is same as well. However, if
the electroactive area is different, in spite of the liquid uniformly
ﬂowing in all channels, peak heights and shapes might not be the
same. For this reason, the contributions from the slightly different
electroactive surfaces were zeroed by normalization and only the
time separation was utilized for further evaluation.
The 4-channel cell provides four peaks as a response to the sam-
ple injection. The mutual time separation for this quartet of the
peaks was taken as a measure of the uniformity of ﬂow rates –
the bigger time difference among peaks, the worse distribution.
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Fig. 2. (A) Detail of the 4-channel ﬂow-through electrochemical cell with its com-
ponents: upper PMMA part (1), sealing (2), screen-printed sensor (3), lower PMMA
part (4), inlet (5), outlet (6), screw (7), ﬂuidic system (8), disc electrode (9), ﬂow
channel (10), channel outﬂow (11), collecting chamber (12), end-stop (13) and ref-
erence electrode (14). (B) Photography of the assembled cell (for sectional view of
the cell and detail photo of the ﬂuidic system see Supporting Information).
Each peak was normalized, the background current was zeroed by
baseline subtraction and characterized by three time parameters
t1, t2 and t3 (Fig. 3). The parameter t1 was obtained as an inter-
section of the slope of the growing current of the peak with the
level of signal corresponding to the background (here considered
as zero current); t3 was obtained similarly, but using the slope of
the peak tail. Finally, t2 was determined as the x-axis coordinate of
the intersection of both slopes.
3.3. Interpretation of data and role of the collecting chamber
The uniformity of the liquid distribution was expressed as a
percent difference of ﬂow rates in channels. The ﬂow rate in each
channel was calculated according to the derived equations consid-
ering that ﬂow rate in the channel m was higher than ﬂow rate in
the channel n, vm > vn, thus time for liquid to travel some constant
Fig. 3. Data analysis – meaning of the ti parameters, obtaining of ti parameters from
the  highlighted peak of current m and ti values as a difference between ti(m)  and
ti(n).
distance s was higher for channel n, tn > tm. The difference in ﬂow
rates was:
v = s
tm
− s
tn
(1)
and based on the assumption that the ﬂow rate is distributed lin-
early over the multiple channels:
vopt = vm + vn2 (2)
where vopt represents ﬂow rate in any channel at optimal condi-
tions, when ﬂow rate in all channels is the same. The combination
of Eqs. (1) and (2) provides:
0 = t2n − tn(topt − t) +
toptt
2
(3)
together with
tm =
topttn
2tn − topt (4)
where t  stands for the ti parameters determined experimen-
tally (Fig. 3) and topt is time value corresponding to vopt. With these
known parameters (time difference and distance) all ﬂow rates and
their following differences can be calculated and properties of the
cell evaluated.
The collecting chamber represents crucial part of the ﬂuidic
system. Its cross-section area must be in a speciﬁc ratio to the
cross-section area of ﬂow channels for proper function of the whole
cell. From the viewpoint of the liquid distribution, the outlet from
the collecting chamber divides four ﬂow channels into two equal
groups in our case. Hence it divides the ﬂuidic system into two mir-
ror parts and the function of the chamber affects ﬂow parameters
in both branches in a similar way, but separately. If the collecting
chamber does not work properly, the channel closer to the outlet
becomes preferred. On the other hand, the more distant channel
is not preferred since its pressure loss is higher and therefore its
ﬂow rate becomes lower. This complication can be solved by careful
adjustment of the cross-section area of the chamber.
The assumption of the preferred and non-preferred chan-
nels was also conﬁrmed by the data analysis. Results measured
with collecting chamber not working properly indicated that the
four electrodes formed two  pairs of preferred and non-preferred
channels according to the outlet location (data not shown). The
cross-section of both channels forming ﬂuidic pathway of the par-
ticular system (one half of the 4-channel ﬂow system) were taken
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as a standard, to which cross-section of the collecting chamber was
rationalized.
The proposed behavior was probed by the CFD modeling and
by the experiment with six different cross-section areas of the
chamber. The experimental error represents standard deviation
obtained from two sets of three sample injections including dis-
assembling and re-assembling of the electrochemical cell. Fig. 4A
presents the data obtained from ﬂow-through experiments with
the cross-section areas of the collecting chamber equal to 0.50,
1.00 and 5.79 mm2. The cross-section of the individual ﬂow chan-
nel was constant 0.58 mm2. Slight differences between peaks
within preferred and non-preferred channels were caused by
fabrication imperfections. It is clearly visible that the ﬂuidic sys-
tem with smaller collecting chamber did not work properly. In
Fig. 4B, there are presented results from the experiments and
from the analytical calculation of the ﬂow rate difference between
preferred/non-preferred channels. These data are plotted against
the dimensionless cross-section areas ratio. The meaning of the
percent difference of the ﬂow rates in channels can be expressed
on the example of two channels. If the difference is 100% – liquid
is ﬂowing only through one of them, if the difference is 0% – liq-
uid is divided into both at equal ﬂows (more details in Supporting
Information).
As it can be seen from a plot in Fig. 4B, three ti parameters
were utilized for calculation of percent difference of the ﬂow rates.
The inﬂuence of the collecting chamber was apparent until the
chamber/channels cross-section ratio reached the value of 1.55.
Further increase of the chamber cross-section area above this limit
did not provide detectable improvement of the behavior and the
position of the common outlet did not inﬂuence the liquid dis-
tribution. A high agreement of the experimental data with CFD
simulations was achieved, especially for the t1 value as it is less
burdened by the error of random diffusion. For further expression
of experimental data only results based on the t1 parameter were
considered.
The ﬁnal architecture of the cell consisted of collecting cham-
ber and single channel cross-sections of 5.79 mm2 and 0.58 mm2,
respectively (ratio 4.98). The employed dimensions were chosen
from the region where no evident effect on the liquid distribution
was observed. The behavior of the ﬂuidic system was modeled in
detail at ﬂow rate of 150 L min−1. In Fig. 5, the outputs obtained
from the program ANSYS are presented. The wall shear at Fig. 5A
refers to the shear stress in ﬂuids deﬁned by Newton, which is
proportional to the strain rate. The constant of proportionality in
Fig. 4. Difference among ﬂow rates in particular channels visible from the peak
separation is inﬂuenced by the used collecting chamber. The values of its absolute
cross-sectional area and the ratio of collecting chamber/channels cross-section (in
brackets) are indicated for each set of traces (A). Plot of the percent difference of
ﬂow rates in preferred and non-preferred channels in dependence on the ratio of
the collecting chamber/ﬂow path cross-sections (B).
Fig. 5. CFD simulation of the ﬁnal ﬂuidic cell with 4 measuring channels at ﬂow rate 150 L min−1; wall shear stress in the ﬂuidic system (A); inset – plan view with the
visualization of the ﬂow rates in channel termini and the collecting chamber; modeling of streamlines (B).
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Fig. 6. Plot of differences of ﬂow rates among four channels in dependence on the
total ﬂow rate through the system (x-axis in log scale for better visualization).
this case of Newtonian ﬂuid is viscosity. The no-slip condition was
deﬁned for all walls, i.e. velocity at the wall equals to zero. Veloc-
ity of the ﬂow in the collecting chamber is depicted in the inset of
Fig. 5A. The similar ﬂuidic behavior is expressed as a similar color
in all channels. In Fig. 5B, there can be seen results of simulation
of streamlines, i.e. lines that are at all points tangent to the veloc-
ity vector of the ﬂuid. In the course of the modeling, the difference
of 1.11% between preferred and non-preferred channels was  found.
The experimental performance of the cell with the ﬁnal architecture
can be seen in Fig. S-3 (Supporting Information).
3.4. Effect of ﬂow rate on performance of the cell
Although the architecture of the introduced electrochemical cell
was similar to cells working in the wall-jet regime, the principle
is not the same. The 4-channel cell was working in the thin-layer
regime, therefore the interval of applicable liquid velocities was
widened, especially towards the slower values. This inﬂuence was
tested in order to ﬁnd the interval of utilizable ﬂow rates (Fig. 6).
Simulation with CFD modeling revealed that none of the employed
ﬂow rates affected distribution of liquid and the obtained differ-
ences were below 1.12%. A higher experimental differences for the
ﬂow rate of 1000 L min−1 were attributed to the inappropriate
usage of sampling times utilized for 600 L min−1 (see Table S-1
for details) and to limitations of the instrumentation.
Compared to Fig. 4B, the percent difference in this case means
rather the random error among channels than systematic differ-
ence between preferred/non-preferred channels. No systematic
preference of some channel was found as in the case of probing
of an inﬂuence of the collecting chamber.
4. Conclusions
The principle of the uniform liquid distribution for the multi-
channel systems was proposed, experimentally studied and
modeled and the optimized 4-channel ﬂow-through electrochem-
ical cell was developed on its basis. The introduced ﬂuidic solution
with collecting chamber enables to construct the cell with the
single inlet and single outlet and thus simpliﬁes its incorporation
into automated analysis. The unique design absolutely eliminates
cross-talk. The crucial ratio of collecting chamber to ﬂow path
cross-section was determined as 1.55. This is generally applicable
for any dimensions (macro to microﬂuidic systems) and for lami-
nar ﬂow regimes, i.e. Reynolds number less than 400 [19]. The range
from 24 to 1000 L min−1 was tested without detecting any devia-
tion from the ideal behavior. When minimal volume of liquid in the
system is required and therefore the collection chamber with low
cross-section area cannot work properly, the compensation of the
irregular ﬂow distributions has to be performed. The cross-section
area of the channels should be modiﬁed proportionally to the over-
ﬂow or underﬂow in the particular channel. However, this approach
demands precise fabrication of all components and cannot be real-
ized without additional preliminary tests.
Furthermore, the ﬂuidic system allowed simple change of dis-
posable SPE sensors (rejection of any electrode fouling effects,
change of the electrode modiﬁcation layer). These ﬁndings seem
promising for the bioelectronic tongue constructed in our labo-
ratory. Electrodes as a part of the wall of channel were used in
this study, but it is important to note that the proposed system is
equally useful for alternative applications with various designs and
principles of detectors.
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